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The f i r s t par t of the t h e s i s deals with the inves t iga t ion 
of flavonoids from the br ight yellov; flowers of Argemone mexicana 
Linn, ilrvatamia Goronaria Stapf. The flowers of Argemone 
mexicana have been found to contain a free aglycone and two new 
glycosides. The free aglycone m.p.304-306° has been cha rac t e r i -
sed as 3'-m8thoxy-4',5,7-trihyQroxy flavonol (isorhamnetin) by 
i t s melting and mixed melting po in t s , formation of i t s ace ta te 
m.p.203-204°, Rf value and co-chromatography. The i d e n t i t y of 
the aglycone as isorhamnetin has been fur ther evidenced by 
spec t ra l s tudies (Ultra v io le t and in f ra red spec t ra ) . The 
glycoside m.p. 165-67° on acid hydrolysis gave an aglycone 
n.p.304-:'.3 3° cxi'd sugar. The aglycone has been iden t i f i ed as 
isorhamnetin as described e a r l i e r and the sugar as glucose by 
Rf Value, co-chromatography and by the formation of osazone 
m.p.205-206°. The glycoside gave an ace ta te m.p. 135-36° which 
on deacetylat ion furnished the o r i g i n a l glycoside m.p. 165-67°. 
The methylation of glycoside followed by hydrolysis gave 
3 ' , 4 ' , 5 ,7 - t e t r am8thy l quercetin m.p.192-94° locat ing sugar 
residue at (C3). The quant i ta t ive estimation of sugar by 
Somogyi's method showed the presence of 1 mole of sugar per 
mole of aglycone. The glycoside m.p.165-67° i s therefore 
character ised as isorharanetin-3-gl7cosid3. 
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Tn- saconu glycoside m.p.206-10° gave on hyarolys is the 
same aglycone and the same sugar vhich were character ised as 
de ta i l ed e a r l i e r . The glycoside acetate m.p.146-50O regenerated 
the o r ig ina l glycoside m.p.208-10°. The methyl ether of the 
glycoside on hydrolysis gave a product m.p.284-d5°. The p a r t i a l 
methyl ether v;as iden t i f i ed as 3,3 ' ,4 ' ,5- tetramethyl-7-h;x!roxy 
quercetin which on acetyla t ion gave 3 ,3*,4•-5- ts t^amethyl-7-
acetoxy quercetin m.p.1740. The formation of 7-hyLroxy t e t r a -
methyl quercetin proved the attachment of sugar residue at 
(C7). The quant i ta t ive estimation of sugar showed the presence 
of two moles of glucose for mole of aglycone. The glycosioe 
nj.p.208-10° i s therefore c h a r a c t e r i s e ! as isorhamnetin-7-
diglucoside . 
The v/hite flowers of 3rvatamia coronaria have been found 
to contain only one flavonoid component. The glycosidic nature 
of the flavonoid has been evidenced by the pos i t ive Molisch t e s t 
obtained af te r hydrolysis and the chromatographic study of the 
sugars. The sugars were iden t i f i ed as glucose and rhamnose by 
Rf values using authentic checks. The aglycone m,p.276-78° was 
character ised as 4 ' ,5 ,7- t r ihydroxy flavonol (Kaempferol) by 
melting and mixed melting points and by the preparat ion of i t s 
aceta te m.p. 180-82°. The i d e n t i t y of the aglycone as Kaempferol 
Was fur ther confirmed by micro degradation. The components on 
chromatographic examination with authentic samples were charac-
t e r i s e ! as phloroglucinol and p-hydroxybenzoic acid. 
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The glycosicie gave an aceta te m,p. 158-60°, The deacetylat ion 
furnishad the o r ig ina l glycoside m.p.222-24°, character ised as 
Kaempferol-S-rharsnose-glucoside, 
The second par t describes the synthases of a new deoxybenzoin, 
C2,3-dihydrox^l90^/benzoin) and a new isoflavone CS-hydroxyisoflavone) 
The synthesis of 3,4-dih/droxydeoxybenzoin and o-methoxydeoxybenzoin 
in considerably inprovei y ie lds has also been reported by a number 
of methods. 
The cor^densation of pyrocatechol ar.d phenyl acet ic acid in 
presence of B73 5ar3 3,4-dihydroxyd9oxybenzoin n ,p . 173-74° in 36,1 
y ie ld . 3y using; v s r a t r o l in place of pyrocatechol 3,4-dimethoxydeoxy-
benzoin m.p,67-83° "as obtained in 65," y ie ld . The selenium dioxide 
oxidation of the methyl ether of deoxybenzoin gave a newc\;-diketone 
(3,4-dimethoxybenzil) , m.p. 114,5-115°, 
The s t ruc ture of the deoxybenzoin was supported by Beckmann 
rearrangement of i t s ketoxime. Two new compounds phenyl a ce t -3 ,4 -
dimethoxy an i l ide m,p,151-52° and N-benzyl (3,4-dimethoxy benzamicie) 
m.p. 134-36° were synthesised for comparison with the rearranged 
product. The product obtained by Beckmann rearrangement shoved no 
depression in melting point on admixture with phenyl a ce t -3 ,4 -
dimethoxy an i l i de . The configuration of the ketoxim was, therefore , 
es tabl ished as s^- benzyl type. 
3,4-i}iai5thc:cydeoxybenzoin has also been obtained by the 
i n t e r ac t i on of benzyl magnssiun chloride and 3,4-dimethoxybenzaaide 
in 71^ ? y ie ld . Th3 acylation of phenyl a c e t o n i t r i l e with ethyl 
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vai 'a trate in presence of sodium ethoxide (Claisen acylat ion) fol?^o^'2d 
V hydrolysis and decarboxylation gave 3,4-dimethoxyGeoxybenzoin ia 
•S3l y ie ld . 
d eoxy 
2j3-Dimethoxybenzoin b . p . 170-73 (3 mm) has been synthesised 
by ths inteayaction of benzyl magnesium chloride with 2, 3-dimethoxy-
benzamide in 76;J y ie ld . The demethylation of the deoxybenzoin vrith 
a mixture of hydrobromic and acet ic acids gave 2,3-dihydroxydeoxy-
benzoin m.p. 79-81 . A number of carbonyl der iva t ivesof 2, 3-dihydroxy-
deoxybenzoin and i t s dimethyl ether have been obtained. The seleniUm 
dioxide oxidation of 2, 3-dimethoxydeoxybenzoin gave 2,3-dimethoxy-
benzi l ) m.p.74° a new c \ -d ike tone . The s t ruc tu re of the hydroxydeoxy-
benzoin has been establ ished by i den t i f i c a t i on of phenylacetic acid 
and pyrocatechol as the products of a lkal ine degradation, 
2, 3-Dihydroxydeoxybenzoin on submitting to ethylforoiat2-sodium 
synthesis formed 8-hydroxy isoflavone m.p.222-24°, acetate m.p. 160°, 
methyl ether m.p. 163°. The ethoxylation of the above deoxybenzoin 
gave 2-carbethoxy-a-hydroxyisoflavone m.p,2l 3'^,¥hich on hydrolysis 
yielded 2-carboxy-8-hydroxyisoflavone m.p.262-63°. The decarboxylation 
of the acid isoflavone gave 8-hydroxyisoflavone m.p.222-24°. I t 
showed no depression in melting point on admixture with the 8-hydroxy 
isoflavone obtained by ethyl-formate-sodium synthesis . The s t ruc ture 
of the isoflavone has been proved by a lkal ine hydrolys is . The 
chromatographic examination of the product showed.it to be 2,3-dihydroxj' 
deoxybenzoin. 
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Djrir:j ths s^T^thssis of 2, 3-dimethoxydeoxybenzoin by 
Grignara cietho-^ a s i -3 product m.p, 53-54° in 12,J yield i/as 
ob ta ine l . I t v'as cbaractarised as dibenzyl by comparison v/ith aji 
authentic s^spla obtained by the Cleaensen's reduction of benz i l . 
The above deoxybenzoin has also been obtained by the in te rac t ion 
of dibenzyl zinc with 2,3-dimethoxybenzoyl chloride (yield 34,^). 
o-Methoxydeoxybenzoin has been prepared by the use of 
Grignard reagent in 62fo y i e ld . 
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T H E O R E T I C A L 
T H E G L Y C O S I D E S 
The term glycosides embraces a large and remark-
ably varied group of organic compounds having the common 
property of furnishing saccharides or their oxidation 
products - the glycones - when hydrolysed by mineral acids 
or specific hydrolytic enzymes. Custom* however, restricts 
the term to those compounds v:hich in addition to reducing 
sugars also yield one or more other substances v;hich, not 
infrequently, are of an aromatic nature. The non-sugar 
constituent, is termed as an aglycone. 
Laurent (1852) was the first to collect together 
all substances vrhich gave sugar on hydrolysis into a 
sDecial group vrtiich he called glucoseamide and Berthelot 
termed them later as saccharides. It is not known who 
originated the term glucoside. However, in the past, 
glucoside v.'as the general name given to a class of organic 
substances which on hydrolysis gave sugar or a mixture of 
sugars. The term glucoside i-ras based on the meagre knovj-
ledge of the group as no member v/as known which did not 
contain glucose as one of the products of hydrolysis. 
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The term glycoside is now officially used as 
general name for the group* irrespective of the sugar 
present* glucoside is the specific name used for those 
glycosides, the sugar constituent of i^ich is ^ucose. In 
the past the ^ycosides were named ending in ^ » based on 
the plant in r^tiich they occur. It has been now proposed 
in fiance to substitute the suffix oside» to indicate -Uie 
glycosidic nature* Thus asperulin becomes asperuloside* 
The non-sugar part of the glycoside is named as aglycone, 
2 
a term originated by Japanese Chemists • 
CLASSIFICATION OF GajYCOSEDES 
The classification of glycosides is based upon 
" j^i. 
the nature of/'aglycone* The aglycones include represen-
/~ 
tatives of many of the numerous groups oi' hydro^ qrl 
compounds occuring in plants, ranging from small molecules 
such as ethyl alcohol, acetone, cyanhydrin to large ones 
such as the triterpenes, steroids (cardiac glycosides 
saponin etc*)* hydroxyanthraquinones, anthocyanins and 
anthoxanthins. The following table (I) gives the classi-
fication representing one member of each groupx-
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Phcpyl Benzopyrone Glycosides t 
Arrbhoxanthin glycosides» (Flavones* Isoflavoness 
Flavonols, KLavanones and Chalkones)* Under the heading 
of flavone (word derived from the Latin for yellow) are 
included a number of yellow pigments occuring in the 
vegetative organs and in the petals of many plants. Owing 
to their close relationship to blue colouring matters 
45 kno^m as anthccyanins, Willstater and Everest proposed 
the adoption for them of the generic term, Anthoxanthin, 
first suggested by Karquart in 1835» The flavone nucleus 
occurs with variation in the oxidation levels of the 
Co" portion of the molecixLe. The range of oxidation level 
extends from the highly reduced catechin type I to the 
highly oxidised flavonol XI« 
i. 
I 
\ / \ / ' ' \ - ' ^ ^ / • \ 
/ 
]t II a 
O 0 0 
- 4 -
VII 
, / % - % 
V V 
II 
0 \x 
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_ 0 
C = C H 
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OH 
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The following table I I gives a br ief out l ine* 
T A B L E - I I 
Figure 
I 
I I 
I I I 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
vin 
IX 
X 
XI 
Compound Type 
Catechins 
Dibydr0-chalcones 
Chalcones 
Flavanones 
Isoflavanones 
FLavanonols 
Havones 
Isof lavones 
Anthocyanins 
Aurones 
Flavonols 
Oxidation S t a t e of Co 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
- CH^HOH CHOH - B 
- CO-CHg-BClsoJA-CCCH-B) 
CH3 
- CO*OH = CH - B 
- CO-CHg-CHOH - B 
-
- CO-CHOH-CHOH - B 
- COCH2 CO - B 
-
- CHg COCO - B 
- COCO CHg - B 
- COCO CHOH - B 
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The great nojority of the naturally-occurring dflavonoid 
substances possess a phloroglucinol-derived ring A and 
catechol-derived ring B« I3o naturally occup^ng chalcone 
possessing the phloroglucinol-derived ring A \:.'ith free 
46 hydroxyl group is knovmo HsrasiEhachari and Seshcdri 
have pointed out that \^en 5-hydro3ryl group is present in 
the flavanonep the chalcone-flavanone isomerism is strczs^y 
on the side of the flavanone because of the resulting 
hydrogen bonding stabilization of the ring» Salipurporide 
XII is stable in the chalcone formp having a gLucosidoxy 
residue in place of one of the ortho hydro^QTl groups« 
HO-
°- Gi'MCose 
Variation in the structure of Idle A-iring erbends 
47«48 from the s inplest case of flavanone i t s e l f Til to t ha t 
in Hhich hydrojiyl groups are found in the 5»6 97 and 8-posl-
t ions of the ring XHIe 
"3" V \ y 
^"3 0 
/^  
VII 
- s -
Variations in the hydro:ylation pattern of the 
B'^inS are relatively more limitedo Compounds possessing 
the 4'''iiydroigrl and the 3 • »4'-dihydroJiyl groupings melee up 
the bulk of the Icnotm compouMso Substances with no 
hydrosyl groups and uith 2* -hydrosyl groups are Icnoijn but 
raroo The 3° p4S5'-trihydro^ B-ring occiirs commoaLjr but 
in a restricted group of compounds. 
Aside from its presence in irigenin (3'p5j7-tri-
hydroxy-4»6',6*'urimetho3cy isoflavone) and robinetin* the 
occurence of the pyrogallol derived B-ring is most common 
in compounds having the 5»7»3S4's5'-4iydroxylation pattern 
in the aromatic rings* 
The allcylation of the hydrosyl groups of the 
flavonoid conpounlss with the formation of metho^l and 
methyienediosy groups can give rise to numerous derivatives 
for each polyliydrosy compound. Modification of flavonoid 
hydrosyl groups by other than methylation or metl^lenation 
(of orUio-hydrosyl groups) can occur in natural polyphenols 
but is uncoEsaon in the flavonoid compounds. Karanjin JHV 
possesses a furo^ring at the 7»8-positions. 
H ^ 
XlV 
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The anthoxanthins in the form of their glycosides 
frequently are but faintly yellow in colour t the sugar 
free compounds generally having a deeper yellow colour 
than the glycosides. The sugar residue may be attached in 
any of most of the available positions in the molecules* 
but in certain classes of compounds ^ycosylation is 
restricted to certain positions. The anthocyanins bear 
sugar residue only in the 3-position if monoglycosides or 
biosides, and in the 3,5-positions if diglycoside.; Flavo-
noid compounds bear the sugar residue in 3*-»4»-f3-f5-» 
7- and 8-position. Ko flavone-6-^ycoside is known and 
4»-^ycosides are very rare in nature, ELavonols occur 
most commonly as 3-glycosides; in flavones* 7-glycosides 
represent the largest class, The most commonly occurl.ng 
sugars* that are found in combination with flavonoid 
a^ycones* are D-glucose* L-rhamnose and D-galactose and 
biosides containing rutinose ( /S-L-rhamnosido-^-D-glucose). 
In addition to these* glucuronides* arabinosides> an 
apioside (apiin) i^ also known* 
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The Isolation and Identification of Flavonoid Compoimds 
from Plant Materials* 
During the past two decades many fundamental 
advances have been made in methods for the detection* 
separation, and structtiral determination of the water-
soluble plant pigments* Vfliile relatively few fundamental 
changes have been introduced into the procedures for the 
large-scale isolation of flavonoid substances, the develop-
ment of chromatographic and partition techniques, and the 
increasing application of absorption spectrometry have 
made available powerfull tools for the detailed examination 
of the complex mixtures of plant pigments. 
Since plant tissues usually contain gLycosidases 
as well as enzymes of other kind^^ autolytic processes may 
ensue subsequent to collection of the fresh material •> 
resulting either in the hydrolysis of glycosides or the 
destruction of sensitive compounds. This may lead to the 
erroneous description of the plant constituents. Immediate 
and rapid drying of the plant material usually preserves 
it in a form substantially equivalent to the fresh material. 
No general methods are available for the isolation 
of glycosides. The flavonoid compounds range in solubility 
from ether-soluble, water-insoluble, ether-alcohol-soluble, 
- 9 -
ether-Insolu^lo to uater-soluble glycosidesc Consequen-bly 
no single extrGction procedure is ideally suited to all 
plant materials o 'She first systematic scheme developed 
for the characterisation of one class of the trater-soluble 
pigment MSLS "Wiat elaborated by Robinson ' for the rapid 
identification of the anthocyanins« 
In generals the flavonoid coapounds of fresh or 
desiccated plant materials can be completely esrtracted by 
means of ethyl or methyl alcohols, but it is often advan-
tageous» especially i^ien dried material is used, to carry 
out a systematic series of extractions vdth the use of 
three or four solvents of increasing polarityo A prolimi** 
nary extraction of dried, poT-:dered plant material irith 
loi'j boiling petroleum ether or carbon tetrachloride is 
effective in removing laxy materials. Petroleum etlier-
soluble flavonoids are of relatively infrequent occurrence, 
and such a pre "extraction usually removes non flavonoid 
constituents o nouever recently Licdstedt ' has fouiid 
in ether and petroleum extracts of heartuoodss hydroxy-
lated flavonoid and anthrone pigments. 
Since most flavonoid glycosides are rather 
readily hydroiysed by acids, care must be taken? especially 
\jhen fresh material is used* to prevent the decomposition 
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of glycosides during extractions Td.th "boilling solvente. 
Rapid Gsposiire of the plant to boiling alcohol is effect-
ivo in inactivating hydrolytic enzymes but the nsaterialc 
in the erbract are still exposed to "fee danger of feydroly*-
sis by accompanying plant acids o It is customary to casTy 
out long continued extractions in a soxliLet extractor ijith 
the addition of a snail amount of calcium carbonate to 
the If.quid in the boiler. 
The ability of certain substances to form insoluble 
precipitates IHIQU treated tjith lead acetate* and tho 
effect of ^ upon precipitability^ offers a useful mean:of 
separating or purifying aany conpoundso 
In general? flavoness chalcones and aurones contain-
ing free ortho-liydroxyl groups in the B-rings as in 
luteolin» quereitins butein* aureusidin and leptosidin 
(and their Airing glycosides) give deep yellou to red 
precipitates xfaen their alcoholic solutions are treated 
\jith neutral lead acetate© After centrifugation and 
uashings the precipitate is suspended in alcohol and 
decomposed trith a stream of hydrogen sulphide. After 
removal of tho Isad sialphide th© regenerated substance is 
isolated ffon -the alcoholic filtrate© 
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xhQ filtrate from the original precipil-ation may 
be freed of lead with hydrogen sulphide? or basic lead 
acetate nay be added to precipitate a second group of 
lead saltse These are decomposed and the products 
isolated as in the first instanceo 
Locd acetate is often effectively used to clarify 
e»:trBcto \-hen no usable precipitate is actually formcdo 
ivfter the cddition of the lead solution hydrogen sulfide 
is passed in and the precipitated lead sulfide* along uith 
edsorbed colored and colloidal impurities, is reEO-vedo 
The clarified filtrate may then be processed in tlie usual 
53 
trays 6 Lu-'ookliin and Byvshilih have recommended the use 
of zinc sulfate and potassium ferrocyanide as an alterna-
tive method for clarifying plant extracts© The precipita-
ted zinc ferrocyanide forms a gel tiiich carried do\-m 
impurities6 The use of this reagent iJith extracts contain-
ing flcvonoid compounds has not been investigated \dth 
regard to the possible removal of flavonoid substances. 
Uop Bolnishima and Kordo have found that Icatsuranin 
(3J 5,7p4 = '^uetrahydrosyflavanone) is not precipitated tjhcn 
lecd acetate io edded to the concentrated alcoho2iic extract 
of the \.-ocd of Cercidiphyllxim japonicum, and is found tn 
the filtrate fron the lead precipitate. 
-12-
Anal"ols by Chromatographic methods. 
In recent years paper chromatography has been 
extensively used by various "workers for the isolation end 
identification of flavonoids and their glycosides* 
54 Bate'Smith \ms the first to give the description of the 
use of filter pcper chromatography to the identification 
and separation of anthocyanidins, flavones and their 
glycosideso The flavonoid compounds have proved to be 
ideally suited to this elegant and poijerful technique by 
reason of their tdde range of solubility characteristicss 
the changes that are brou^t about in partition character" 
istics and consequently in Rf values by hydrolysis of 
^ycosides, the characteristic colours of the substances 
themselves in visible or ultra-violet light and the colours 
produced by the application of appropriate reagents to the 
chronatograns. 
The detection of Rf values for eleven flavonoid 
pigments in chloroform, ethyl acetate, phenol and butanols 
acetic acidc the separation of mixtures containing four 
to six of these pigments, and the use of colour develop-
ing sprays to locate and identify the pigments zones has 
55 been given by Uender and Gage o The characteristic 
colours in ordinary light and an intense floxirscence in 
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XJoVo light li£V3 been observed by treating the diromatog2*cin 
with basic and neutral lead acetate, alcoholic AlClg, 
Wa^Oop ai:d boric - citric acid reagent* 
T-uo declensional paper chromatography has been used 
to separate ai!d identify nine phenolic constituents of 
pine heart-vjood extracts » The solvent consists of a 
tiater saturated nixture of equal volumes of benzene and 
ligroin containing traces of metliyl alcohol o Best resulto 
are obtained by using the above solvent mixture in one 
direction and chloroform:methanol«ligroin (2si 87 -.'• SHJO) 
in the other (at right angles to the previous direction)© 
Tetrazotized benzidine is used as spray reagent* A papar 
partition chromatographic investigation of 48 Pinus 
57 Species has been done • Results are summarised of 
58 
experiments %:ith 41 flavone derivatives by^  using butaaol» 
acetic acid oiarburej ethyl acetate-a-cresol and phenol-
uater as solventso 
!i;he behaviour of 38 flavonoids in 11 solvents has 
5S boen studied o Colour developments has been given by 8 
chromogenlc sprays (alcoholic iilClgp TtZl^t PeClo each 
1SS» aqueous basic load acetate? lead acetate* NCgOOo each 
35Sp cmmonical AgHOg ai^ Benedict 's solution) or spots have 
been located under UoVoli^t before spraying* 
14 -
60 
Simpson and Garden have discussed the applica-
tion of paper chromatogtaphy to the study of chelate system. 
It has been sho-vm that the pyrone carbonyl group of fla-
vones forms stronger hydrogen bonds idth the 5-than vdth 
3-hydrosyl group. The ability of the carbonyl group to 
form bonds uith both hydrosyl groups siEultaneously has 
been observed*, A group of 30 flavones» selected to provide 
moot of tho possible combinations of hydroxyl and metho^grl 
substitution in the 3-»5-p7~and 4»-positions and a fe\f 
simple phenols have been run on paper chromatogramc RIl 
values have been determined uith these solvents c under 
substantially the same conditions as those recommended by 
61 
Bate-Smith and Ifestall . Comparison of the RII values of 62 
a number of 4 = - and 3'-hydroxy flavones shotjs tha t Q 
4^-hydroiiyl group s tabl i ses the carbonyl-3-hydroxyl more 
than the carbonyl^S-hydroxyl chelate system* 
Recent applications of chromatographic methods 
to the study of plant extracts have shoun the great com" 
plexity of the miirbures of closely related substances tha t 
may be encountered in the extract of a single tissueo Ice 
63 
and Uender have identified four distinct glycosides of 
quercetin in tSie leaves of vacciniuia rayrtilles. Suain and 
64 
Kordstrom shoxjed that the petals of a blue Dahlia (Dcsidy) 
contain 3 glycosides of apigenin? tiTO of luteolin, two 
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cnthocycuins and several other flavonoid gLycosideo not as 
yet conplstsly identified* 
Although the complex mistiares of phenolic glyco-
sides present in plant extract oay readily be separated by 
65 paper chromatography the individual components can ndt 
usually be identified by Rf values and colour reactions 
66 
alonG because there may be present a large number of 
67 
glycosides related to a single aglycone o Even direct 
msasureisent of U<.V. absorption spectra on paper chromato-
66 
grams does not • permit differentiation betireen glyco" 
sides related to one aglycone. The use f packed lumns for the separation and 
isolation of flavonoid compounds has not been exploited 
extensively. In general the difficulties in column 
chromatography of polyphenolic compounds lie in the limi-
tations of the edsorbents used «. Ho generally satisfactory 
material has been found that uill give good separations 
of macro amounts<• of structurally diversified groups of 
compouiids, and the separationd of micro and semi^aicro 
amounts of material on paper sheet chromatograms remains 
a more practical cisthod for the isolation of milligram 
quantities than presently available procedures involving 
the use of columns. 
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Alumina* the most generally used adsorbent for 
the separation of organic compounds, is unsatisfactory for 
67 
use uith flavonoid compounds* Grassman , Grassman and 
68 69 
Lang 9 Clarlt and Levy found that pigments adsorbed on 
alumina were eluted vrith difficulty or not at alio 
Bradfield, Penney and VJright » Ice and IJender^^ 
separated seven individual catechin derivatives from green 
tea leaves by partition chromatography on water-silica gel 
columns lAth ret ether as the mobile phasee 
Pearl and Dickey ''^ and Ice and Uender^^ have 
found that Ilagnesol (hydrated magnesium acid silicate) is 
a useful edfiorbent for the separation of polyphenolic subs-
63 
tanceso Ice and VJender have separated mixtures of 
quercetin and norin, quercetin, rutin and quercitrin, xan-
thorhamninp rutin and quercetin» naringin and hesperidint 
ard, naringin and apigenin-7-rutinoside on columns of 
Magnesolo The mixt\ires trere applied to the column in 
anhydrous acetone-solution and development (with the 
collection of eluate fractions) was carried out with 
64 
wator saturated ethyl acetate <> Ilordstrom and Swain fcav© 
commented on their inability to achieve satisfactory 
separations of floxjers petal extracts on columns o 
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Ion-exchange resins have found use in the preli-
minary purification of plant extracts containing flavonoid 
compo\irds, and in the separation of polyphenolic constitu-
73 74 
ents of extracts of peaches. Morris, Gage and 
75 Vlender employed amberlite IRC-50 cation exchange resin 
in separations of the phenolic constituents of a variety 
of plant materials. 
It is usually necessary to supplement the separa-
tions carried out on columns by paper chromatographic 
procedxires in order to establish the homogeneity, purity 
and identity of the fractions obtained from the columns. 
The combination of ion exchange resins, magnesol zinc 
To 
silicate columns aixL paper chromatography promises to 
be a useful one in the study of plant extracts. 
C O N S T I T U T I O N 
The problem arising in the elucidation of the 
structure of glycosides involves the folloiiring important 
steps. 
i) Hydrolysis giving rise to glycone and aglycone 
components. 
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ii) GhaTGeuerisation of glycone or carbohydrate moiety. 
iii) (a) Paper cliromatography of sugars 
(b) Golusm chromatography of sugars 
• (c) Quaiititative estimation of saccharides 
(d) Study of the ster9ichemical nature of th© 
gLycosidic \inion. 
ili) Characterisation of the aglyconeJ 
(a) Colour reactions 
(b) Conporison of the aglycone and its derivatives 
uith synthetic standards by nixed melts and 
chronatographic methods 
(d) SpGctrophotomstric methodsi Ultraviolet and 
infra-red absorption spectra. 
(d) Degradation 
(e) Synthesis and i sorar i sa t ion 
Hydrolysis* iO.1 glycosides are hydrolysed by treating 
vjith dilute nineral acids, sulphuric and hydrochloric 
^dth the production of sugar and aglycone. They are 
hs^ drolysed at different rates, some glycosides, e.g. 
gynocardins being extremely resistant to acid hydrolysis. 
The same reaction may be affected by the agency of enzymes 
\jixoQQ action is, houever, specific, the /^ -glycosides being 
hydrolysed by /6^ glycosidase (eiaulsin), \diile »C-glucosides 
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ore hydrolysed by'^-glycosidase (maltase)., I t i s import-
ant to note tha t both d i - or t r i ^saccharides present in 
^ycos ides as carbohydrate moiety are converted into mgno-
saccharides during hydrolysiSc The follotJing pentoses ere 
knorni in glycosides» D-and L-arabinose» D-xylose t and 
D-ribose. The occurence of D-arabinose i s rai*e in nature. 
6arbaloin» from Barbalos albes» sapindus saponin ard 
a lb isz ia saponin appear to be some of the only authent i -
cated so\irces of D-arabinose among the plant glycosideso 
Apiinp a glycoside from parsley seeds, contains the unusual 
pentose apiose; i:Mch has a branched chain. 
The cardiac glycosides, on hydrolysis, yield in 
addition to the common sugars, D-glucose and L-rhamnose 
cer ta in deosy sugars iMch are found no irtiere els© in 
nature. Thus d i g i t a l i s glycosides contain digi ta lose 
(3-aethyl-6-deo:jyD-galactose or 3-methyl-D-fucose) and 
digitoxose (286-dideo3cy-D-allose or a l t r o s e ) . 
77 
Uronic acid i s a rare consti tuent of glycosides « 
Baicalein and Scute l lar in , flavone glycosides, contain 
D-^ucoronic acido I t i s also present in the saponin 
aescin from horse chestnut seeds, in the saponin from the 
bark of qui l la ia saponaria, from mistletoe.from sugar 
78 beet ard randia dumatiirum etcc 
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Neutralisation of the hydrolysate^ 
At the conclusion of the hydrolysis it is necessary 
to neutralise the acid before concentrating the solution. 
The solution is aliraiys concentrated helow 40** e Bariuia 
carbonate is customarily used to neutralise the solution 
t.-fcile sulphuric acid has been used for hydrolysis« Barium 
carbonate should be pure and freshly precipitated and.to 
avoid certain transformation it should be used in coldj 
oometime it is difficult to remove completely the bariuH 
sulphate fornsd* However,this can be done by shalcing u3.th 
79 
an intimate mixture of bot^ acid and base-binding resins <, 
The greatest disadvantage of bariiim carbonate is that it 
partially absorbs uronic acids as vrell as gLucoronic acid 
lactones if present in the hydrolysate. The hydrolysis in 
such cases is brought about by mean of hydrochloric acido 
The hydrolysate is concentrated in vacuum over KOH pellets 
till it is neutral to litmus paper. 
It is advantageous to use columns of suitable 
resins such as Adberlite IR-*100 and 4B or "©awex 2"^^ 
for the removal of acidity from the hydrolysateo 
Hydrochloric acid -when used as hydrolytic agent is 
usually neutralised by pure silver carbonate followed (in 
absence of uronic p arjd glucoronic acids and their 
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laetonse} by hydrogen sulphide to remove dissolved 
(colloidal) silver* 
(ii) Characterisation of glycone or carbohydrate moietys 
In the last several years the use of chromatography 
for the separation of different compounds has sprung as an 
uncontestable technique and is uidely usedo 
(a) Paper Chromatography. 
The use of paper chromatography as a means of 
gaining rapid and specific information regarding the 
saccharide composition is irall establishedo In addition» 
the paper chromatogram provides a means of carrying out 
quantitative analysis ^dth t confidence and accuracy. 
Previously, the analysis of a mixture of sugars uas a task 
of groat difficulty* depending largely on precipitation 
81 by specific reagents . But it must be borne in mind that 
the characterisation of a saccharide solely by its chro-
matographic behaviour is not unequivocal. In general, the 
isolation and identification of crystalline compounds and 
the preparation of appropriate crystalline derivatives 
having characteristic physical and analytical properties 
should ali.'syo be the analyst's laltimate aim© 
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Qualltativa paper chromatography* The separation of 
82 83 84 
monosaccharides was first described by Partridge * « 
The chromatograms vrere run \d.th a number of mixtures of 
solvents* Partridge has published a fairly complete Rf 
83 
value table . 
Ascending as well as descending techniques by the 
mobile fluid phase are used. The circular technique 
Q C Qfi Q O Q O 
-developed * * * has also been utilized and the spray-
ing reagents for revealing the sugar spots are to be 
numbered by the scores viz. analine phthalate» analine 
phosphate, para-anisidine hydrochloride* ammonical silver 
89 
nitrate* p-anisidine phosphate etc. 
Spots of authentic sugars should always be 
included in runs along with the unlcnovm sugars. The 
inclusion of such control 'spotsC greatly minimises the 
chances of erroneous deductions arising fVom unforseen 
temperature changes etc. The selection of suitable spray-
ing reagents also aids the certain^ -^ty of identificationo 
90-Sl ' 
Hough et al have done considerable amount of 
vrork on this aspect of sugar chemistry and sufficiently 
89 92 93 detailed reviei,-7S on the subject have appeared * * » 
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(b) Coluian Chromatography» 
By the above procedure* however, it is not possible 
to distinguish either between D - and L -sterioisomers of 
the sugar, or between sugars such as fmc'^oset sorbose, 
and tagatose \^ich show similar properties on the paper 
chromatograoo The final proof of their identity, there-
fore, still depends on their separation and on their 
identification by means of physical properties, in 
particular* -ttieir optical rotations. 
The application of chromatography to the carbo-
94 hydrate field ^ms first described by Reich who observed 
that a mixture of the p-pher^lazobenzoates of gLucose 
and fructose yielded tvro coloured bands when developed on 
a column of alumina or silica gelc Since this publication, 
the method of adsorption ahalysis has been extended by 
many other iforkers to the separation of simple mixtures 
92 
of sugars and their derivatives o 
95 
Mc Keoly, Binldey and Uolfrora described methods 
for the separation of sugars and their acetyl derivatives 
on colunns of commercial clays, such as "celite", 
Kcgnesol" etc* 
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96 97 
Houghs Jones and VJadman * used pov-dered cellu" 
Jose columns for the separation of monosaccharidesc Hydro-
98 
cellulose columns are reported to have a higher resolving 
power and a greater capacity for methylated sugars than 
99 
cellulose colusns « Besides cellulose columns artiich are 
used abundantly9 other columns such as those of charcoal 
100 
are also used . A n entirely new type of chromatographic 
procedure is the separation of polyhydroxy compounds using 
strongly basic ion exchange resin and borate buffers of 
various pH-values * o The use of ultra-violet and 
Infra-red absorption spectra In structural detection of 
. ,103jl04,105 sugar is also reported •^ »-^ ^^ >-^ ^^ ^ 
(c) Quantitative Detenaination of Saccarides* 
* ICS A nuEber of quantitative methods viz. Bartrands 
107 
and Somogyi's are known for the determination of total 
sugars. Nowadays micro methods are commonly employed. 
The number of sugar groups attached to each aglycone in 
the purified glycoside can be determined after careful 
hydrolysis of each component (Ca 0«2 mg. )• The resulting 
aglycone may be estimated spectrophotometrically and the 
sugars either one of "ttie several micro-methods (given 
108 later) or by the anthrone reagent. The anthrone method 
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dispenses tdth -wie step of hydrolysis and is specially 
useful for glycosides containing rhamnose since lo\j coneen-
trationrof the si:igar give4 erratic resialts \jith the 
109 Somogyi's reagent, A number of methods are Icno^ jn for 
the quantitative determination of reducing sugars, irtiile 
for non-reducing sugars there are a feu. one* A list of 
some of the colorimetric and titrimetric methods is given 
belovr. 
Colorimetric Methods: 
(i) The nelson colorimetric method for reducing 
sugars (copper sulphate solution and arsenomolybdate solu*--
tion)-^ '''^ . Duff, and Easttjood^^ and Laidlaij and Reid^ -*-^  
112 have successfully applied the method of Nelson to 
sugars eluted from paper, 
(ii) Determination of reducing sugars and furano° 
side noH'-reducing sugar by benzidine and acetic acid . 
(iii) Determiimtion of reducing and non-reducing 
114 
siigarsc (Phenol-sulphuric acid method) « 
(iv) Antbrone sulphuric acid method^^^'^^^o 
116 (v) Aniline phthalate nethod , 
(vi) A direct colorometric method for reducing 
sugars (alkaline triphenyi tetrazolium halide as spray 
reagent). The method is unique as coloured spot is 
117 
eluted from the paper o 
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Titrlmetric Methodsi 
oxidatton^^^. 
(i) Determination of saccharides by hot periodate 
119 (ii) SoEogyl's copper method 
Spot intensity neasurementss 
The method differs from other methods in that it 
does not require elution of the spot. (Direct measurement 
of spot intensity after reaction v/ith silver nitrate, using 
119 ^' 
standard photovolt electron-transmission densitometer • 
(d) Study of the Striochemical nature of the Glycosidic 
TJhion. 
The steriochemical problem of the glycosidic 
linkage is readiSy revealed by the study of the behaviour 
of ^ycosides totjards a particular enzyme. The action of 
enzsnae is entirely specific. The enzyme emulsin attacks 
the yS-glycosides only tjhile the -^HLsomer is hydrolysed 
by maltase. Studies of the optical rotation of the glyco" 
side can also be used to determine the steriochemical 
nature• 
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The detoraination of the positions of sugar residues* 
The classical method for establishing the posi" 
tion of attachaent of the sugar residue in a new flavonoid 
glycoside involves the methylation of free hydroxyl groups, 
followed by acid hydrolysis to remove the sugar residueo 
During hydrolysis of methylated glycosides fresh hydroxyl 
groups are introduced in each of the sugar units as uell 
as in aglycone at tiie carbon atoms which were invol\^ ed 
in the glycosidic linkageso Hence the isolation and 
melting point comparison of the resulting hydroxypoly-
methosy compous^ i^th a sample of known constitution 
decides the positions of the glycosidic linkages. The 
partially methylated sugars are characterised by the 
methods described earlier. 
The order of mono-saccharides in the case of 
biosides containing tvro different sugars is detertoined by 
separation and examination of the intermediate monoside 
resulting from partial hydrolysis^ '^-''^ *^ -^'-. 
Colour Reactions 
A number of colour reactions are used for detect-
ing certain structural features among the hydroxy flavones. 
124 
These tests* however> are not infallible <, 
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Flai'oneG and flavonols are readily detected In 
%Mte or pale ycllou tissues by the ansnonia test. VJhite 
tissues turn yellou and yellov; tissues usually darken In 
colour on exposure to ammonia. The test is not specific 
for any single class of flavonoids. It is sensitive to 
flavones, flavanones, chalcones and xanthones. The addi-
tion of alkali to a crude or partially p\irif ied plant 
extract also serves sis a substitute for ammonia. 
Reduction of an alcoholic solution of a flavonoid 
f^ith magnesium a M hydrochloric acid as well as irith sodium 
amalgam folloifed by acidification gives a pink to cagnsta 
colourationo The sensitivity of the magnesium-hydrochloric 
acid test is such Idiat about 50 micrograms of quercetin can 
be detected with ease tiien this amount is present in 
125 1 ^ 
approximately 0o6 cc of ethanol o Asahina and Inubuse 
first found that flavones may be reduced to anthocyanidine 
only in alkaline solution and flavonols in acid solution 
but flavanone in both acid and al£aline solutions. Brigg 
127 
and Locker extended the reaction and found that 
flavonols with a methoxyl group at Co esd their 
3-glycosides,in contrast \A-^ -those with a free hydroxyl 
group at CoC^e reduced by sodium anal game- Products 
isolated from this reduction and partially responsible for 
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"the colour are flavylium s a l t s , s a l t s from 4-hydro:gr 
\CQ 129 130 
flavones ' , and biEolecular products • 
1*51 
VJllsoa Boric acid Test t Plavonols vjhich contain a 
free 5«hydroxyl group react ^dth boric acid in the 
presence of organic or mineral acids vjitb the production^] 
of b r i ^ t ycllou colour* Keelkantant Rot; and Venkatesh-
132 
warlu have specified the general s t ructura l r equ i re -
ments for a posit ive t e s t as follot/s*-
- C - OH 
I 
= C - C = 0 
]ilavonols i:hich lack the SHbydroxy group ( e . g . f i s e t i n ) do 
131 I'^O 
not respord"^*^ to t h i s t e s t , although Neelkantan 
reports a positive t e s t with 3,7-dihydroxy flavoner 
5-aydros3rflavanones do not respond to V/llson boric £:;id 
test^^^»^^^. 
Houx'escence Tests» 
Flourescence in flavones and isoflavones is 
brought out by certain solvents and ionse The phenomena' 
is Glnost general in concen'ta'ated sulphuric acid but 
absent in alkali. This flourescence is not dependent on 
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the hydroxyl groups in the ringe Since flavone itoelf 
floiiresceiio^ s. It is characteristic of 3-bydroxyflavones 
134 ol35 but not of 5"hydro3cy flavones « Acetic anhydride 
brings out a flourescence tdth Scmethoxyflavones but not 
136 ijith 6-hydroxyflavones • Flavanone gives blue flour-
137 
scent spot on paper under TJ«V .light when sprayed "with 
magnesium acetate» 
Perric chloride COIOTITS t 
The prodiiction of colours tdth ferric chloride is 
a general property of all classes of polyhydroxy flavonoid 
compounds. This property is of limited use in the exami-
nation of crude-reacting substances because of the non-
specific nature of the reaction. HoTjever this is very 
helpful in determining ihe constitution of a pure 
substance ai!d the location of the hydroxyl groups. 
Both 5- and 3-hydroxy flavones give intense ferric 
chloride colours but the colours given by the 5-l^roxy 
138 
compounds are almost invariably green and occasion-
139 140 
ally bro\m or purple -uhile the colour given by 
141 3-hydroxy flavones is invariably brovm . 8-Hydroxy 
compounds also furnish either broim or green colo\iration 
127 
\ji'bh ferric cliloride . Green colour vjith ferric 
chloride indicates the absence of hyiroxyl group in 
142 position ortho to the carbonyl group . It ims thus 
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pointed out that the production of colours tdth ferric 
chloride solution is a property of 3,5-» or 8-hydroxy 
compounds but not of 6-, 7- or 4-hydroxy derivatives (Cf) 
143 148 
Elso for 6'4iydroxy flavones » for 7-hydroxyflavones » 
145 Lr5 for 4'4iydrosyflavones 
146 
ShinoSoriyamo has utilized magnesium hydro-
chloric acid and ferric chloride tests to establish the 
structures of four narangenin acetates as illustrated 
below. The acetylation of narringenin under different 
conditions can lead to the following foxir acetylated 
compounds• 
XV 
3:vi 
XVII 
XVIII 
Do p . 140-143** 
nopo83-8S° 
mo p^ 135-140® 
m. p.95-100® 
Mg-BCl* 
Mg-HCl" 
Mg-fiCl"*" 
1-Ig-HCl" 
FeClg 
P©Cl3 
PeClg 
FeCl3 
These tests shot; that acetate XV and XVII are 
flavanones» XVH containing no free hydroxyl group, and 
acetate XVI and XVlll are acetates of the isomeric 
chalcone* XVIII being the completely acetylated tetra-
hydroxy conpound. 
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^0-'"^°^ pn-/ X^-
o«' » 
XV R = K;> R' = H 
XVII R = R» = AC 
XVI R = AC, R» = H 
XVIII R = R» = AC 
I-tiscellanecas colour reactions: 
A number of core colour reactions are reported 
in the literature for detecting certain structural fedures 
among flavonoids. The description of colours are subject 
to individual judgements and, further, that the actual 
shade absorbed depends upon the concentration of the 
substance in the test solutiono For example a very 
dilute solution of quercetin produces a rose-pinlc 
colour, more concentrated solutions produce crimson or 
magiista colours. 
124 
Ilarini 43ettolo and Ballio have observed that 
the reaction of flavonoid compourds \iith antimony ponta-
chloride in carbontetrachloride produces characteristic 
colourso These are similar in general to those produced 
vjith concentrated sulphuric acid. 
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5-Hydro3cyflavones give addition compounds with 
stannic chloride. Flavonols are reported to "be oxidised 
in cold alkali by air more easily than flavones. However 
this test is not completely reliable. Ail alcoholic solu-
tion of flavonols >^  which are hydroxylated at positions 
5 and 8, gives a red precipitate with p-benzoquinone 
148 (Gossypetone reaction ) and is believed to be specific^ 
for 5-, 8-* hydroxy flavonols. 
(C) Absorption Spectrat 
Ultra-^olet Spectral 
The absorption spectra of flavonoid compounds have 
been studied extensively. It is BK)stly the Japanese 
School with Shibata and Kinrbs'ki-^ '*^ , Tasaki^^, Hattori^^^ 
152 
and Hayashi i^o have done a lot of work on spectral 
aspects of these pigments and have connected their parti-
<sular8 to their chemical constitution. Data on flavones 
153 have also been recorded by Lajos and Gerendas » 
154 Grinsbaumowna and Marchlewski and above all 1^ 
Skarzynski . Aronoff^ has made a critical study of 
the results of all the authors already cited and is well 
157 
reviewed by Sannie and Sauvain '• 
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The application of spectral data to the identifi-
cation or structure determination of naturally-occurlng 
flavonoid substances requires the use of pxire samples in 
order that the obsjBrved absorption maxima may be relied 
upon vhen compared with reported values* Consequently 
it is usually not feasible to perform spectral measurements 
on direct plant extracts* 
155 
SkarzynsKi has found the presence of tvo charac-
teristic bands in the moleci^^e of benzopyrone nucleus or 
chromone at approximately 300QA.° and between 2000-2500°A. 
It has also been noted that the presence of a phenyl group 
at position 2 has ^ ^ no effect on the fundamental spectra* 
Also the spectra of hydroxy and methosqr chromone do not 
differ from the spectra of correspoirflng flavones* 
The flavone In itself presents veil characteristic 
tvo independent bonds» one at 2975A° (Band I) and the 
other at 250QA® (Band II). It is probable that in the 
rest there exists a third band near 2(X)0A^  but it is ndt 
present in the usual spectra without a special technique. 
It is to be remarked that the attribution of these bands 
as specific of the benzopyrone nucleus is not absolutely 
certain * On the one hand -ttie bands are present at 
2U00 and 25uuA° in the spectra of benzene and :^-pyrone on 
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t h e other hanfl opectra of 2-^ydrosy hydroehaleone i s 
comparable t o t h a t of flavanone t d t h the Qa:iiciun a t 
2500 a t 2300A°o Therefore i t i s not the s t r u c t u r e of 
henzopyrone nucleus respons ib le for t h e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c 
spec t ra of fLavones but the presence of an analogous 
nuclear sjrsteia Tdhich i s present or i s formed by chelat ion* 
Thus i t i s a c t u a l l y t he form of resonance 0 - or p- respon-
s i b l e for i t . 
rol loiAng t a b l e i i i 6 4 » 155,158*160 ^^^^^^ ^^^ 
caxica of each band iJith t he value of log e » 
T A B L E - I I I 
U l t r a -Vio le t Absorption Spectra of Plavone Der iva t ives 
Flavone max. l o g e 
i lavone ^7<.5;250 4.20} 4 .07 
3 S 4 : - d i OH 345? 245 4 . 2 8 ; 4 ,1? 
5p7-di OH (chrys in ) 330? 270 3 .90; 4 .42 
5p7-di OAc 302.5;255 4 . 4 3 ; 4 .18 
5-0H-'7-0Ke ( t ec toch rys in ) 330; 270 3 .88 ; 4 .40 
Apigenin-7-apio^ucos ide 341; 267 4 . 2 9 ; 4 .17 
( a p i i n ) 
Apigenin-7-glucoside 335 
Apig3nin«7-rhamnoglucoside 335 
5»7 ,4«- t r i OH (apigenin) 340 
6 j7 ,4 8<-tri OMe 325 
288 - -
270 
235 4 . 3 1 ; 4 .25 
285 4 . 33 ; 4.25 
- 3S 
(Table I I I c o n t i n u e d ) 
r i a v o n e max. l o g e 
L u t e o l i n - 7 " g l u c o s i d e 
Luteol in«7*-glucos ide 
5,7p3—-tri OH ( l u t e o l i n ) 
6 ,7 J.3»p4»Histra OAc 
3-OH (f lGVonol) 347. 
3 , 5 > 7 - ^ r i OH(galangin) 
3 p 7 s 3 S 4 » - ' b e t r a OHCt i se t in ) 370\ 
3 , 5 > 7 » 2 ' - ^ e t r a OH ( d a t i s c e t l n ) 
3 96 97 j 4 » - t e t r a 0H(kampferol )370j 
3 959793*D4' '^enta OHCquercetin) 
3 , 5 9 7 9 2 ' c 4 » - p e n t a OH(morin) 
3 , 5 c 4 « « t r i OH-3»,7 - d i OMe 
( rhamnaz in) 
5 -OH -3 9 7 9 3 • 9 4 » - t e t r a OlS 252 
3s5cS5793»94»-hexa OKe 
3 95 97 98 93 ' 94 • -bexa OKe 351 
3959697935940-bexa OH 3S1 
( q u e r c e t a g e t i n ) 
Q u e r c i t r i n 352 
R u t i n 361 
I s o q u e r c i t r i n 360 
Hyper in 3S2 
Q u e r c i a e r i t r i n 374 
3 9597p3=94»-^enta OAc 300 
5 97-di 0H"3-0Me-3«94»- 353 
methylenedioxy 
3 , 5 9 7 - t r i OKe-3 • ,4 • - 340 
Es thy l ened ioxy 
5 , 7 9 4 « - ^ r i 0 H - 3 , 3 ' « d i OKe 3S0 
594«-di 0H-3 9 7 , 3 » - t r i OKe 360 
4»-OH"3p59793 ' - t e t r a OKe 345 
6 - 0 H - ^ 9 5 9 7 - t r i 0Ke-3»94e- 337 
n s t h y l e n e d i o x y 
6-OH-7 0Et~395-di 0IIe-»3»,4«-337 
Ee t h y l e n e d i 0xy 
T e r n a t i n 368 
K e l i t e r n i n 351 
M e l i n t e r n a t i a 333 
M e l i s i Q p l e n i n 335 
350 
360 
355 
300 
5 ; 305 
360 
315 
360 
310 
375 
380 
375 
259 
336 
271 
272 
2S0 
310 ; 
310 ; 
553125 
257 
253 
259 
253 
258 
258 
253 
272 
272 
273 
272 
259 
235 
259 
259 
258 
258 
239 
2S7< 
252« 
^52« 
257. 
258 
253 
256 
254 
240 
262 
269 
268 
258 
258 
265 
250 
256 
257 
251 
246 
4 . 2 8 
4 . 3 6 
4 . 0 4 
4 . 0 7 
4 . 4 3 
3 .99 
28 
32 
15 
3.27 
4< 
4. 
4, 
4< 
4, 
4 . 
4 . 2 2 
4 . 3 0 
3.83 54.14 
4 . 2 3 
4 .2254 .33 
4 . 1 4 
4 . 1 2 
4c32 
4 . 2 2 
4537 
4o345 4 .2954 .37 
4 .425 4 . 3 7 
4 .335 4 .3354 .34 
4 .345 4 i 554.34 
24 
28 
32 
3 1 
39 
27 
4.28 
4 . 3 5 
3o9S 54,35 
4 . 0 1 5 4 . 4 1 
3 .9754 .38 
4 . 4 2 
4 . 3 2 
4 .2154 .32 
4 ,325 4 .2154 .35 
4 .315 
4 .335 
4 .345 
4 .355 
4 . 2 4 54.31 
4^2454.32 
4 .2254 .32 
4 .075 4 .24 
244 4 .385 4 , 1 9 54.25 
258 4 .285 4o2954.33 
253 4 . ^ 5 4o2754,3S 
248 4 .419 4c1154.25 
4 ,295 4o30 
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The usual technique Involving elution of appro-
priate portions of the paper chromatogram was impossible 
in some cases as the substance was eluted with boiling 
water or boiling alcohol. A similar difficulty has been 
160 
reported by Gage and Wender • Elution may be avoided 
and time saved by direct measurement of the absorption 
66 
spectrum on the paper. Bradfield and Flood measured the 
ultra-violet spectra of some of the compounds on paper 
chromatogram. 
It is well known that the ultra-violet absorption 
spectra of the ions of many po3}ar-substituted compounds 
are markedly different from the spectra of the compounds 
themselves, usually the main band having shifted 20 
or more towards the red and increase in intensity. Except 
for flavonols and their 3-glycosides, the normal ultra-
violet spectra of most flavone and flavonol glycosides are 
160 
similar to those of the parent agLycone $ it was felt 
that the spectra of the ions might afford an elegant 
method of differentiating such compounds vrtiich has been 
obtained in t«o small a quantity* for the normal chemical 
methods to be applied. It is evident that the position of 
attachement of sugar in flavone glycosides can be deter-
mined from the spectra of the ions of either ihe compounds 
themselves or the partial methyl ethers and the corresponding 
121 
aglycones obtained from them on a micro-scale by methyla-
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tion and subsequent hydrolysis. This has been illustra-
122 
ted beautifully by the spectrophotometric stu<5^  of 
apigenin and its, 5,7-»5>4**and 7»4•-dimethyl ethers first 
in ethanol and then in 0*002M sodium ethoxide in absolute 
ethanol* The spectra of two apigenin mono-glueosides 
(7- and 4 *-glucosides) have also been compared. 
Acetylation of phenolic hydroxyl groups substan-
tially nullifies their effects upon the absorption* a 
polyacetoxyflavone having an ultra violet absorption 
spectrum very similar to that of flavone itself, a poly-
acetoxychalcone having a spectrum similar to that of 
flavone itself, a polyacetoxychalcone having a spectrum 
similar to that of benzalacetophenone, and a polyacetoxy-
aurone resembling benzalcoumaranone. Flavanones are 
colourless compounds and absorb at comparatively short 
wavelengths. Since hydroxylation in the 2-aryl group 
have very little influence on the positions of maximum 
absorption of flavanones, the use of absorption spectra 
in this class of compounds is largely limited to classi-
fication as to type and can not be usefully extended to 
the analysis of structural details. 
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The absorption and flourescence spectra of substi-
tuted chromones flavonols » benzylidene coumaranones 
164 
and the absorption spectra of dihydroflavonols have been 
studied and discussed* 
Infra-red spectra 
The infra-red spectra came into use recently aiad 
nowadays it is utilised more and more usually for the 
qualitative and quantitative analysis of tha unknown 
substances. Hergert and Kurth have measured the 
infra-red frequencies of a series of flavanones and 
related compounds in Rujol or perfluoro kerosene Mull. 
The carbonyl and hydroxyl feequencies of this 
series of compounds are presented in the following 
table^^. 
T A B L E - lY 
Compound Frequency Cm 
Carboijyi Hydroxyl 
glavanone 1680 
3»,4»-Dihydroxy- 1665 3395,3105* 
3»»4' -Diacetoxy- ITS 2 »1680 
3»,4»,5»,7-Tetrahydroxy- 1620 3330* 
3S4«,5,7-Tetracetoxy- 1763ttl580 
6 -Bydr oxy-3 • ,4 S 7 -trimethoxy- 1610° 
3,3»»4',5,7-l>entahydroxy- 1642 3510,3355* 
3,3• ,4»,5,7-Pentaacetoxy- 1764,1703 
3 , 3 ' ,4 • ,5,7-Pentamethoxy- 1649 
3,5-Dihydroxy-3« ,4* , 7 - t r i - . 
methoxyr 1606 3380 
Aeetophenone 1687 
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CompoxiDd 
( t a b l e IV con td . ) 
2-Hydroxy-
2*-Acetoxy-
2-Ben2oxy-
2-Methoxy-
4-Bydroxy-
4-Aeetoxy-
4-Methoxy-*^ 
4 -Methoxy-2-^iydiroxy-
2»4-Diliydroxy-
2»4-Dimetho3cy-
2t4 'Diacetoxy-
Challcone(benzalacetophenone ) 
2» »3,4-Trihydroxy-
2»3,4-Triacetoxy-
2 ' »3 f3 • »4,4 • -Perrtahydroxy-
2» f3 f3»,4 »4»-Pentabenzoxy-
Flavone 
Frequency Cm 
Carbonyl Hydroxy! 
1635 
1762,1678 
1736.1684 
1649 
1638 
1763.1685 
1657T3 
1615° 
1620 
1643 
1764,1688 
1659 
1621 
1762^1661 
1619" 
1744,1656 
3100' a 
3260,3150 a 
3280 a 
3250' a 
3,3 • ,4» ,5 ,7-Pentaacetoxy- 1763,1640 
3»3»,4»,5,7-Pentahydroxy- 1654 
3 ,3» ,4» ,5 ,7 -Peirtamethoxy- 1627 
3,3»,4*,7-T6tramethoxy-5-hydroxy 1657 
3 • ,4»,5,7-Tet^ahydroxyflavone-
3-^u•tinoside 1655 
3,3* ,4* ,5,8-PeCTtahydroxy- 1655 
3,3»,4»,5,8-Perrbaacetoxy- 1764,1645 
3290' a 
3270 
3340 
a 
*Broad band, not sharply def ined . Exact pos i t i on i n 
doubt because of in te r fe rence by phenyl band a t 
1605-1590 cm"^. 
Liquid. 
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It is tjsll known observation in infra-^ed spectro-
scopy that conjugation of ethylenic double bojads* or a 
carbonyl group and double bonds cause shift from th© 
normal position to a longer uavelengtho Thus an unconju-
gated carboinyl group, in acetone sho\^ js a band at 1718 cm" 
y^He conjugation \dth one pher^l group as in acetophenone 
louers the frequency to 1687 cm" and conjugation tjith tti^  
phenyl groups as in benzophenone lowers the frequency to 
1655 ce"'^ e 
Jlavanones* 
Unsubstituted flavanonee shows a band at 1680 em" o 
Introduction of hydro^^l groups in the 3' and 4»«» positions 
cause th© carbonyl frequency to shift to 1665 cm o 
Acetylation of these group5cause a shift back to 1680 cm" » 
a frequency identical with that of unsubstituted flava-
nones o 
Introduction of hydroxyl groups into the 5- and 
7'-positions shifts the carbonyl frequency 1620 cm" o It 
is concluded that the following are important resonance 
structures having hydrogen bonding between the SHaydroxyl 
and the keto group* 
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HO \ OH 
0< M 
x u 
HO ^ 
/ ^ N 
Y ^Y 
°\./° 
A X 
3* t4» ,7-Trimeth03ty-5-bydro3cy derivative has a carbonyl 
ffequency of 1610 cm" and shows no band attributable to 
a hydroxy group. 
Acetylation of the 3,3»»4S5»7-pentahydroxy flavone 
shifts the carbonyl band from 1642 to 1703 cm" « Since 
the acetoxy derivatives* have a higher carbonyl frequency 
than unsubstituted flavone and 3'>4*»5»7-tetracetoxy 
flavone* it appears likely that the 3-substituent is 
responsible for the effect. 
Chalcones < 
Unsubstituted chalcone shows a carbonyl band at 
1659 cm" which is due to conjugation with a phenyl group 
and an aliphatic double band. Introduction of a hydroxyl 
group in the conjugated chelated 2'-position lowers the 
carbonyl frequency to about 1620 cm" • Acetylation 
catises a return to the original unsubstituted position* 
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Flavones t 
The flavone derivatives do not show marked lowering 
of carbonyl frequency \dien a hydro:^ group is present 
in the 5-position. Acetylation of the hydroxyl group 
decreases, rather than increases the carbonyl frequency. 
The 6*-hydroxy group is involved in chelation is apparent 
since the OH band is absent in 5-hydroxy-3,3',4»»7-tetra-
methoxy flavone. Introduction of a methoxyl group in the 
5-position causes a shift to 1627 cm" for 3»3S4*5»7-
pentamethoxy flavone. This value is 22 cm" lower than 
that of the corresponding flavone derivative. The lowering 
is due» at least partially, to increased conjugation, 
idiich is not possible in the flavanone. 
As the infra-red spectra in Nujol or perfluoro-
hexane mulls have significant changes in the absorption 
spectra due to the interaction in the solid phase, Shaw 
166 
and Simpson have measured, the infra-red absorption 
spectra, in carbontetracKLoride solution of a niimber of 
flavanones and flavones, in the carbonyl stretching 
frequencies, are recorded in the following table. 
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T A B L E - V 
Compounds C=0 fregu- Compoiuads 
ency cm -*• 
C=0 freQU-
ency cm 
gu-
Flavanones: 
(Unsubst i tu ted) 
7-methoxy 
7»4»-dimethoxy 
5-iiydroxy 
^ a v o n e s * 
(Unsubst i tu ted) 
7-oiethoxy 
3 • -methoxy 
4 * -methoxy 
7>3»-dimethoxy 
7 >4 * -dimethoxy 
1596 
1685 
1686 
1648 
1649 
1640 
1655 
1653 
1638 
1646 
3»»4«-<iimethoxy 
3-hydroxy 
5-hydroxy 
3»5-dihydroxy 
3 -hydroxy-7 -methoxy 
3-hydroxy-3* -methoxy 
3-hydroxy-3* ,4 • -dimethoxy 
3-hydroxy-7 »3' -dimethoxy 
• 3 -hydroxy-7 »4»-dimethoxy 
5-hydroxy-7-methoxy 
6-^iydroxy-3' -methoxy 
5-hydroxy-4» -meidioxy 
5-hydroxy-7,3 * -dimethoxy 
•7 >3 • ,4 • -trimethoxy 
1647 
16a9 
1652 
1638 
1621 
1619 
1616 
1616 
1611 
1659 
1645 
1649 
1677 
1638 
• These conq)ouiJds were not sufficiently soluble to give 
earboriyl absorption of greater than 203t» The reported 
figures may therefore be inaccurate• 
Flavanones» It is seen from above table that introduc-
tion of a methoxy group in the 7-position of the nucleus 
causes a frequency shift of 10 cm" . 
Flavones: 
The above table lists the differences between the 
carbonyl stretching frequency of substituted flavones and 
the corresponding flavanones. The unchelated compounds 
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shou the eirpected frequency decrease resulting from the 
increased conjugation of the carbonyl group* The 
difference betT;jeen the carbonyl frequencies s of 
5-iiydro^ flavone and 5-hydroxy flavanone is due to the 
unusual properties of the former chelated systemo 
In the inter pre-Jjati on of infra-red spectra the 
analyst should take into consideration all the empirical 
constants established by the numerous vjorkers throtighout 
the trorldo The infra-red spectroscopy is a technique 
trtiich has a great future and permits to elucidate the 
structure of the natural or synthetic molecule and differ-
entiate bettjeen the isomers \diich are difficult to study 
by other methods. 
Polarographic Analysis of Flavpnoid Compounds. 
Plavones, Flavanones and chalkones show uell 
dei?ined polarographic reduction viaves. Engelkemeirp 
Geissmanj CrotiL and Priess and Hinreiner applied 
the polarographic method to the analysis of plant mate-
rialse The method does not appear to be a useful one for 
structural characterisation since the half xjave potential 
for structurally related compounds differ by very little. 
At pH 7o7s. Engelkeceir et al found the half-imve 
potentials (vsc the saturated calomel electrode) for 
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quercetin, quercitrin and apigenin to be - 1.62, - 1.58, 
and - 1.63 volts respectively. 
The potential value of the polarographic method 
appears to lie in the quantitative estimation of the total 
flavone content of plant material, by the measurement of 
the height of the reduction wave at the flavone potential. 
125 Pries used the method for the measurement of the 
"flavone" content of ten carnation (Dianthus caryophyllus) 
genotypes. 
The limitations of the polarographic method are 
the requirements for careful removal of interfering 
reducible substances (e.g. oxygen) and the difficulty in 
estimating wave-heights when waves are poorly defined, as 
is sometimes the case. It is probable that if a solution 
of an unknown flavone or flavone mixture is sufficiently 
carefully purified to allow polarography to be used, other 
methods of analysis (e.g. chromatography on paper followed 
by spectrophotometric measurements) would be more reliable 
and equally convenient. 
Degradation of the Aglycone. 
168 
Kostanecki, Herzig and Perkin applied the tech-
nique of degrading the aglycone into its simpler components 
and then comparing them with the original substances. 
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(i) Alkaline fosiont 
By fusion vith alkali the pyrone nucleus is dis-
integrated into a phenol and an aromatic acid. Thus with 
flavone ve have phenol and benzoic acid* 
The Dtethod has been -widely used for establishing 
the structure of various hydroxylated aglycones * *^ 
but is found fruitless in case of methylated aglycones. 
The methoxyl group is knocked out during the process 170 
(ii) Alkaline hydrolysis? 
By boiling the flavone with a concentrated solu-
tion of alkali (2956, 5 hoxirs) the degradation of the 
molecule takes place in stages and may adopt two courses* 
/ 
o 
VII 
<3H 
p\\ 
}t.7L. 
o 
+ c 
xx,iii 
y 
o\^  P6> 
X-K\ 
0 ^ 
^ Ac/"' 
(I 
0 
xxvy 
+ c 
OH 
M X / 
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I'Jhsn a glycoside i s boiled vjith a lka l i (295Sp 
5-{ioiirs)p the EolecJile undergoes similar degradation td th 
out any change of the carbohydrate positiono The glyco-
side apiin i s thus degraded to p-hydroxy acetophenone and 
a phlorogLncinol ^ y c o s i d e . 
C H 0 
1! 1.^  It 
/ \ .y°' 
\ _ 
- 3*1 
11 
\>cv7 
C ri o 
• > » 
OH 
OH 
XX.Vi/ 
CH, 
> 0 H 
X X V H J 
Kethods introduced by Pa\al Karer^*^^"^*^^ for 
establishing the precise nature of the phenyl residue in 
position 2 and the point of linkage of the sugar residue 
are of great importance* Prior to Karrer's trork the 
position of the methoxyl residue into anthocyanidin group» 
peonidinj laalvidin and hirustidln \jas not kno\m> since 
the concentrated alkali employed to degrade the pigment 
also removed the Ezethoxyl groupso Karrer*s degradation of 
the sugar-free pignent, \jith dilute barixim or sodium 
49 " 
hydroxide (lOES) in an atmosphere of hydrogens tMch 
yielded the phenolic acid uiiii the laethoxyl group in tac t 
xms therefore! a significant advance* 
Synthesis of T.soflavones 
The synthesis of isoflavone (3-phenyl chromone) 
trith substi tuents (alkyl or a ry l ) in posit ion 2 presented 
no d i f f i cu l ty , but since t h i s position i s never subs t i " 
tuted in natural ly occurlng compounds, such synthetic 
methods ars of value only i f the subst i tuent can be 
174 
subsequently reEoved. Balcer and Robinson showed tha t 
condensation of 2,4-dihydroxydeosybenzoin XXIX ijith 
acetic anhydride and sodium acetate follo^red by hydrolysis 
gave 7-^dro2y-2Hnethyl isoflavone XXX« Deosybenzoins 
derived from phloroglucinol gave SsT-dihydroisqrisoflavGne. 
V^O/ ^0W HO/ ^ ^ ^M^ 
XH, 
U II 
O 0 
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I t XTSS further notsd that tJie condensation also proceeded 
ui th benzoic anhydride and sodium benzoate and the product 
obtained xjas 2-phenyl isoflavone. The interact ion of 
cinnamic anhydride and sodium cinnamate ui th 2»4-di-
hydro::ydeosybenzoin gave 7c-cinnamoyloxy-2-styryl i so f l a -
vone 3CXXI» This corapoiind was converted into the 7-iiiethoxy 
derivative XXXII • The degradation of 7-methoxy-2-styryl 
compound by oxidation -with potcssium permanganate in 
pyridine solution followed by thermal decomposition of 
the resiJlted 7-aethoxy isoflavone-2-carboxylic acid XCCLII. 
gave* ultimately* 7-fflethoxy isoflavone XXXIV. 
PK.HC' .HC. -COo/ \ /%-^ ' ' ' ^ ' ^ 
.PH 
^ i l 
r>i<o c\*-(^'^ 
ph 
0 
j<Ax7j. 
Meo 
0 
H . o / \ / \ c O , ^ 
>£>uu x x x i i i 
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Inspi te of nunerous attempts at tha t time to de^ jiGG a 
more practicable synthesis of isoflavones bearing no 
substi tuents in position 2» i t ijas found almost indispen-
s ib le to proceed through the 2-styryl isoflavones and 
the isoflavone carboxylic acids derived in small yields 
by oxidation. 
The diff icul ty* however9 of preparing 2-styryl 
isoflavone J \ias reduced by condensing 2'^nethyl isoflavone 
xrlth bensaldehyde. This method which is due to Balcers 
175 
Robinson and Simpson avoids the experimental d i f f i -
cu l t i e s ar is ing from the use of derivative of cinnamic 
acido Thus the condensation of 2*4pdihydroxy-4'"jnethoxy-
deoxybensoin trildi acetic anhydride sodium acetate gave 
7-acetojjy'4 = -aethoxy*2-23thyl isoflavone XXXV ^rtiich af ter 
deacetylation and nethylation XXXVI uas condensed with 
benzaldehyde in presence of sodium ethoxideo The r e s u l t -
ing 2-styTyl derivat ive XXXVII on usual degrcdation and 
demethylation gave daidzein XXXVIII in S5S yield* The 
method tas also a p p l i ^ successfully for the synthesis 
176 
of 4-baptig8nin c This method l ike the original one 
- ' • r ^ / 
o 
%Cv\^  
/ 
V' V-
0 
\ 
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h C D / ' ^ N \C^-'b 
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suffers from the limitations of poor yields in oxidations 
and since hydroxy groups must be protected before oxida-
tion it is limited to compounds in \diich the final deme-
thylatioii trill not cleave required alkoxy group» 
177 Baker» Pollard and Robinson evolved a synthesis 
of 7-42ethoxy isoflavone \jhich avoided oxidation altogether. 
The condensation of m-methoxyphenol trith phenacylbromide 
gives u-aethoxyphenoxy acetophenone XXXIX* \^ich \jas 
converted into the cyanohydrin. This compound on treat-
ment ijith zinc chloride and hydrogen chloride in ether 
under^jent an intramolecular Hoesch reaction, and the 
ketimine hydrochloride XL on hydrolysis yielded 
3-hydro^-7-ii:3thoxy isoflavone uhich vjas degraded to 
7-methoxy isoflavone by sulphuric acid. This method in 
Meo M£0 
— > • vV OH "^^  / 
11 
>OMe 
T ^ ^ 
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uhich the yields are good at all stages, \ms later 
178 
employed by Spath and Lederer for the preparation of 
^-taptigenin* The synthesis of irigenin trimethyl ether 
179 
by Baker, e t a l ' could not be accomplished by the 
application of t h i s method. 
178 
Spath and Lederer in 1930 condensed 
2,4-dihydrosy-3'p4»-methylenediox3rdeoxybenzoin viith ethyl 
formate in presence of sodium at 100°C in a sealed tube 
and obtained ^-^aptigenin in a very small y ie ld . The 
180 
nethod t.^s lalier applied by VJessely, e t a l to the 
synthesis of daidzein and fomononetin but the yield in 
each ease tjas poorr The ethyl formate-sodi\im synthesis 
tras great ly improved in 1934 by Kahal, Rai and 
Venkataraman tjho carried out the condensation at 0® 
and obtained daidzein and j^-baptigenin in yie lds of about 
305J each from the corresponding deoxybenzoins. The use 
of t h i s method i s l imited t o deosybenzoins having only 
one free hydroxyl group required.for ring closure but 
there are reports for the successful synthesis of a i s o -
flavone from deoxybenzoin having more free hydroxyl groups. 
182 Shriner and Hull described the preparation of 8-methyl-
genistein from a trihydroxy deoxybenzoin, but l a t e r vrorkers 
including the present authoro have not been able t o 
reproduce the r e s u l t s . 
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Tlis Eschanism of ring closure betxfeen a dsojtjT" 
benzoin and ethyl formate has been much discussede Spath 
1*78 
and Lederer suggested the foLloiJing course J 
X , x /^^2-< ^ ° 
0 
+ M.COjCt 
1\ 
0 
X U 
XLII 
The active Eethylene group of the deo3^benzoin undergoes 
formylation followed by enolisation XLII. The unsaturated 
t r i o l loses uater to form an ether linkage on treatment 
with mineral acido No such intermediates, hoiTetrer, uere 
181 isolated by them or by Rahal, Rai and Venkataraman , 
i?ho considered that the reaction proceeded d i rec t ly to 
isoflavonco There are cases, hoxrever, in which i n t e r -
mediates of the molecular composition postulated above 
183 DC;-~: been i so la ted . VJolfrom and covrorkers in 1941 
isolated four such compounds to \5iich they gave tho 
2-hydro3(y-isoflavanone structure 3ILIII. 
11 
0 
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They shoved "that these compounds in every case 
lost a molecule of \?ater on treatment vjith glacial acetic 
acid to yield an isoflavone. It is to be noted that the 
usual methods of removing v/ater of crystallisation did 
not expel any ;:.'atero 
184 
Harper in 1942 using derritol and elliptol 
methyl ether ard 1-Iehta et al in the synthesis of 
isogenistein and 8-^ethyl isogenistein have also recorded 
iihs sam© obssrvction of the formation of 2-hydroxylso-
flavanone :^ith ethyl formate-sodium synthesis. However 
181 18S 
Venltataraman et al , Robertson, Suckling and IJhalley 
187 
and Rahman e t al obtained isoflavone d i r ec t ly under 
conditions ^.Mch might have been expected to give the 
intermediate hydroxy isoflavanone i f they had been forised* 
I t i s in teres t ing to mention here the observation of 
188 Narasimbhachari e t a l vho hcz<s found that the use of 
methyl formate in isoflavone condensation invariably 
yields 2-hydroxyiSoflavanone. This finding has shortly 
189 
after fccsn confirmed by the rorlc of tJhalley « Consi-
deration of -ttie actual s tructures of the compouiids, tho 
condensing reagents and the experimental conditions in 
these appGrently in-consistsnt experiments does not 
great ly help in exploring i.iiy only in sone cases stable 
intermediates \jith ethyl formate are formed and x;hy the 
same intermediates are invariably formed vi.th Esthyl 
formate© 
- 56 
190a Sathe and Venkataraman in 1949 used etliyl-
orthoforaate in pyridine containing a little pipperidine 
as a condensing agent in the synthesis of 7-hydro3Qr-
isoflavonec- Prunitin ^ and 6-hydroxy"5»7-dimethoxy" 
have also teen synthesised from the corresponding deosy-
benzoins by the use of this reagent. This reagent also 
suffers froQ the disadvantage that it is not generally 
applicable to polyhydroxydeoxybenzoins. 
Although the ethyl fornate-sodium synthesis has 
been of great value* its failure -vriith deoxybenzoin contain-
ing several free hydro:Qrl groups has been a severe limita-
tiono In 1949 an elegant ethoxalyl chloride synthesis uas 
discovered in \-,iiich ring closure can be carried out TJlth 
compouiids containing several free hydroxyl groups. Baker 
191 
et el reported that the 2-carbon atom could be furnished 
by ethoxalyl chloride and that isoflavone -2-carboxylie 
esters uere formed in good yields. A number of papers 
192 
have appeared on the successful use of this reagent . 
The nev synthesis has got the distinct advantage of the 
direct preparation of polyhydrosy and partially alkylded 
hydroxy isoflavone in h.';gh over all yields. Dealkylation, 
vjhich is here avoided» is sometimes accompanied by reorien-
tation of Q substituted group from position 8 to 6 in 
5-hydroxy flavones and has been observed also in the 
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isoflavone s e r i e s . The value of the method VSLS shoim by 
the prepara t ion e.-': t!\e Middllesex h o s p i t a l of 120 gms of 
g e n i s t e i n i n SCfS y i e ld from the corresponding deoxy-
henzoino 
The deo^benzo in conta ining i n a l l n f r ee 
phenolic gfoup i s t r e a t e d \fith n + 1 equivalent of ethoxa* 
l y l chlor ide i n pyr idine and l e f t over n i g h t , ua te r then 
p r e c i p i t a t e t h e e t h y l i sof lavone-2-carboxyla te . Hydro-
l y s i s i d t h sodium carbonate i s folloired by decarboxyla-
t i o n T:Jhich occurs a t a l i t t l e above the melt ing point* 
191 Balcer e t a l suggested t he fol lowing probable 
mechanism: ( a ) e thoxa ly la t ion of a l l phenolic hydroxyl 
groups except one ortho t o the carbonyl group giving XLV; 
(b) C-e thoxaly la t ion of the r e a c t i v e methylene group of 
the deosq^benzoin WliVI 5 ( c ) c y c l i s a t i o n t o the 2-carbe-
thoxy»2"hydroxy isoflavanone XLVII» (d) l o s s of a 
molecule of imter t o give t h e 2-carbethoxyisoflavone 
XL¥III; ( e ) removal of the e thoxalyl group by r e a c t i o n 
^ t h d i l u t e acids giving XLIX. 
wo/ ""OH 
OW ^ RCOO 0 
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IJhen the ethoxalylation \jas carr ied out in pyridine and 
boi l ing benzene* the isoflavone es ters were in most cases 
isolated d i r ec t l y , but in very low y ie lds . 
2-Bydroxy isoflavanone* have been recognised as 
intermediates in the ethylformate isoflavone synthe-
3^393,183,184 (3^^^ ^^3^3 J ^ methylformatelS9'191»^^ 
192 
synthesis ( invar iably) . Baker et a l have, hovrever, 
found tha t in the case of 2-hydro:gr-4:6-dim9thoxydioxy" 
benzoin the primary product of reaction with ethoxalyl 
chloride i s 2-hydroxy 5»7-dimethoxy isoflavanone, tdiich 
loses irater \iien t reated with acetic acid to give 
5,7-dimethoxy isoflavone. 
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194 
Methoxalyl chloride has also successfully bsen 
used in some cases for the synthesis of isoflavones btiu 
the scope and limitations have not been fully explorodo 
Various sources of'C(2)^ "atoiii in isoflavonep vrtiich 
xjould permit of their ready synthesis from 2-hydroxy~ 
deoxybenzoin have been investigated « It has nou been 
found that fonnamlde or preferably formanilide ' can 
in some instances supply the necessary C(2) atom vjith 
yields of isoflavone upto 605• The technique is simple, 
the amide and the deoxybenzoin are heated together for 
about 30 minutes* norcaSiy the isolation of isoflavone 
presents little difficult-yo It is necessary to protect 
hydroxyl groups in the deoxybenzoins except that in the 
2-position. The reaction i5iile useful in particular 
cases, does not displace as the method of choice the* 
ethoxylyl chloride process irhich can be employed vjith 
polyhydroxydeoxybenzoins t.^ thout protection of the 
hy^oxyl groups. 
The possibility of a thermally induced Baker-
Venkataraman transformation of 0-acyloxyacetoarones in-to 
198 1Q9 the corresponding o-hydroxy-lJ3-diketone or flavone '='*-^ ^^  
196 has also been extended for the synthesis of isoflavones * 
It has notr been found that 2-acyloxydeoxybenzoins uhen 
- 60 *-
\0 heated to 250° give the corresponding 2-substituted iso-
flavonep in Gome instances in satisfactory yield. This 
reaction parallels the ready manner in ijhich these 
compounds xuidergo the Baker-Venlcataraman base-catalysed 
200 201 202 
transformation ' ' vAich may also be brought about 
thermally. As in the formamide metJiodp polyhydroxydeoxy-
benzoin do not react ^tillo 
203 Recently Parkas described a method In ^diich /(^ 
C(2)-atom i s obtained by the action of hydrogen cliloride 
on sine cyanide c I t has been shotjn tha t /S-iceto-al-^dimines 
of type LI are obtained from various derivatives of 
deoxybeasoin (L) ( I ) , R = OH, OKe© R' = Ph, P-OH CgH^) by 
-Uie above reagent* 
X, 
II II 
0 0 
i-1 
• ^ - o /~^ 
^J 
'^  \ 
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Hydrolysis of (LI) affords compounds (LIa) and (Lllb), 
TespecM^ ktfiljf. Compounds of type(LIIHD) undergo ring 
closure ijith loss of x-jater and formation of the corres' 
ponding isoflavones (LIII). 
R f \0H °-^ f >^  R X\oV.''^f « 
- R V /v t — R 
II II 11 
0 0 0 
ma 
mb v-m 
It is not necessary to protect hydroxyl groups during 
the synthesis, a fact -which gfeatly facilitates the 
preparation of isoflavones. 
Isomerisation in Isoflavones. 
In the synthesis of most flavones and related 
compounds, demethylation is an essential step and hydrc(-
iodic acid is the reagent most commonly usedo During 
hydrdicdic demethylation,rearrangement of a 5,7,8- to 
5p6j7"trihydroxy flavone \fas observed by Uessely and 
204 
Moser \5io obtained 5,6,7p4'-tetrahydroxy flavono (LV) 
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(Scirbellarein) from 7-iiydroiy~5»8,4»-trlmethoxy flavone 
\ 
CM- « OH rt 
0 0 
Lv Liv 
G) R^^ = H ID) R^ = lie 
The vieu .ras l a t e r confirmed by t^Tessely and 
205 
Kallab \:ho found that contrary to the r e su l t of 
PCS 
Hattori 5c7c8»4«-tetramethoxy flavone (LITb) on trect-
meirb tjith hydrcSodic acid suffers isomeric change to 
scutellarein (L?)« This important type of rearrangensnt 
of a 61,8- to 5sS"Orientation during demethylation under 
the influence of hydroiodic ccid is knotm as IJesselj^-
Moeer rearrangement and tms for the first time observed 
in flavoneso The rearrangement is not only ocnftnia'sd to 
flQVones but is exemplified by most of the compounds 
related to flavones e.g. flavonols, flavanones> chromoness 
chromonolsp xanthons and isoflavones. 
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ilie rQarrangement of 5f8'- to 5 s6-dihydrojjy 
flavones and chromones under the conditions of doEisthy-
l a t i on tjith hydrobromic or hydroiodic acids i s ^jell 
established and i s due to the hydrolytie opening of the 
pyrone r ing and closure in the a l ternat ive di rect ion 
involving the hydroxyl group i n i t i a l l y in position 5* As 
expected, such changes occur vd'th the isoflavones e.go 
5j7»8-^ihydrosy-2-methyl isoflavone (JjYLt R = OHs R» = IIGS 
AT = Ph) xjhen boiled for 8 hours vjith hydrobromic and 
acetic acids gives the 5s6»7°isomer9 (LYII; R = OHp 
R« = Me, AT = Ph)^^*^* I t has nou been found^^® tha t 
demethylation of 5,7-dihydroxy-8{,3* ,4S5 ' - te t raEethosy 
isoflavone (LYI> R = OKe, R' = H» Ar = 3,4,5-trieetho5:5r 
phenyl) gives 5,6»7> 3» j4's5*-he3:ahydroxy isoflavone 
( i r r igenol ) (LVII; R s OH, R« = H, Ar = 3,4,5-trihydro:iQr 
phenyl). The conditions of the reaction aay be the 
deciding factor in controll ing vAiether or not the recrrango 
H O f ^ N " \ f i ' HO/ \ / \ R ' 
0 0 
LV! & 
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Esnt occnrco Thus 5f7»8«trinetho:i3r isoflavone and i t c 
2»-methyl derivative^^^'^^^ methylgenistin"'-^^, isogcnisttn^"'-
have been demethylated tdth hydr^iodic acid \jithout change 
212 
of orientationo t-Iulcerji et al have advanced an explana** 
tion as 'to uhy flavonole, chromonols and isoflavones do 
not undergo isonsrisatlon under the usual conditions of 
demethylatiOHo According to them the electrophllic acti-
vity of the 2-position is considered to be mainly respon-
sible fo3 this reaction and the ring opens out to form a 
diketone or its equivalent* The hydroxyl group in the 
apposition may have some effect in encouraging the ring 
fission but does not seea to be absolutely essential since 
this isoriaric change is found to talce place even in 6" 
and 8-ziethyl compounds* But the presence of substituents 
hydro^iyl (ciethoxyl) and phenyl in the 3-position is of 
importance. They seem to inhibit ring opening and this is 
attributed to their capacity to reduce the electrophllic 
acitivty of the 2-position by an electrometric mechanism* 
•.\^ 
o. /^.°* Q /'VO'V 
- ^ ^ ^ 
Lx 
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•^O-H 
O 
l^cGler et a i and Ba!:3r et cl have sho^m-
that urilLr drast ic conditions, flavonols, chrociones and 
isoflavcr::3 also can "be made to undergo the isorieric 
o 
char;]:jo Rcrs^'sr, the ..rplanution of I-'ulcerjce et a l" i s 
n t i l l vr l id because urdsr ordinary'' conditions the change 
do23 rot tcl:c place and hence rt2sistance to ring f i ss ion 
i s dsf ini te though net absolute. But Uhalley's 
report of isonsr isat ion of nsthyl isogenistein by boi l ing 
-.rith "Etablised" hydroiodic acid only for 45 sdn-JLteSp and 
the obssi'vations in thece laboratories for ciethyl i co -
genis t : in sind 5,7-dir3thoxy-8--i:3thi'l isoflavcne (un-
publiehcd resu l t s ) undergoirr^^ isomerisation-eric^ctly 
211 
urccr c:;rditions as prescribed by Seshadri and Varadayan 
are not in agreement "..dth the ejcplanation of Tlulcerjee 
. ^212 
8*i a l o 
Tl"-2 reverse change i<.eo the rearrangocent of 
conpcui:!^ of type LXIV to those cf type LXIII has not 
been reported in any series of such compounds \jith the 
exception of oiHy one example in/chromone series212s215. 
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The reverse type of change for the f i r s t time has been 
repor ted*^ in isoflavone ser ies* uhen 5-hydro35y-7j4»-
dimethoxy-S^s^thyl isoflavone LXV, on demethylation with 
hydroiccLic ccid,furnished ttjo d i s t i nc t products isolated 
after remethylation i«eo (a) 5-hydroxy-7»4»-dimetho:^ 
6-methyl isoflavone LXV and (b) 5-hydroxy-7s4'-dinetho3qr 
S-methyl isoflavone LX¥I. 
o/'"'^/^^ 
D 
LKV 
214 •216 IJhclley has observed tha t in case of 6>7p2'~ 
or 5j7p4'-'u!:'inethoxy-8-^ethyl isoflavone, demethylation 
vjith aluEiinium chloride in dry benzene yields a mix-bure 
of products having 8- and 6-C-asthyl or ientat ion. tJheeler 
213 
e t al have suggested that as no rearrangement has yet 
been observed tl^ .^ S'^ .n^  demethylation by aluminium chloride» 
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the production of some 6-isomer by the reagent night be 
ascribed to the direct migration of methyl residue rather 
than -co ring opening followed by a ring closing in cm 
alternate position. 
In all the above discussions isomeric changes 
took place in acid media. Alkaline solution could not be 
used because decomposition sets in. A special case vjas 
observed iSien the change tooa place to some extent in 
alkaline nedium. It has been shoim that 5-hydroxy-7>8" 
dimethoxy isoflavone LXVII undergoes fission with dcoholic 
alkali and \^en the resulting phenyl benzyl ketone LXTJIII 
is resubjected to isoflavone condensation the alternative 
structure i-lth 5,6,7-rearrangement (5-hydroxy-6j7*^^di-
217 
nethoxy isoflavone LXIX) is produced . In the course 
of their study it i-jas noted idiat even diiring the alkaline 
fission a small quantity of the isomeric isoflavone vms 
formed. This constitutes an example of isomeric change 
in alkaltne medium^ 
0Ct*3 
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0 
H C O 
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3 OH \\ 0 
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/no'uTisr pr3^1*r^ of orierrbation has been encoun'tered 
in the ethoxalyl chloride isoflavone synthesis . The 
ketone(LX3C> R = p - MeOoCgHgp R' = lie) uhen submitted to 
ethyl foraate-sodixm synthesis gives 5-hydroxy-6 ,7>4*-
t^im8thoxy isoflavone (LXXI > R = p - MeO. CgH »^ R* = :ie)p 
M € 0 \ y 
OM II 
0 
\ OV" 
U/jtV 
218 
tectorlgenin dimethyl ether > in vjhich the 6-hydroxyl 
group has been involved in closure x-iiens housvorp the 
ketone (LXX; R = p - OH. CgH^; R' = H) i s submitted to 
ethoxalylation process* the f ina l product i s 5j7j4»-
trihydroxy'-8'3ethoxy isoflavone (L5CXIII; R = p - OHo 
208 CgH^j R* = H) an isomer of tectorigenin resul t ing from 
cycl isat ion trith the al ternat ive hydro^ l group. 
OMC 
- 9>-
OH II 
0 
LXK"} Q i Lxxllj 
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Hence in such cases uhilst the ethyl formate method gives 
rise to compounds \Ath the 5j6p7-orientationj the ethOKa-
lytic process gives the 5»7»8-orientation. 
ReceniJ.y it has been observed that the C-methyl 
deo:grbenzoins on ethoxalylation yield a mixture of isome-
ric isoflavones having 5,7j8-,and 5,6,7-orientations© 
Me 
H0-' 
LXXW 
L>c/v[ 
This i s i l l u s t r a t ed by talcing the example of 
2,4,6*-tirihydroxy-3-fflethyl deoxybenzoin (LXXIVa; R = pH)^^^ 
and i t s 2- and 4»-methoxyderivatives LXXITb,LXXIVc« VJhen 
a mirbure of isoflavones having 5p7j8- and 5,6,7-or ienta-
t ion has been obtained in each casee 
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5 
Uo useful synthesis of isoflavones has appeared 
t,iiich does not require err o-l^droxydeonybenzoin. A 
number of methods ere available for the preparation of 
deoxybenzoins of the required type. The most useful ard 
220 tddely used method being the Hoesch reaction . A 
phloroglucihol or recorcinol reacts vath a phenylacetO" 
nitrile and hydrogen chloride in dry ether* to give a 
ketimine hydrochloride* vMch is hydrolysed to the deosgr-
benzoin by boiling \-/ith dilute mineral acid. This method 
of choice sxiffers from the limitations that it cannot be 
220 220 
used for hydroquinone and pyrocatechol* irael^ i e 
Other methods of importance v/hich may be mentioned here 
are (i) Fried el-<:rafts acylation (ii) Pries rearrangemsnt 
and (iii) Eenelci's reaction. 
These metliods have got the disadvantage of giving 
rise to mijrbures of o-» and p-isomers» thus n^sessittilirg 
their separationo The mixture of hydroxy ketones j> 
obtained during the course of Fries rearrangement,may 
frequently be readily separated by virtue of the fact thi 
the O'dsoser. due to chelation, is volatile with steamp 
ijhereas the p-isomer is not. Further more, the composi-
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tion of tliB product may sorrstimes "be largely deterainGd 
by control of the reaction conditions. High reaction 
temperatures for example» favours the production of the 
o-hydrony ketones relative to p-isomer^ A striking 
example of the phenomenon is afforded by the Pries 
rearrangemsnt of m-cresyl acetate. 
' <i — 
V 
CO.CH^ 
QoV Ly^Vlu 
\ / c « 
Lxxix 
OH 
H C o , / \ 
165 
3 
Although the extreme variation of the product 
composition is not always observed* it is generally true 
that the formation of o-isomer is favoured by h i ^ reac-
tion temperatureo Other experimental variables, such as 
the solvent and proportion of the catalyst, also sometiiat 
influence the product compositiono 
^^^z-< >0M« I ' CH^-/ None 
OM I  11 
0 0 
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Tha synthesis of deoxybenzoin of cer ta in required 
orientat ion inaccessible by the conventional methods, 
require blocking otf the active position in the phenol 
nucleuso For example* an attempt t o obtain 2,6"dihydro3cy-
4»-aethoxy"3K2ethyl deoxybenzoln LXXXI by the condensa-
t ion of methyl resorcinol vdth p-aethoxyphenyl aceto« 
n i t r i l e (Ij^iedel-Crafts acylation) may resu l t in the 
formation of 294-dihydroxy-4»-methoxy"3-methyld8oxybenzoin 
(LXMOCI). 
^s^^y^y''H< >°'^ ^ k /K A'^z^ >°^ ^ 
OH U II 
0 0 
LXKXl Lxxii 
P21 
The deoxybenzoin'^'^' LXXKI h£S now successfully 
been synthesised by (a) carboj^ylation of methyl resorcinol 
(Kolb3.Schmidt method) (b) preparation of i t s methyl es ter 
LXXXIVJ (c) rr iedel-Crafts acylation with p-methojgrphenyl 
ace toni t r i le LXJDCYX^ a^nd (d) f ina l ly hydrolysis and 
decarboxylation of 2p6-dihydroxy'4»-2ethoxy~5'4aethoxy-
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carbonyl-S-netliyldeoxybenzoin LXXXV.> Due to the \-7ell 
lcnoi?n inhibiting influence of meta directing group 
(cGrhmethoxy in the presence case) on Priedel-Crafts acyla* 
tion, it is "brought about successfully by keeping the 
reaction mixture for 12 days at room temperature. Various 
steps of the reaction are schematically shoim belouo 
MS 
/ \ o ^ 
Lxxxiii 
M< 
/ \ o . 
^^°^ 
Vvtf 
OH 
_ X ) « I V 
Me 
II 
0 
Cl H C -< 
V 
' ^ 2 - < 
/ ^ 
u>5x^ 
> 
OM€ 
The fact that the Trichloro-'tr* trifluoro aceto-
P22 
phene undergoes halof orm reactions ijith the production 
of the corresponding acid and halo form, has also been 
successftLLly exploited for the introduction of carboxyl 
group in phenols * 'Zhs carboxy groups as nentioned earlier 
may be ester if ied and 12ie phenolC ester nay novf be subjec" 
ted to conventionssl cethcd- for the preparation of ketones 
of desired orientation. 
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OrganoE3-tolllc conpourds have also found immense 
use in the synthesis of deoxyhenzoino Grignard reagents 
react \ji'ch acid chloride to give a ketone as the initial 
producto The ketone can» ofcoiirsej react Tjith more Grigiiurd 
reagent to give a tertiary alcohol. 
OMgX 
R-CO.Cl + R'MgX >R - G - CI -Mj^Cl^ R-XO-R' 
R' 
R 
(.1) R'1'1 (2) hyl UrX ^ R' -^OH Iro lysis 
The eliEination of tig ii CI occurs in the dry ether 
solution in i:hich Grignard reactions are custonarily 
carried out, so that the ketone is present in the reac" 
tion mixture at all times. Success of the reaction as a 
preparative method for ketones depends upon the fact that 
the Grignard reagent reacts some-what faster with an acid 
chloride than tjith a ketone* Fairly satisfactory 
yields of ketones may be obtained ^-hen an ether solution 
of the Grignard reagent is edded dropiJise to the acid 
chloride ("iimense" Grignard addition) so that Grignard 
reagent is never present in excesso 
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jGr-!:i2i = s^^ nodification of original Bies^^"^ 
mothod for the preparation of aliphatic ketones has been 
of great value in the synthesis of deoxybenzoins. The 
substituted benzamides react \jith Grignard reagent to 
give stabls complexes which may be subsequently decomposed 
\jith the formation of ketones. The success of the method 
depends upon the fact that the primary addition product 
of the Grignard reagent to the amide is fairly stable and 
remains as such in the reaction mixture. Since totone is 
not produced until addition of acid in the work-up proce-
dure, there is little danger of the formation of tertiary 
alcoholo Amides of the type R - Cc.KHg and R - Co.l^ IHR' 
contain active hydrogen and decompose the Grignard reagent. 
This possibility is over-come to a large extent by the use 
of excess of Grignard reagent (4 times) or better by using 
the amides of the type R - Co-K'^g. The sluggish nature 
of the amido group tovjards Grignard reagents n"iL'„::'";'/'v^ec 
considerable increase in reaction time (48 hoiirs). The 
scope of the method is limited by the condition that no 
other function capable of reacting \Ath a Grignard 
reagent may be present in the molecule* since the amido 
function as already pointed out is one of the least 
reactive toLtards addition of Grignard reagents 
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Ot!ier organo metallic co^pcninds viz. those of 
2S4 29S 
zinc ard cadMxim have also been used and found 
superior to Grignard reagents. The success of organo 
cadi^ jium coEipounds specially as contrasted idth Grignard 
reagent depends upon their negligible reactivity touards 
the ketone function. There is, thus, no necessity for 
• increase' addition of the reagent. Yields of ketone by 
the organo cadmium method are high» frequently of the 
order of 7O-6O5S or still better. Whilst there can be 
little doubt that the method employing organo cadmium 
compound is convenient for preparation of the simpler 
"type of ketones, its general application is inevitably 
i I ' 
limited by the usual restriction-accbmpany* the use of 
Grignard reagents. Thus the use of sterically hindered 
acid chlorides or the organo cadmium compounds containing 
large alkyl or aryl groups result in the inhibitc5>ion of 
the normal reaction and initiati©j^tiie abnormal one. 
The methods including the use of general /^ -keto 
227 
ester synthesis derived by Breslow, et al have also been 
found unsatisfactry ovdng to low yields at one or more of 
the stages involved viz., the synthesis of /^ -keto ester, 
mono-, or di-akylation and eventual ketonic hydrolysis#^ 
228 
sometimes under severe conditions • 
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The nethcd involving the use of -^iceto ester i-ms 
229 
modified by ReE* Boinnan • I t c o n s i s t s of t h e p repa ra -
t i o n of ( a ) ethoxy magnesiim malonic e s t e r (b) acylmalonlc 
e s t e r ( c ) acid*-catalysed ac ido lys i s follovjed by spontane-
ous or subsequent thermal decarboxyla t ion of ihe keto 
acid t o t he ke tone . The various s teps are shovm belous 
PCO.CH.CCCgEt)^ ^ ^ R'.COgEt+BCO.CKCCO^^.CO^r:': 
R'COpH 
H-^-
-CCg »"H.CO.CH2.C023St ^ R* .C02Et':-R.C0.CH2.CC^ 
R'CCgH 
..CCg—j-R.CCcCKg 
Fa i lu re to extend t h i s r eac t i on t o the f u l l y s u b s t i t u t e d 
compounds R.COoCR (C0J3t)2 demonstrated the need of an 
e n t i r e l y ne^j approach t o the problem. The hydrogenoljrblc 
f i s s i o n of benzyl e s t e r appeared t o offer an a l t e r n a t i v o 
method of developing a general ketone syn thes i s as 
fo l lOT^^^ ' ^^^s 
CHgCCCgoCHg ?h)2 j-R'.CI^CCOg.CKg.Ph)^ 
R'C.fe (CCg.CIIg Ph)2 RCC r a ^ RoCOoCRUCOgoCHg r^lOg 
T:::!!xrTi TJQQCVIII 
H^"Pd ^ ReCC»rR' (COg H)2 >^  R.CCoCHg R' + ^ C g 
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The method thus consists in the preparation of 
sodiobenzyl es-'oer LXXXVII in s i tu from the corresponding 
ethyl es ter hy es ter interchange ui th benzyl alcohol in 
benzene solution* the sodium enol acting as cata lyst for 
the interchange and the reaction being forced to comple-
t ion by removal of the ethanol formed as i t s azeotrope -v/ith 
benzene. The next stage i s th(? coupling of the sodio d e r i " 
vative LXXJCVII \iith the requiste acid chloride, ca ta ly t ic 
debenzylation of the resu l t ing keto ester LXJCXVIII* and 
f ina l ly thermal decarboxylation of the acid LXXXIX to the 
ketone LISCc 
231 232 The use of bor&n-fluoride * phenyl acetic acid 
complex has also been mentioned in the synthesis of deoxy-
benzoins. This method has been found of value \ihen the 
conventional methods of acylation ei ther f a i l altogether 
or give a poor yie ld . The usefulness of the method i s 
i l l u s t r a t ed by the preparation of follovdng d i f f i cu l t ly 
accessible ketones? 
1. 2-^hydroxy-4,4»p5 S -tetramethoxydeoxybensoin. 
2. 2-hydroxy'=4»jS-diethoxy*^ tS -diraethoxydeosybensoin 
3 . 2p4' •4ihydroxy-4 j5s6-trinethoxydeoxybenzoin 
4<, 2s5'<iihydroxy-4jS-dimethoxydeoxybenzoin. 
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Other methCKls of some importance which may "be 
mentioned here are J 
(i) Benzoin redaction^^'^^, 
(ii) Fission of the pyridiniiim (nucleus) to form 
235 ' 
enamines then to deoxybenzoins • 
(iii) Use of dinitrogen tetraoxide. 
D I S C u s S I 0 K 
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Arcs-one, a genos of p r i ck ly herbs includes about 
t u a l v s sped£58 ArgSEonc; zexicana (Eng. P r i ck ly poppyj 
IlsjiidCJi poppy) Eind Bharbard? Sa t iyanashi ) i c tha or>ly 
237 
spsc i s s fcurd i n Ind i a . I t runs ijlld a l l over tlic 
country crd hzs no\r beccre a t roub le s one treed* 
The ye l l o v ju ice \.hich e:rjdes uhen the p lant i s 
Injured.- !iES long been used i n Ind i a as a mediun fc r 
dropsy, ^riurdice and cutaneous affect ionse I t \:ac aT.so 
consid3i'3d as d i u r e t i c . The seeds y i e ld 22e"35 of a 
nauajcusf b i t t e r non-edible o i l . The a d u l t r a t i o n of 
edible nastard o i l \rl th /irgenone c i l i s probably respon-
s i b l e for cutbrealcs of epiderj.c d ropsy^^^ ' ^^o I-'-s 
presence i s de tec ted by the developeient of orange red 
coloiiTj vAien concentrated n i t r i c acid i s added to the o i l 
237 
or its mixtures . The oil is used as an illuminant ar-i 
lubricant, and in medicine for external application in 
skin diseases o Mixed vrith dyeing oils such as linseed oil 
237 
it may be used in paint industry « The oil cake can-not 
be used as cattle fodder because of residual oil- However 
it could be used as a fertilizer. 
The mixed fatty acids consist chiefly of oleic 
(225) and linolic (4^) acids with seme palmito-oleic (aBou: 
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S^) and ricinoleic (about 10^) acids . Tha plant la 
also reported to contain berberins and protopine as 
alkaloidal contents ^'^'*"•'' 
So far as known to the authors, no work appears to 
have been done on the colouring matter of the bright 
yellow flowers. The preliminary examination indicated 
the flower-rich in fLavonoids and,therefore,the present 
investigation was undertaken. 
Dried flov/ers of Argemone mexicana were extracted 
successively vdth petroleum ether (40-60°) and ethanol 
(95?&). The alcoholic extract was distilled under diminis-
hed pressure, the residue was taken up with water and 
extracted repeatedly with n-butyl alcohol. The combinsd 
n-butanol extracts, on leaving over-night, deposited a 
yellowish brown solid which was filtered off and narked 
"A". The filtrate on recovery of the solvent left 
behind a pov."dery residue of reddish brovm colour. The 
residue was dissolved in hot v/ater and the aqueous solU" 
tion on treatment wi-tti neutral and basic lead acetate 
yielded a yellow bulky precipitate marked "B" and an 
orange precipitate labelled as "C" respectively. 
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The lead salt "B" was suspended in a large volut:© 
of ethanol and decomposed by passing hydrogen sulphide 
gas. The filtrate on distilling of ethanol left behind 
a yellow solid vAiich was taken up in dry acetoneo The 
acetone solution was passed through a column of magnesium 
trisilicateo A highly flourescent band (U.V.light) was 
removed during the course of ireishing the column vdth 
acetone. This was found to be non-flavonoid in nature. 
The other t\-ro flavonoid bands (U.V.light) were eluted v/ith 
ethylacetate water. The paper chromatographic examina-
tion of both the fractions revealed iH<eit non-homogenity. 
They were finally piirified by paper chromatography on 
VJhatraan Mo.3 filter paper according to the method of Ice 
63 
and VJender . The tv/o fractions after repeated c r y s t a l -
l i s a t ions from methanol give minute yello\dLsh brown 
plates m.p. 165-67** and yellow shining needles m.p.304-6°. 
The acetone solution of the sol id obtained from "C" on 
similar treatment revealed only one band in i i l t ra -v io le t 
l i g h t . This was eluted with ethyl acetate-v/ater. On 
recovery of the solvent the residue crys ta l l i sed from 
methanol in yellowish brovm plates m.p.165-67°. I t 
shoiired no depression in melting point on admixture i-dth 
one of the products obtained ea r l i e r from "B". 
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The yellow so l i d "A" v^lch separated on leav ing 
n*4DU-tanol ex t r ac t over ni^htf \ISLS d i sso lved i n b o i l i n g 
methanol. The yellow microscopic needles m,p.202-205^ 
separated fi-om nethanol ic s o l u t i o n . Repeated c r y s t a l l i s a -
t i o n s from the same solvent r a i s e d the melt ing poinrt t o 
208-10°. The homogenity of the product was e s t ab l i shed by 
chronatosraphic examination. 
The f ree aglycone m.p.304-3C^° was found t o be 
a flavonol as i t gave a pink co loura t ion on reduct ion 
12S \ d t h magnesium and hydrochloric ac id and a b r i g h t 
131 yellow co loura t ion vdth !7ilson-boric scid reagent . 
The methanolic so lu t ion cf the aglycone i;as not oxidised 
242 by pentcmino coba l t r i ch lo r ide i nd i ca t i ng the absence 
of two or core adjacent phenolic hydroxyl groups. I l i c ro -
Zeise l ds tcrminat ion showed the presence of only one 
methcsiyl group. Kethylat ion of t h e aglycone vath nethyl 
sulphate ids lded a compound t h a t melted a t 151-52° and 
showed no depression i n melting point on mixing \ a t h .nn 
au thent ic 3tu:ple of pentamethyl e ther of que rca t in . The 
abovs cbservat ions proved t h a t the aglycone was a aono-
methyl e ther of querce t in . A nucber of monomethyl e thers 
of quercet in XCI are descr ibed i n the l i t e r a t u r e , these 
are 7 - t 5 - f 3 ' - s and 4»-TICncnethyl que rce t in . The p o s s i -
b i l i t y of the present aglycone having a methoxyl group a t 
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C(5) \ras xiilsd out as it did not show fluorescence in 
acetic anhydride . A comparison of the melting points* 
of 'aglycone a M its acetate with those of kno^vn mono-
methyl ethers of quercetin and their acetates suggested 
its resemblence with isorhamnetino 
OR 
Ro 
RT >RO »RO 5^ 4 — H 
Rn jRg jR^ p=H jRgsCHo 
Rr^o jR^^H JR-j =CHq 
^ l ' ^ 2 ' ^ 4 ' * » ^ 3 = ^ % 
RT »Rg »RQ=H JR^SCHO 
3 
OR, 
o» 
OR, II 
> i ^ 
Aglycones m«p» m.p. 
( a g l y c o n e ) ( a c e t a t e ) 
Q u e r c e t i n 313-14° 
Rhamnetin 300 
A z a l e a t i n 301-2° 
I s o r h a m n e t i n 302-5® 
4 ' - m e t h y l e t h e r 256-58 
of q u e r c e t i n . 
194 
190-92° 
197-198.5° 
202-204° 
202° 
127 • Briggs and Lockers observation that the 
flavonols with a methoxy:. group at C(3) in contrast vfith 
those with a free hydroxyl group at this position are 
also reduced by sodium amalgam, the appearance of a 
pink colouration vath this reagent in the present caso 
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led us to believe that it :IB'J "be a S-aononethyl ether of 
quercetin (not hitherto repor-becl). This possibility v/as 
ruled out i:hen it v.-as found that an authentic sample of 
isorhamnetin also produced pink colour with this reagent. 
The a^ycone v;as characterised as isorhamnetin 
with melting and mixed melting points with an authentic 
sample of isorhamnetin ani its acetate. Further confirma-
tion to its identity was furnished by ferric reaction, 
Rf value* co-chromatography and spectral evidences. The 
ultraviolet and infrared spectra of the aglycone were 
a 
found to be superimpos&ible with those of a standard 
sample • 
The glycosidic nature of the products (m.p.165-67° 
a M 208-10°) was evidenced by the positive Malisch test 
obtained after hydrolysis and by the formation of an 
osazone in each case. Both the glycosides gave positive 
tests viih t-agnej^ ium and hydrochloric acid and sodium 
amalgam followed by acidification, indicating their 
127 
flavanone or f lavonol nature (vjlth Co blocked) . The 
appearance of a yellow colour with Vfilson-boric acid 
131 
reagent el iminated the p o s s i b i l i t y of the glycosides 
belonging to flavanone c l a s s . Both of them on hydrolys is 
gave t h e same aglycone ra.p.304-306°, \fhich vms charac -
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te r i sed as isorhamnetin as described ea r l i e r . The aacur 
part in each case \:as foimd to be glucose "by Rf viilusc 
co-chrona-'cogi-cphy and "by the fornntion of osazone 
u,p.204-2CS°e 
77 
Th- pcsc ib i l i ty of uronic asids as the ctirbo-
hydrats iz-icty vv.3 also talcen into acccunt and i t "1X3 
fCTind t!iLt -oronie acids are not present as the sujar 
part of ei'j>er of the glycosideso On the basis of the 
above colcur reactions and s::anination of the prcd\icti 
of hydrolysiD the glycosides '..\Dre identif ied as flavcnol 
glycosidec having isorharTietin as aglycone and glucjse 
au the car"b3h:-drate moiet^ '-o '«» 
The pet i t ion of the sugar residue in the 
glycosides ..-a:, determined by isethylaticn (methyl sulphate) 
fclloucd by hydrolysis of the methylated glycosides* The 
par t i a l n.ethyl ethers obtained in bc*ch the cases trere 
characterised by - c i t ing and -ijied nelt ing points \iith 
authentic sai-^les and by the preparation of t he i r acetat3J< 
The c:;-.plete nethylation of the glycoside XCII 
n*p.165-67° gave an uncrystal l isable oily mass XCIII "..hich 
on hydrolysis yielded a product XCIV m.p.l93°« I t \ms 
04*5 
characterised as 3',4' ,5»7-tetramethoxy quercetin 
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by the neltia^j and ndxed nelting points with an authentic 
sample• The formation of the ahove tetramethyl ether of 
quercetin proved the attachnent of the sugar residue at 
C(3) of the aglyeone. 
Ho. % 
OH Y 
0 
< 
• R 
" > 
0CH3 „co/vy: 
w c o [1 
^ 0 
xc»i c^iii 
R = glu3 0S3 raeidue 
R' = nethyl glucose residua 
.^Co/W^ 
WCO II 
5 ^ 
>0CVA3 
x:ctv 
The quanti tat ive estimation of so^ar by SonogyS-'s copper 
micro niethcd shov;ed the presence of 1 mole of glucose 
per mole of aglyeone. The Lglycoside E.p.l65-S7° *jasj 
therefore, ch^rcctcrised as lccrhametin-3-lylucosidc XCII. 
The completely methylated product 'XCTL frca the 
glycoside XCV m.p.208-10*^ gave on hydrolysis a pi-cduct 
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in«p«234 "B5°, I t was cha rac te r i sed as 7 -hydroxy-3S4 ' ,3 ,5 -
t e t r a n s t h y l quarcet in XCVII "by Ee l t ing and tiixed melt ing 
points v l t h an au thent ic sanple . I t gave an acs t a t a 
m.p.l74° (Cf.^'^ 174--76°). The fo rua t ion of 7-hydrorj 
3 ' j4* ,3»5*-totramethyl quercet in proved the attachment of 
glucose a t C(7) . 
R = glucose residua 
H' = methyl glucose reoidue 
wo/ 
, 0 C W 5 
OCH, 
V'\y^^^3 
HCO /I 
3 O 
The 3a-l,i-ation of sugar "by Gcrncgjl*s copper micro 
nethcd " shoved the- presence -f t'.'o i : l93 of glucose; 
per liole of aglyccne. The glyccsido n.p.208-10° was 
there fore i d c r t i f l s i as isorbci j ie t 1 n-7-di.'tlucocide» 
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Tlrvatamla coronaria 
Ervatamia coronaria Stapf, E.Divaricata Linn*; 
kno:m as Chandni in Hindustani i s a small ever green 
shrub i.-lth o i l very grey bark and handsone fol iage. The 
plant bears i.'liite floxrers alnost throughout the year. The 
flovrers are sijeetly fragrant at night and incdorcus during 
the daj'-. T h ^ l a n t i s considered to be indigenous to India 
and i s cult ivated in gardens for i t s ornamental flovrers. 
The root i s acrid and b i t t e r , i t i s employed as 
a local anodiTie and chei;ed for the r e l i e f of tooth acheo 
I t i s rubbed into a thin paste ifith v/ater and adminis-
245 tered as a verriicide . I t i s also applied with l i ne 
245 
juice to clsar opacity of iJie coi^nea . The root char-
coal and the nilky juice of the leaves are used in 
ophthalmia. 
The berk of the stem and roots has been found to 
contain t\x a lkaloids , tubernaenontanine CCgQHjjgOoKpJ 
m.p.208-10°) and coronarins (^44^55^5^^^'^'^ ^ 2 ^ ' 
m.pcl9S"28°); a crys ta l l ine res in alcohol (n.p.180-81°)e 
caou-l>chouc: r e s in s , sugars and fa t ty matter (palmitic? 
cerat ic and oleic acids) 21s 
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As no uorlc appeared to have been done on the 
colouring matter of abundantly available i.-hite flo\:3rs 
the present invosti^-ation './as undertaken. 
Dried flot.'^rs of Er vat ami a coronaria \7ere treated 
auccessivel^'' \.lth patroiema ether (4050°) and ethanol* 
Theethanolic eirtrtet on concentration l e f t behind a 
\riscous dark brcm residue? '..^.ich v:as talcen up xrith \;ater, 
The aqueous solution uas shalcen repeatedly iiith n*-butyl 
alcohol. The cotibined n-butyl alcohol ex t rac ts , on 
recovery of ths solvents l e f t behind a reddish bro\jn taass. 
I t \fas dissolved in hot v-ater and the insoluble na ter ia l 
f i l t e red off. The addition of a fei; cc of neutral l^a;I 
acetate solution to the hot aqueous solution resulted in 
the separation of a d i r ty brovm greasy precipi ta te \-jhich 
iras renoved by f i l t r a t i o n and discarded. The clear 
f i l t r a t e on treati-ent \iith more <jtiaziti-fc5^  of leed acetate 
solution foilcued by the Didition of ammonia gave a 
bulky orange yellou prec ip i ta te . The precipi ta te v/as 
:?ilt2i\;d and '..-ashed several t ines ui th tra-ter. The 
precipi tate -.-as suspended in a largo volume of ethanol 
and delocded by passing hydrogen sulphide gas. The clear 
deep y e l l c : fll-txate on evaporation to dryness* ur^or 
dininlshed pressure* l e f t behind a non-^rystall isable 
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The iinorplious fcroun natcricil on chroEiatographic 
sjtcnination -dth three solvent systsms revealed the 
presence of one najor yelloi-r floiircscent spot and tlire3 
ainor spcto of blue colouration (U.V.l ight) . The acetone 
solution of th2 Eaterial uas subjected to purif icat ion 
by colo'oiji chromatography on magnsssiun t r i s i l i c a t e o The 
elution '..1th ethyl acetate-crater resul ted in the separE" 
t ion of the single yellot: flourescent band. The othyl 
acetate solution on concentration and leaving o\^r night 
in an ico bo:: separated into a pO;,-dery mass of l i gh t 
broi.Ti colouTo Several crj^stallisations from methanol 
gave l i g h t bro-.-Ti needlss n .p , 222-24°. The homogenity of 
the product n.p.222-24^ i.-as established by paper chromato-
graphic ejianination In a nunber of solvent systems o 
Further purif icat ion of the glycoside \jas accomplished by 
the preparation of i t s acetate in colourless needles 
m.p. 158-60° and regenerating tho glycoside by deaeetyla*-
t ion . The product on c rys ta l l i sa t ion from methanol sepa*-
rated i n t j l i g h t broken nsedles n.p.222-24° (Cf.Lit.^'^'^ 
223-24° for 3 glycoside of Icaempferol). 
The glycoside on acid hydrolysis gave an aglycone 
L^hlch ci 'ystallised frcn: d i lu te pyridine as l i gh t yellot/ 
needles n.p.273-78'*. The aglj'-cone iras characterised as 
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Icaempferol by co-chromatography trith an authent ic sample 
and by the comparison of Rf, value* 0.83 (n-butanoU 
ace t i c ac id Jua t a r , 60J10S20) and 0.50 ( a c e t i c ac ids i /a te r , 
60S40). The aglycone shovjed no depress ion i n melt ing 
point on sdn i r t u r s \d.th an authent ic sample of Icaempferol. 
I t gave an ace ta te E.p.180-32°« I t s i d e n t i t y as kaeapfjrol 
\fas fu r the r confinnsd by laicro degradat ion fol louad by 
the chroiratographic examination of the fragments. The 
chromatogran on spraying vdth b i sd i azo t i zed benzidine 
revBaled t\-o spots indisdinguishable from those of 
au then t ic samples of phloroglucinol and p-hydroxybenzoic 
acids Rf (phenol) 0 .69 , Rf ( ac id ) 0 .87. 
The hydrolysa te j from :diich the aglycone vrcs 
removed* on usual x/orking up and chromatographic examina-
t i o n i n tvo solvent systems shoired the presence of 
glucose and i-h£i£Jiose as carbohydrate mo i t i e s . 
The glycoside on r e th j ' l a t ion i d t h methyl siolphate 
follov/ed by hydrolys is gave a s t r a i ; coloured s o l i d which 
on c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from ethanol separated i n to s t rair 
coloured needles m.p. 149-50°. I t ifas cha rac te r i sed as 
3-hydrcxy-4 ' ;5j7"tr imethoxy flavcne as i t shoi/cd no 
depress ion in melt ing point on admixture ifith an authen-
, 947 
t i c sanple^ ' , The above experiment e s tab l i shed the 
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attachnent of arirbohydrate Eoiety as disaccharide in 3-
position of the Icaempferol glycoside. The quantitative 
estimation of sugars indicated the presence of tvo nolec 
of sugars per mole of aglycone. The various steps involv-
ed in hydrolysis, location of the sugar position and 
micro-degradation are shotm belovs 
Ho/ V V c >oVA W°^ Y X >ovv 
hydrolysis 
OR ->- o^ 
OH li OH il 
0 0 
K - Glucose+rhannose 
^ methylat ion + • Degradation 
hydro lys i s . 
^^YM^C^OCHJ "°^^°r.„^-\-/ 
A. HOC /-^s, 
OH V / \ / ^OH 
H C O II OH 
0 _ 
3 t^'-DihydroxydcOmrbsngoin 
The nuclaar oxidat ion of flavones ar^ r e l a t e d 
coapcunds usinj^ all^aline pers^Jlphate so lu t ion i s a 
vridely used process . Though the y i e ld i s not good? the 
s imp l i c i t y of the method nors than provides compensation 
and i s J therefore» considered qu i t e s u i t a b l e for the 
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prepara-cicr> zC small amounts of material . The application 
of th i s method to 5-hydroxy flavones or flavonols leads 
to StS'-dihydroxy der ivat ives . Later i t was obsei'Ved "by 
Ssshadri et al t ha t the hic^hs^ medbers of 8-hydro::y 
flavone are more fac i le to persulphata oxidation then 
those of 5-hj-droxy flavone. The reason for the diffic\il"'^y 
in the oxidation of higher menbers may "be that in these 
coi-poa.ndc the SHiydroxy c:roup i s not act ivat ing ads-
qu:/':cl/ the 8*-position. I t may he mentioned that these 
substances are sparingly soluble in aqueous a lkal i 
because of the chelate herd betijeen the 5-hydrc::yl ar-d 
the carbonj'-l group. 
In case of isoflavones the nethod of nuclear 
oxidation has been used to a VQvy l imited ejrtent. I t 
\Tast therefore, thought desirable to study the proceiis 
systematically in -the s e r i e s . To s t a r t -.dth? the s inp-
l e s t eitampli; cf S-hjniroxy isoflavons appeared of i n t e -
r e s t s A re\le-,: of the l i t e r a t u r e revealed tha t neither 
the desired isoflavons nor the correspondir^ deojqrbensoin 
vjere reporced. The attention -.-as» therefore, diverti;d 
.tovai'ds the s^Trthesis of 2,3'dihydroxydeo:Qrbenaoin, en 
indispensible s ta r t ing cicterial for the synthesis of 
8 -hj'dr o;iyi sofl avone. 
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Hsnlci'o anil r r iedel-Craf ts acylation reactions 
are reported to l\irnish 3t4-dihydro^daoxybenzoin ard i t a 
di-iothyl e thsr . V.o mention of the yields has been nvde 
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ejccept in one case* 'Jiere i t i-s s tated to be 235• *^« The 
fornation of the o-isoner (2»3-dihydroj:ydeosybenzoin or 
i t s diuethyl ether) i s not indicated in ei ther of the 
react ions . The present i.'orlc v:as undertalcen ui th a vieu 
to ( i ) impotving the jrield of 3f4-dihydroxydeoxybenzoin 
( i i ) exploring the formation of 0-isomer along u i th the 
para one and ( i i i ) finding ctdt a sui table aethod for the 
synthesis of 2s3-dihydroxydeonybenzoin. 
Keeping in \ l eu the poor yield in previous 
methods and the li:::itations of Hoesch condensation \iith ' 
pyrocatechol nucleus the acylation \i&s carried out in 
•presence of boronfluoride gas. A solution of phenyl 
acetic acid in cliloroforn \ras saturated -.jith boronfluo-
ride gas> pjTOcathochol uas added and the steaE of 
boronfluoride gas passed again t i l l sat-aration. The 
reaction mixture on ucual v/ork up gave 3f4Hiihydro:gr-
deoiqrbenzoin in ^ i - ld of 3SfS. The subst i tut ion of vera-
t r o l for pyrocatechol in the reaction gave 3f4-diEietho:sy-
deojjybensoln in S^> ;^e ld . The lov ^rleld of 3,4-dihiTlrony'-
deo::ybenzoin corpM-ed to that cf I t s dimethyl ether soess 
to be due to the f oruation of a side product vMch i s 
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receiving :itx3ntion. 2r3*2)ihydro::ydeo3cybenzoin or i t s 
dir;ei2iyl e'lhsr could noi; "be isolated even in t r acas . 
Tho Claisen acylation has also been used for the 
synthesifl of 3 j4-diEietho;g^eo:g7bsnzoin. Phenylaceto*-
n i t r i l e CII on acylation vdth ethylveratrate CIII in 
presence of sodium ethoxide furnished the intermediate 
/S-icetonitrile CIU. 
HCo 
d>"'^'^^' f°'<C '^^ '2S^ 
cii. Ciw 
c 
The 'cetoni tr l le CIV on hydrolysis follo^red by decarboxyla-
t ion of the /J*4ceto acid furnished the deoxybenzoin CV as 
colourless naedles (benssne-petrol) in.p.£3-88** in 605 
y ie ld . 
224-Bei3 z:cthcd " for the preparation of al iphat ic 
PP3 
ketones vi th the improireaents nade by Jenlcins \:as also 
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successful ly applied for obtaining 3»4-clin3thoxycleo3Qr-
banzoino Vsratranide (1 mole) VRS gradual ly added t o an 
ertcess (4 moles) of benzyl magnesium chlor ide i n e ther and 
i-efluxed for 48 hours u i t h occasional s t i r r i n g . The 
Grlgnerd con^plej: BO obtained .on ujsual v/orlc up.gave p\ire 
3j4-diEetho3:yd20Xi^benzoin i n 735 y i e l d . V.o evidence of 
the formation of any abnormal product trao obtained in 
t h i s vorl:. The dimethyl e ther en dene thyla t ion \-dth 
hydrobromic and ace t ic acids gave 3>4-dihydroxydeoxi'-
benzoin i n 705 y i e l d s . 
The i d e n t i t y of t he 3,4-dihydro3:;ydeoi:yben20in 
uas confirnsd by i t s melting and mixed -.-olting points 
^rith an authent ic sample synthesised according to the 
248-250 
method of P ins i and Lospegnol e t a l and a lso by 
the prepara t ion of i t s 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazcne 
iu.p.243°. 3f4HDimethc5ydeoxj'bensoin on demethylation 
gave a product ^:liich on admixture vdth 3s4-dihydroxydeojc;;'--
benzoln shoved no depression i n the melt ing po in t . Further 
confirmation to the i d e n t i t y of dimetho:^'^deo::ybenzoin x.'aa 
mde by the prepara t ion of i t s ojiime a .pl l28"29° ( L i t . 
128-29°) and phen;-lhydrasone m.p. 13?-38° (Cf .Lit.^^-'• 
m»p.l53-54°). The melting point of the phenylhydrazone 
sven a f t e r repeated c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n s ^ c o u l d not be r a i s e d . 
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The dinstiioxindaoxybenzoin readily j'lelded a 2»4-dinitro-
phenylhydrazone m.p.198-99° and a senicarbazona E.p.l89-
90°. The selenium dioxide oxidation of 3»4-dinethox3'---
deoxybenzoin gave 3,4-dimethoxybenzil nop»114,5-115°. 
The diketone yielded a 2t4-dinitroph8nylhydrazon3 :n.ij.222-
224°. 
The identification of 3,4-dimethoxydeoxydeoxy-
benzoin was also supplemented by a study of the Beckcann-
rearrangement of its oxime which may be either CVI or CVII. 
To determine the configuration of the oxime it was sub|ec-
ted to Beckmann rearranj^ement with pho^^phorous pentachlo-
ride in dry ether. This gave an anilide which may have 
the structure CVIII of CIX. As both the anilides were 
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unknown they were synthesised from 4-aminoveratrol and 
phenyl acetic acid in one case and benzyl amine and vera-
tric acid in the other case. On a comparison of the 
Beckmann rearranged anilide it was found to be identical 
with phenylacet-3,4-dimethoxy anilide CVIII, thereby estab-
lishing the configuration of the oxime as/syn-benzyl type. 
The various steps involved are schematically shown belov?s 
H3C0 
v\co 
CV 
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2 »3 -Dihydroxydeoxybenzoin 
The dimethyl ether of the deoxyhenzoin CXIII was 
successfully synthesised by Be i ' s method for the prepa-
ra t ion of a l iphat ic ketones vdth Jenkins modification 
in 76% yield . o-Veratramide CX (1 mole) \ms gradually 
added to an excess (4 moles) of benzyl magnesium chloride 
in ether and refluxed id.th occasional* s t i r r i n g for 48 
hours. The Grignard complex on being worked up in the 
usual manner gave a brown viscous o i l . The bro\-m oi l .on 
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fractionation under reduced pressure (3 imn)^gave a colour-
less fragrant oil,b.p. 126-28**t which later solidified in 
shining plates m«p.54° (yield 12SS). The second fraction 
of the oil (major quantity) v/as collected at 170-73* as a 
thick oil of light yellow colour. This on redistillation 
gave a faint yellow oil b.p,170-73° (3 mm), vrtiich readily 
yielded a 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone m.p»180-82° and a 
semicarbazone m.p.185-86°. The selenium dioxide oxida-
tion of the oil in acetic anhydride gave a new "^-diketone 
(2t3-dimethoxybenzil) CXII in shining light yellow needles 
m.p.74°o The diketone readily gave a 2,4-dinitrophenyl-
hydrazone ia.p.162-64°. The oil on demethylation with 
hydrobromic and acetic acids pave the corresponding 
dihydroxydeoxybenzoin CXIII. The dihydroxydeoxybenzoin 
on crystallisation from benzene petrol gave light yellow 
aggregates of shining needles m.p.79-81°. It was conver-
ted into 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazone m.p.221-22°. 
The constitution of the demethylated product as 
2,3-dihydroxydeoxybenzoin CXIII v/as established by its 
alkaline degradation to pyrocatechol and phenyl acetic 
acid. Pyrocatechol was identified by co-chromatography 
with an authentic sample. The acid component was charac-
terised by its melting and mixed melting points vdth 
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phenyl acetic acid. The various steps of the reaction are 
shown belows 
HCO 
3 
OCH 
' < 
HCO 
3 > 
NH: 
OCH3 
C 
II 
0 
CX\ 
0 
CXU 
The first fraction which readily solidified and 
had m.p.54° was characterised as dibenzyl by a mixed 
melting point with an authentic sample prepared by 
Clemmensen's reduction of benzil. The formation of 
dibenzyl in appreciable amount (12SS) has, thus, been 
reported in the course of the preparation of 2,3-dimethoxy' 
deoxybenzoin. But so far as known to iiie authors, no 
earlier mention of such a product is recorded in the 
preparation of deoxybenzoins from benzyl magnesiiim 
chloride and substituted benzamides. The formation of 
dibenzyl may be a case of preformation as observed in 
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d i s l l y l formation during t h e prepara"":ion of a l l y ! magna • 
L.i\m bromide. The p o s s i b l i t y of preformation v/as ru led 
out by the non-formation of dibenzyl i n a blank experiment 
and i: number of r e ac t i ons where benzyl magnesium chlor ide 
and s u b s t i t u t e d benzamide were used. The formation of 
dibenzyl in the above case may poss ib ly be explained by 
the s t e r i c or c e r t a i n other e f fec t s coming in to play 
a t t he time of i n t e r a c t i o n between benzyl magnesium chlor ide 
and s u b s t i t u t e d amide (2»3-dimethoxybenzamide). These 
e f fec t s tend to suppress the normal r e a c t i o n and promote 
the side r eac t ion by a f ree r a d i c a l mechanis©. Thus 
r e l a t i v e l y unreac t ive resonance s t a b i l i z e d f ree benzyl 
r a d i c a l may be expected t o undergo i r r e v e r s i b l e d imer i sa -
t i o n t o d ibenzyl . The above arguments f ind support from 
214 
a recen t observat ion of VJhalley vjho^in an attempt t o 
prepare 2,4,6-trihydroxydeoxybenzoin from 2»6-dimethoxy" 
b e n z o n i t r i l e CXXV and p-methoxybenzylmagnesiumbromide CXVp 
obtained di-(p-methoxyphenyl)-ethane CXVI, as the only 
product of the r e a c t i o n . The i l l u s t r a t i o n may be taken 
as an extreme case of suppression of the normal r e a c t i o n . 
.OCH 
/ S -CN -I- Bvh^ H^C-/ NoCH, 
OCH3 
Cxiv Cxy 
^^ jC 0 <;^  / - c V H^ c -< > 0CH3 
Cxvl 
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The prepara t ion of aiS-dime-thoxydeoxybenzoin v/as 
also ca r r i ed out "by nalcing us2 of organo s ine conpourds 
\ihzn the deoii^'beniioin \:as obtained in 34^ y i e l d . 
-'5:;dro:Ci'T3.eoKyben2oin 
253 
YorJiatara-ian e t a l have recorded the prepara-
t i o n of o-hj^drortydeoKybenzoin? i n an i instated yield* by 
P r i e s rearrangonent of phei^rl phenylace ta te . ^rgrthe 
rear rangorent j i .3lded both the o r t h o - and pa ra -de r iva t ives? 
th-ey \fere separated by shalcing t h e i r ether&al so lu t ion tjlth 
0.555 p f scdiun hydroxide s o l u t i o n . The ortho de r iva t i ve 
c r y s t a l l i c e d f r ee l i g h t petroleum i n l a r g e co lour less 
hexagonal plateiJ ni.p.60° and the para isomer from 
d i l u t e alcohol i n long co lour less needles m.p.l51°o 
The Geparation of the i s o s e r s i n our hands ims 
more e f fec t ive by d i s t i l l i n g the r e a c t i o n mixture under 
reduced pressure and exhausing each f r a c t i o n vji-th 
l i g r o i n . The l i g r o i n soluble f r a c t i o n on concentra t ion 
and leav ing overnight gave O'riydrojii'^deoxybenzoin i n haxa-
gonal p l a t e s Li.p.60° and the res idue c r y s t a l l i s e d from 
d i l u t e alcohol i n co lour less needles in .p . l51° . The y i e l d 
of the ortho d e r i v a t i v e L-as found t o be 2 C J . 
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The excl--i_iv2 formation of o-uEthoxydeoxybenzoin 
has nc\7 "been accor:plis!ied by the i n t e r a c t i o n of benzyl 
- a ^ e s i u m chlorid;- z>n o-~3tl:o:vfc2n3aniid3. The (?ily 
product •b.p.l98"200 (4 mm) presunably o-iLethoxydeo3rybenj5cin 
has been obtainsd in 625 y i e l d . The fo rna t ion of dibcn2.yl 
as a s ide product (ECJ i ^e ld ) has also bean noted. The 
o i ly product <3cvc u. 2»4-dinitrophanylh; 'drazone m.p. 162-64° 
and a seiaicarbascn:) n.p.210®. 
.Ths prcduDt \:as demethylatad ir i th a u ix ture of 
hydrobronic a r l ^ec-ic acids y ie ld ing a product -^ -jhich en 
c r j ^ s t a l l i s a t ion f ion l i g h t petroloun e ther irolted a t 60" . 
I t sho'.jed no d,:piccjion in s a l t i n g point on admixture 
v.dth a sample obtained e a r l i e r by the F r i e s rearrangement. 
I t imc:, t h e r e f o r e , charac te r i sed as o-hydroxydeoxybenzoin. 
I t jave a 2y4-dinitrophenylh3^drazone • .p.217-19' '» a aemi-
carbazone E.p.200' ' and an oxime m.p.l24®. 
I t i s apparent t h a t o-ciethoxydeoxybenzoin v/hich i e 
recorded here for the f i r s t time in 62^ y i e ld and gives 
o-hydroxyd30j:;b-nsoin on demethylation may be considered 
•aa a more convenient and useful method fo r the prepara-
t i o n of the l a t t e r compound. 
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S-ryiTO^xy Isof lavons 
The UG-'j.al Cla isen condensation of 2 t3-dihydrojy-
deo>:;'^ben2oin CXIII t / i th e thyl formate in presence of 
pulver ised so i iun gave on subsoquert vork up 8-hydro:r/--
isoflavonc CTLY^ n.po 222-24°. I t gave a pos i t i ve scdi-jui 
amalgam t e s t "but s t r ange ly enough no f e r r i c r e a c t i o n . 
The hydroK:,'^isoflavone dissolved i n aqueous sodium 
carbonate and sodium hydroiiide so lu t ions giving a y e l l o v 
co loura t ion . T.t gave an ace ta t e c . p . l 60° and a c s thy l 
ether n .p . lS3°C. The same isoflavcne \:as obtained by the 
eth03calylatlon of 2,3-dihydrox3'-deoxybenzoin CXIII. 
2-Carbethoiiy-S*-hydroxy- isoflavcne CX^n.1 m.p.213-15° gave 
on hydrol3''3i^ 2-carbo3Qr-8-hydro3cyisoflavone CXVIII n.p.223. 
63"« The d2C£rboxylation of the l a t t e r furnished 
8-hydro:c3'l3cflavone CXLX n.p.222-24*^. I t s melting point 
^jlth the sample obtained e a r l i e r uas found undepressed© 
The s teps involve in the r eac t ions are shovm below. 
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FD Inter-adia te iscflavanGne fornation vas cbcai-vad 
vitii 2l-:':.cr zt the cordcrsinj amenta in th i s ca^iu. The 
r>trj.ctur3 :f the iscfl=.v3n3 C"^C[!v has "been proved ty -nild 
allcalire X'J-i-clysis. The prol-ict of degradation has been 
3hai_ctji-ii;d OS 2f3-dih:^jlroj:5TLjc:::,'ben3cin by ca-chro-sto-
graphy with an authentic sriiipla obtained ea r l i e r . The 
spots -were revealed by spraying \.lth diasotized p - r i t r o -
anil ine and fe r r i c chloride solut ions. The alkaline 
degradatipn of 2»3-dihydroxydeoxybenzoin to pjrrocatechol 
and phenyl acetic acid has also been described. 
C O N C L U S I O N S 
c c J^ c L u n I c N s 
The prcEcnt \:crk descri"bsd in t h s t h e s i s consia'">;i; 
of t\-jo par-'os t 
(A) Anth3:;-.nthin s lycosldos f rcn flov^ers of Ar^c:-:cne 
nei.icina Li rm. , and Brvctauia ccronar ia Stapf. 
(B) Syrths^ic cxperinants in Beniiopyrore s e r i e s . 
I . The b r i g h t yellow-; f lc t / s r s cf Arger:one nsxicJirn 
are f c u r l t o contain a f ree a^lycone and tt'O n:;*.: 
£;lyco3iie3. 
I I . Th2 fr£3 glycone i3.p.304-3C6° has "been chari .c-
t e r i s cd as 3 '- isethc:: ;-4 ' ,5j7-trih3'drojcyflavonol 
( iscrhi-Gnetin) . 
I I I . Beth the glycosides car ry the sane sugar (glucose) 
and t!:c sane aglycon^ CisorhaET.ctin). 
lY. The g^.yccGicle m.p. 135-37** has been charac te r i sed 
as iaorhcnmetin-S-glucoEids. 
V. Th3 glyccside n.p.203-10° hcc been cha rac te r i j ed 
a- iscrhainnetin-T-diglucosidQ. 
TL* The uh i t e flo-jers oi" Ervataiiia coronaria har^e been 
fcur.d t o contain only one glycoside iu.p,222-r>4°» 
The glycoside has been i d e n t i f i e d as l iaenpforol-
-3 -i'V.„- :.r.e -glueOS ids • 
Cii) 
I . Ths fo l lovin : : iiothods have for the f i r s t ti-^c 
tiscp ujed for the s^Tithesii, of 3t4-dihydroxy-
dir-ethoKyZcQxybQnzolns i n considerable improved 
y i e l d s . 
( i ) Boronfluoride nathcd 
( i i ) Grignard method (71^) y i e l d ) 
( i i i > Cla isen acy la t ion (SSfS y i e l d ) 
I I . A ne^'oC-diketone u . p . 114.5-116° (3,4-dir:ethoj:i=--
b e n z i l ) has "been obtiiined by the se leniuo dioxido 
oKidation of 3,4-diE:ethox>-deoxj''benzoin. 
I I I o Tha s t r u c t u r e of the ucthoxydeoxybenssoin has bsen 
supported by Becknann rearrangeirent of i t : ; 
':stoKime. The c c r f i n i r a t i o n of the keto:d.m;; has 
been es tab l i shad as sjm-benzyl t y p e . 
lY. Tvo nevj conpourd.s, phenyl acet-3 ,4-dinethc- .y 
an i l ide n . p . 151-52'* and N-bsnsyl (3j4-diinethoxy 
bensamide) n.p.134-33° have been synthesised for 
comparison l a t h the Beclcinann rearranged product . 
V. A ne\7 d20i:ybsnzoin (2,3-dinetho:r^r(ieo:tybenzoin) 
b.p.170-73° (3 -zm) has been obtained in 76^ 
y i e ld by QrL:mLrd aethod. 
f ) i t 
VI. The organozinc compound has a lso been used for the 
synthes is of the deoxybenzoin ( i ' l e ld 34^) . 
YII . A aide prod^jsct a .p .54° charac te r i sed as dlbenzyl 
has been obtainsd in appreciable amount (12ri) during 
the synthes is of the deoxybenzoin by Gri^jnard 
nsthod. The formation of dibenzyl nay pi esi ' .rabl/ 
bo the r e s u l t of d imer i sa t ion of free-benzyl r a d i c a l . 
VI I I . ii.X5 p^-dilcetone m.p.74° (2,3-dimetho:cybenzil) has 
been obtained by seleniu-i dioxide oxidation of the 
dnoKS'benzoin. 
IX. Ths s t r u c t u r e z- the deox^'bcnzoin has been e s t a b -
l i shed by alliiLine degradat ion. 
X. 8-Hydroxy isoflavone m.p.222-24° (not hithcx'to 
repor ted) has bean obtained by ethylfornat--sodium 
synthes is and ethcxalyl:ation of 2»3-dih;'droxydeoxy-
t e n z c i n . 
Yl, Ths c":ructur3 cf t h e isof lavcne has been proved by 
allcoline hyd ro ly s i s . 
3*11. Oirignard r e a c t i o n has also been used for t h e syn the-
zi.B cf o-cethoitydecjjybenzoin in 62^ y i e l d . 
E X P E R I M E N T A L 
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AngEI-ai\IE KEXICAM 
Extraction* Presh flowers of Argemone Mexicana (500 gics) 
uere soalced in petrol ether (40=60) and refluxed for 12 
hoiirso The extract was decanted -ffitf and then treated tjith a. 
fresh quantity of petroleum ether and refluxed again for 
12 hoxirso The extract i-ras again decanted off and the 
petals ifere* then9 iiashed vrith a fresh quantity of petrol o 
They were completely dried by blo^jing hot air and exhausted 
with boiling alcoJiol till the extract was almost coloxirlssso 
During the course of extraction a small amount of calcium 
carbonate i/as cdded to avoid the possibility of hydrolysis 
of the glycoside by free acids» if present in the petals. 
The combined alcoholic extracts were concentrated under 
diminished pressure whereby a highly viscous dark brown 
concentrate was left behind. The concentrate ims talcen 
into \mter (200 cc)» and extracted thoroughly with 
petroleum ether and chloroform to ensure the complete 
removal of essential oils, fatty, iraixy and resinous 
matterso The petroleum ether and chloroform extracts, on 
examination showed the absence of flavonoids* 
The t.^ ter extract \.-as then shale en fe^ n-butyl 
alcohol several times till the butyl alcohol extract vms 
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almost colourless6 The i.'atar extract vms concentrcted 
under diminished pressure on a uaterbath, and on eiianina*-
t ion showed the absence of yelloi/ colouring mattero 
During the course of extraction of the aqueous solution 
\jith n-t)utyl alcohol and leaving overnight a yelloidsh 
broijn solid separated ^Aiich vrais f i l t e r ed off and vras 
marked "A". The f i l t r a t e on complete recovery of butyl 
alcohol under reduced pressure on a imter bath l e f t a 
pot;-dery residue of reddish brovm colour. 
Lead acetate treatnent? 
The reddish browi potder was dissolved in hot i.-ater 
and alloirsd to o t ta in the room temperature. The turbid 
solution on f i l t r a t i o n gave a clear f i l t r a t e of reddish 
bro\m colour. The hot f i l t r a t e on treatment with a few 
cc of IQj lead acetate solution (neutral) resulted in the 
separation of a small amo\mt of d i r ty brown greasy p rec i -
p i t a t e which xjcs femoved by f i l t r a t i o n . The precipi ta te 
\ras discarded as i t gave no def ini te product on being 
worked out. 
To ths hot f i l t r a t e was .added more o£. lead 
acetate solution (neutral) gradually and \-iith s:ia!:irf 
t i l l no moTB precipi ta te separated. The bulky yellow 
precipi ta te obtained was f i l t e r ed and label led "B". The 
In-
filtrate ijas further treated vrith lead acetate solution 
folloued by ammonia* an orange yellow precipitate a-jas 
obtained \*ich \m.s filtered and narked "C"« The excecs 
of lead acetate present in the filtrate was decomposed by 
passing hydrogen sulphide gas. The black precipitate " ^  
/;M C -. / <. -I •• 
filtered and the filtrate on concentration to a small 
volume under diminished pressure gave negative tests trith 
Mg + HGl and sodium amalgam, indicating thereby the 
absence of flavonoids in the filtrate. 
Decomposition of the lead salt "B". 
The yelloxj lead salt "B" v^ile still wet iras sus-
pended in a large voluce of ethyl alcohol, vrarmed to a 
temperature of 40-60 and decomposed with hydrogen sulphide 
gas, Tt was filtered, the precipitate once more suspended 
in \jarm alcohol and hydrogen sulphide gas passed to ensure 
the complete decomposition of the lead salto After the 
filtration the alcoholic extracts vjere combined together 
and a current of carbondioxide was passed into the solu-
tion to expell most of the HgS. It was evaporated to dry-
ness under reduced pressure tdiich resulted in leaving 
behind a yellow solid. 
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ChromatoHi'Gphic examination of the solid frci "B"? 
The alcoholic solution of the solid obtained above 
tras subjected to chromatographic analysis using V.Tiatman 
Kool filter paper and butanoUacetic acids\reiter (60»10:20), 
acetic acids\7ater (60840) as solvent mixtures and employ-
ing both the ascending and descending techniques. The 
chromatograms uere run for t\-:elve hours. After drying 
at room temperature* the chromatograms on examination 
\inder U.Vo light revealed four spots, tvjo minor and t\io 
major • The ninor spots i;ere found to be non-flavonoid. 
Chromato.qraphic separation of flavonoids from "B"t 
Anhydrous acetone (600 cc) vas added to magne-
sium trisilicate (Magnesol) (150 gcis) and the mixture \ms 
stirred to give a thin slurry. The slurry vras added at 
once to a colunn 18 mm in diameter, and the sides of the 
column vrere rinsed dorni \rith dry acetone (200 cc). VJhen 
the absorbent had settled, leaving a layer of acetone 
above the surface, an acetone solution containing 500 
milligram of the dried substance "B" iras add^. After 
the solution hesi passed into the column, a filter paper 
circle \ms placed on top of the adsorbent, and the column 
trns \jashed thoroughly \jith acetone. A highly flourescent 
band» observed under ultraviolet light* iras removed during 
the course of i.'ashing of the column. This was found to 
i n « 
"be non-flavonoid in nature. The tiK) flavonoid bands (UoV« 
light) -were eluted from the coliimn with ethyl acetate 
saturated iJith i/ater. As there ijas certain overlapping 
of the bands the separation could not be accomplished 
offectivelyo This v;as further revealed, on cliromatographic 
examination of the two fractions (a «S: b) on tJhatman No.l 
filter paper using the solvent butanolJacetic acidJwatsr 
(60:10:20) and acetic acid:ijater (60:40), employing both 
the ascending and descending techniques. 
Purification by paper cliromatography of the above tuo 
fractions (a & b ) : 
The alcoholic solution (10 ELL.) of fraction "a" 
was applied as a streak from a trat pipette in 0.6-1 ml 
portions to V.liatman Ko.3 filter paper 22 x 18", t^ich had 
previously bean i.'ashed with water for 24 hours in a 
chromatographic cabinet and dried at room temperaturec A 
hand type hair dryer VBS used to evaporate the spotting 
solvento The chromatograms were developed overnight with 
acetic acid:water (50:40) mixture, and carefully dried in 
a current of air in a fume cupboard. The positions of 
the bands were marked under an U.V. lamp. The encircled 
pigment sones M^TO labelled 'I' and '11'. The "b" 
fraction was dso purified by chromatographing on !Jhatman 
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No.3 papers as in the above case. The bands marked 'I' 
and '11 • ijere carefiilly cut and extracted separately by 
refliixing them uith 7C5S alcohol. On recovery of the 
solvent e snail aaount of residue \ms left in each case. 
The ttro fractions thxis separated xjere tested for homo-
genity on tjhatman Kod paper in butyl alcohol acetic Jacids 
i.'ater (60S10520) solvent mixture* employing both the 
ascending and descending techniques. The two fractions 
on several crystallisation from methanol separately gave 
minute yellov/ish bro\m plates m.p. 165-67° ai^ yellow shin-
ing needles n.po304-305°. 
Characterisation of the Aglycone m.p.304-6°: 
Acetate. 
The aglycone L-as heated under reflux tjith acetic 
anhydride (4<,5 cc) and fused sodium acetate (300 mg.) for 
tiro hours. It \ras poured on crushed ice and left over-
night. The solid v^ as collected* washed with water and 
dried. On crystallisation from ethanol (charcoal) it 
gave colourless needles (140 mg) m.p.202-204° (Cf.lit.*^^ 
203-204° for Icrorhannetin tetra acetate) 
Analo Calcdc for Cg^HgQO^^s C* 59.50? H, 4.16 
Found! C> 59o62; H> 4*44 
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Deacetylations The above acetate (100 Eg) uas refluxed 
\jith alcohol and hydrochloric acid 1*1 on a irater bath for 
tuo hours. After adding an equal amount of uater* the 
alcohol -uas recovered from the yellou solution unier 
reduced pressure. The yelloi; precipitate treis filtered» 
\jashedr t-^ th \,^ ter and dried. On crystallisation from 
methanol it gave shining yellow needles (40 mg.) m.p.304" 
303° (Cf. lit.*^ 303 for Isorhamnetin). The mixed melting 
point tjith an authentic sample of Isorhamnetin \jas found 
undepressed. 
Anal.Calcd. for ^•^\<£>q^ C» 60.76; Hp 3.82 
Found: C, 60.55; H, 3.91 
Benzoate * 
The aglycone (200 mg) in pyridine (2 cc) tms 
refluxed vjith freshly distilled hensoyl chloride (15 cc) 
for half an hour on a sand bath. The mixture while still 
hot was poured over crushed ice and kept overnight when 
the oily mass first formed became an amorphous solid. It 
tjas treated irith an excess of sodium bicarbonate solution, 
filtered and washed thoroughly with water and dried. 
On crystallisation from ethyl acetate it gave coloiirless 
plates m. p.138'40°. 
*- 13.4 --
IlGtliylation: The aglycone (2CX) mg) in dry acetone 
(100 cc) \:^8 rsfluxed \d.th methyl sulphate (1 cc) and 
freshly ignited potassium carbonate (3 g) for 30 ho\irs. 
It vms filtsred and the residue vmshed several times with 
boilins ccetons. On distilling off the solvei^t, a broijn 
viscous semisolid mass mis left behind. It was i/ashed 
\jith hot petroletm ether to remove the excess of methyl 
sulphate. The solid residue on crystallisation from 
methanol and then vdth ethyl acetate gave colourless 
needles, melting and mixed melting point 152° (Cf.lit.^^ 
151-52° for pentamethyl qaercetin) v/ith an authentic 
specimen of pentamethyl quercetin. 
Anal. Calcd. for CgcPgO^y* C, 64.51J H, 5.41 
FotuidJ Cp 64.42; H, 5.38 
Chromatographic> Ultraviolet and Infra-red Spectral 
evidences. 
The CO-chromatography of the aglycone with an 
authentic sample of isorhamnetin on VJhatman No.l paper 
using butanol«acetic acidswater (60:10»20) and phenol 
saturated water as solvent systems gave identical spots. 
She spots uere revealed in U.V.light, U.V.light and 
ammonia vapours, by spraying with solutionrof ferric chlo-
ride* sodium carbonate, p-nitro aniline and bisdiazotized 
benzidin. 
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nf va lues : 0o33 (n-^utanol tGcet ic acidsvrater, 40 :10:50) , 
(Cf. i i t . ^ 2 » 2 5 4 Q^gQ^ o»83). 
itOH 
Absorption: x 25S^/'and 3 7 3 ^ y - ( C f o l i t . ^ ^ ^ S ^ 
itOH ttOH 
X 2 5 5 V ' and 375^/* ; X^25S-»/' and 373i>/*;. 
The infra red spectra of the aglycone and authentic iso-* 
rharmetin L-ere found to "be superimposn^lSc, Ci) and OH 
frequencies, i;ere measured in Eujol using a double beam 
Perkin-Elner spectrometer Model 137, in Cm 1655, 3160 
respectively* (Cf • lit. C^ and OH frequencies in Cm" 
in Nu^ol 1655, 3160 respectively). 
Identification of Isorhamnetin"3-n:lucoside,(M.P»165'67°): 
Glycoside acetate: The crystalline glycoside 300 mg* p 
anhydrous pyridine (4 cc) and acetic anhydride (4 cc) 
uere heated at 85-95° on a iraiter bath for 3 hours. The 
reaction mixture xias cooled and poured over crushed ice. 
The precipitate filtered, washed and driad. On crystal-
lisation from diZ)ut3 ethanol it gave colourless needles 
n. p. 135-36°. 
Deacetylation: The glycoside aceate (100 mg) ims kept 
at 0°C \fith OolN methanolic sodium methoxide (25 cc)o 
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lifler 24 hours* it was neutralised lath dil. KCl. Tho 
precipitated solid T^S filtered and dried. On several 
crystallisations from methanol it gave minute yello\jish 
brOTjn plates m.p.165-67°. 
Anal.Calcd. tor Z^^^^^^i'SA.^* C» 51.36; Hp 4.67 
Found: C, 51.55 Hp 4.74 
Hydrolysist The anhydrous glycoside (500 mg)v3s hydrolysed 
by refluxing \7lth 126 cc of 0o6 N hydrochloric acid. The 
hydrolysis appeared to be completed id thin a few minutes. 
The reflu::ing ijas continued for t\-;o hours to ensure 
complete hydrolysis. After leaving overnight* the yellow 
aglycone thus separated out was rilrfeored, washed well 
with water and dried in an oven at 120°. The crude 
product crystallised from methanol in yellow needles 
m.p.304-303° (Of. lit . 305 for isorhamnetin). The agly-
cone showed no depression in melting point on admixture 
\jith an authentic sample of isorhamnetin. Its identity 
as isorhaianetin was further confirmed by co-chromatography, 
ultraviolet^ infra-red absorption spectra and colour reac-
tions as given earlier. 
Anal.calcdo for C^gH^JO^J C> 60.76; H» 3.82 
Pound: C, 60.88; H, 3.80 
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It gave an acetate in«po202-204° and a pentamethyl ether 
of quercetin m.pol51-52° (Cf.lit.^^. 151-52°)o 
Chronatographic identification of sugars? 
The acidic filtrate left after filtoring the agly-
cone was extracted with ether and then x/ith ethyl acetate 
to ensure the conplete removal of any residual aglycone. 
The solution tras heated for 2-3 minutes with a pinch of 
chatcoal at 40-50° on a water hath to remove the coloxiring 
and inorganic matter• The clear filtrate obtained v/as 
concentrated to a syrup in vacuim over NaDH pellets. The 
concentration was continued till the syrup was neutral to 
litmus paper. The syrup \ms chromatographed on I*Jhatman 
Nool filter paper using butanol»acetic acidswater (40:10S50) 
and n-*utanol!\siterSethanol (60:28o5!16o5) as solvent 
mixtures, employing the descending fechnique<> Authentic 
sugars were used as checks. The chromatograms xrere run 
for 24 hours and after drying at room temperature in fume 
cupboard, were sprayed vjith aniline phthalate arji p-anisi-
dine phosphate solutions. The chromatograms on drying at 
100-5° shot:cd the presence of glucose only. The osazone 
of the sugar was also prepared from the concentrate by the 
usual method ff i;hicii iiaa separated in hot v/ithin 4 to 5 
minutes 5 it malted at 204-205° showed no depression in nelt 
ing point \fiien nixed \jith the authentic specimen of 
glueosazone. 
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Estimation cf sugar? 
The anhydrous glycoside (45.2 mg) was hydrolysed by 
refluxins for two hours \7ith 2gS HgSO^o After cooling over~ 
night* the aglycone vras filtered, ijashed, dried and vjeighed 
(^.6 ng)o Thus the ratio of the aglycone to the glycoside 
is 65O4SJ and this ratio indicates the presence of one mole 
of sugar per mole of aglycone. 
The quantitative estimation of sugar by Smogyi's 
copper micro method gave the value C«44 cc) v^ hich corres-
ponds to 1 mole of sugar per mole of aglycone. 
Location of the Sugar position of the glucoside m.p.165-67^ «• 
Glucoside (300 mg) was dissolved in dry acetone 
and uas refluxed vri.th an excess of dimethyl sulphate 
(1.2 cc) and ignited potassium carbonate (4 gms) for 33 
hourcr on a uater bath« The mixture \jas filtered and the 
residue was washed with hot dry acetone. After distilling 
off the solvent from the filtrate a reddish brown oily 
residue tras left behind. The excess of dimethyl sulphate 
vms removed by washing the methylated product several 
times \iith hot petroleum ether. Repeated attempts to 
crystallise the semisolid mass proved fruitless. It was, 
therefore, directly hydrolysed by refluxing v/lth 7% HgSO^ 
T T " ™ 
for t'^.'O hoursc The reaction mixture uas left over-night 
\fiien a faintly yellowish povsier ^ s^s- separated out. It was 
filtered crashed ifith trater and dried. On several crystal-
lisations from ethanol it gave straw coloured needles 
melting at 193®. (Cf.lit.'^ '^  192-94° for 3S4',5,7-tetra-
methyl quercetin). A mixture of this ether with 3',4«j 
597»"tetranethyl quercetin shovred no depression in melt-
ing point. 
ilnal.Calcd.for C^gH^gO,^ 0,63.68? H, 5.02 
Found: C, 63c60; H, 4.88 
On acetylation it gave a product \diich on crystallisation 
from dilute methanol gave shining colourless needles 
m.p.160-61** (Cf.lit.^'^ 160 for 3 acetoxy 3»,4',5,7t-
tetramethyl quercetin). 
Decomposition of the lead salt "C"'* 
The orange yellow lead salt "C" while still \iet 
I 
was gfound thoroughly and suspended in excess ethyl 
alcohol, warmed to a temperature of 40-50° and was delea-
ded by passing hydrogen sulphide gas. Tt was filtered 
and the precipitate was wahhed by hot alcohol. The fil-
trate and the vrashings were combined together and evapo-
rated to dryness under reduced pressure. A semi-solid 
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oTDtainedo Chromatographic examination on V.liataan 
HOftl paper using butanol sacetic acidi\;ater (60S10520) and 
acetic acidJuater (60840)> employing both the ascending 
and deccending techniques* revealed the presence of on© 
non-!flourescent (U.V. Light) spot -tjith a little traling. 
Purification of the glycoside* from "C"» 
A 500 mg. sample from " C uas dissolved in dry 
acetone (50 cc) and the solution was then passed through 
a 60 mm colunn packed to a depth of 160 mm with magnesium 
trisilicate. After the solution ha^passed into the 
column* a filter paper circle was placed on top of the 
absorbent* ar^ xrater saturated ethyl acetate was carefully 
added. Slut ion with ethyl acetate solution shov/ed a 
single yellow band, (visible light) and two bands one 
highly flourescent and the other non-flourescent (U.Vo 
15.ght)e The barids were several centimeters apart and 
were easily collected as two fractions. Chromatographic 
examination of two fractions on VJhatman Ko.l filter paper 
using the solvent butanolsacetic acidswater (60J10S20) 
and acetic acidswater (60:40)0 employing both the ascend-
ing and descending techniques, revealed the homogenity of 
each of the fraction (U.V.light)o The flourescent part 
gave negative tes&s with Mg -j- HCl, and sodium amalgamo No 
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colour tjas developed on exposing ihe chromatogram to 
ammonia vapours. On several crystallisations from 
methanol it gave shining colourless plates m.p.lS4°. 
The non-flourescent part on crystallisation from 
methanol gave yellotdsh broi?n plates m.p.l66-67°« It 
gave a s6lEan pinic colouration uith Mg + HCl and also on 
reduction \jith sodium amalgam. It gave a dark red coloura-
tion vrfith Zn <• HCl a M a bright yellow colour \dth Wilson-
boric acid reagent. It showed no depression in melting 
poinj on admixture with a sample of isorhamnetin Srgluco*-
side» previously obtained from the fraction "B". The 
CO-chromatography of the two glycosides on IJhatman No.l 
filter paper using butanolsacetic acidJvrater (40:ao»50) 
as solvent system gave identical spots. 
On hydrolysis the glycoside gavd an aglycono 
m.p.304-3CB°. It ifas characterised as isorhamjietin> as 
described earlier. The chromatographic examination of 
the filtrate showed ihe presence of only glucose. Posi-
tion of the sugar was determined by usual methods of 
methylation follot.'Bd by hydrolysis, viiere'upon straw 
coloured needles n.p.l93° (Cf.lit. 191-^2°) were 
obtained. 
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Identification of Isorhainnetin-7-dlgr.icosidet 
The yellow solid "A" which separated on leaving 
the n-^utanol extract overnight was dissolved in a large 
excess of boiling methanol. On cooling the solution the 
yellov: microscopic needles m.p»202-205° separated. On 
several crystallisations from methanol (large excess) the 
melting point rose to 208-10°. 
Chromatographic examination in butanolsacetic 
acid«i:ater (60:io:20) and acetic acidswater (60:40) 
showed the homogenity of the glycoside. 
Acetate j Anhydrous glycoside (300 mg)r pyridine (4 cc) 
and acetic anhydride (4 cc) were heated on a vrnter bath 
at 85-95° for three hours. On usual work up and crystal-
lisation from nethanol it gave colourless needles 
m. p. 148-50°. 
Deacetylationt The glycoside acetate (100 mg) \ms kept 
in Ocl N methanolic sodium methoxide (25 cc) at 0° for 
24 hours. The product was worked out^  as described 
earlier. On several crystallisations from methanol it 
gave yellow needles m.p. 208-10°. 
Anal.Calcd. for CggHggO-j^ y* C> 52.5J Hj 5.00 
Found J C» 52.75 Hi 4.98 
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I t gave a salnon pinlc coloi i rat ion with Mg + HCl and a lso 
on a c i d i f i c a t i o n a f t e r reduct ion vdth sodiiim amalgam. I t 
gave a b r i g h t yellov/ colour \ d th VJilson bo r i c acid reagsnt« 
Hydrolysis of the glycoside ? 
The anhydrous glycoside (500 mg) vras hydrolysed<-
by re f lux ing i d t h 125 cc of 0o6 N hydrochloric acido for 
ttro hours , / if ter l eav ing over-night» the aglycone v/as 
f i l t e r e d off, imshed and d r i e d . On c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from 
methanol i t gave yel lowish broim p l a t e s m.p.roi-303'^ 
( C f . l i t . 3CS for isorharanet in) . The aglycone shov/ed no 
depress ion in melt ing point on admixture with an au thent ic 
sample of isorhamnetin. I t s i d e n t i t y as isorhamnetin \:as 
fu r the r confirmed by co-chromatography»' u l t r a v i o l e t and 
in f ra - red spec t ra as given e a r l i e r . 
Anal.Calcd. for C^^ gH^gO ?^ Cs 60.75 5 H, 3.82 
Found: C, 60 .68 ; H, 3.80 
I t gave an ace ta te m.p.202-204® ( C f . l i t . ^ ^ 203-204°). 
The chromatographic examination of the f i l t r a t e showed 
the presence of only g lucose . This was confirmed by the 
formation of osazone m.p.204-203°. 
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EstJEGtion of EUfyars 8 The anhydrous glucoside (46ol mg) 
\ms hydrolysed by refluxing for tijo hours vith 2Jj HgSO^o 
After cooling ovDrnightf the aglycone \:as filtered, 
tmshed dried and v/eighed (20.6 ng. )• Thus the ratio of 
the aglycone to the glycoside is 44.*;^ and this ratio 
indicates the presence of two moles of su^ar per mole of 
aglycone• 
Sonogyl*s copper micro method gave the value 
(lo64 cc) ^ .iiich also corresponds to ti/o moles of sugar per 
mole of cglycone* 
Location of the sup:ar position of the glycoside» 
The me^ chyl ether of the glycoside v/as prepared by 
refluxing a mixture of glucoside (300 mg), acetone (100 cc)> 
methyl sulphate (1»5 cc) and freshly ignited potassiuu 
carbonate (4 g) on a vrater bath until a few drops of the 
mixture sho\:ed no more colouration \.i,th ferric chloride. 
The usual irorlc up of the reaction mixture followed by 
hydrolysis gave a solid product of light bro\-m colour. On 
several crystallisations from dilute ethanol it gave straw 
coloured needles n.pe284-85° (Cf.lit.^^^ 284°). This on 
admixture \jith an authentic specimen of 3* ,4» ,3»5,-tetra-
methyl quercetin shoi/ed no depression in melting point. 
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AnaloCalcd. for C^ g^H-j^ gO^ : C, 63.68; H» 5o02 
Found J Cj 63o59; H> 4.91 
It gave an acetate m.p.l74° (Cf.lit.^^^ 174 for 7 aceto^ qr 
3*»4',3p5jtetramethyl quercetin). 
Ervatamia Coronaria 
Extractiont Fresh white flovjers (4 leg.) of Ervataioia 
Coronariap collected on the campus of the Faculty of 
Sciences lluslim University, Aligarh* xiere dried in air. 
The air dried flovrers were extracted twice v/ith petroSexim 
ether (40-<20®). The extract was decanted off and the 
petals \rere completely dried by blowing hot air through 
them. The dry flowers were then exhausted vjith ethanol. 
During the course of refluxing v/ith ethanol a pinch of 
calcium carbonate was added to avoid the possibility of 
hydrolysis of glycosides by free acids, if present in the 
petals. The combined alcoholic extracts were concentrated 
under diminished pressure \-:hereby a highly viscous dark-
bro\m concentrate vas left behind. It was taken in hot 
trater (300 cc); cooled and filtered. The residue v/as non-
flavonoid in nature. The filtrate L-^ S extracted thoroD^^y 
vdth petroieum ether and chloroform respectively to 
ensure cocplete removal of essential oils, fatty, v/axy and 
,lUii\.^ , ^ ^ . 
/Ay &L-4-<jcr-cL<.c^ <3-<»>_a 
j^t«w«-«^x) y^ ^^--ttL,^^^. 
'- Qi^~44 --^bfe 
U.i-e-^^ a 
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resinous mattero The aquaous extract i,-as then shaken with 
n-^ Dutyl alcohol several tines. The tjatar extract ^ /as 
concentrated to a small volume under diminished pressure c^  
on a ii^ iter "bath* and vjhen examined shov/ed the absence of 
yelloi-; colouring matter. The combined n-butyl extracts* 
on recovery of the solvent^ left behind a reddish brown 
sticky mass. 
Lead acetate treatmentt The reddish broxm sticky mass 
uas dissolved in hot tjater and the insoluble material 
filtered off. The hot filtrate on treatment with a fei-j 
cc of lead acetate solution (neutral) resulted in the 
separation of a small amount of dirty broim greasy preci-
pitate lAiich iras removed by filtration. It vms discarded 
as it gave no definite product on being i/orked out. The 
filtrate -ms then treated vrith lead acetate solution 
(neutral) but no precipitate appeared. A bulky orange 
yellow precipitate vra.s separated out by the addition of 
ammonia to the filtrate. The precipitate filtered^ and 
x^ ashed several tines with i-mter. The filtrate,on deAead-
ing^shovfed no tests for flavonoids. 
Decomposition of the lead salt* 
The orange yellow salt uhile still wet vras sus-
pended in a large volune of ethanol, irarmed to a tempera-
ture of 40-50° ard treated vjith hydrogen sulphide gas till 
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the decomposition \.-as ccz:plete. Tx iias filtered and the 
residue \ms trashed with imrm ethanolo The \jashinfs ard 
the filtrate were combined and a current of carborjiioxide 
-vjas passed into the solution to expell most of the 
hs^drogen sulphide gas. It \ms evaporated to drynessr 
under reduced pressure* on a v/ater bath/^ v^ i^ch resulted in 
leaxring behind a dirty brown non-crystallisable solid. 
Chronatographie analysis t The dirty brovm amorphous 
solid was dissolved in alcohol and subjected to chromato-
graphic analysis using IJhatman Ko.l filter paper. rsS 
butanolsacetic acidJwater (60»10S20), acetic acidJwater 
(60140)» phenol satured vdth \.'ater*- as solvent mirtures, 
employtng both the ascending and descending techniques. 
The chronatograms were dried in air. On examination under 
U.?o light they revealed a flourescent spot, and three 
blue spots. Spraying with aqueous sodium carbonate 
solution and also v/ith alcoholic ferric chloride solution^ 
showed only one zone. 
Purification cf glycoside by coltunn chromatography? 
A 500 ng of the glycoside was dissolved in dry 
acetone (50 cc) and the solution was then passed through 
a 60 m ccluinn paclced to a depth of 160 mm viith magnesium 
trisilicats. The flavonoid vras Euisorbed at the top of 
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th^ colurzi. T'-.j colusm ^j&3 Lushed thoroughly v/ith dry 
acotona a r l - . - ter s a tu ra t ed e-"whyl a c s t a t e v^s carsf- j l ly 
adcled. :r3.ution '.,1th ethyl ace ta te s o l u t i o n Dhovred a 
s ing le f loureseen t band (UoV. l i^ht ) . The e thyl ac s t a t c 
so lu t ion ras concentrated on a va te rba th and l e f t over-
nlfT^t in an i ce bo:u Light broijn powdery mass separated.-
vAilch on GEvercl c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n s from nethanol gave 
l i g h t brc\m nssdles mop.222-224^ ( C f . l i t ^ ^ 223-22^'' for 
ICaempferol S-x'hamno-glucoside). 
I do nt i f i c a t ! en of ^aenpf erol 3-5Tlycoside ( a . P . 222-^24° ) 
Glycosid3 acGtate«' Anhydrous glycoside (300 mg)s 
anhydrous pyridine (4 cc) and aca t i c ar2iydride (4 cc) 
i/are heated a t SS^ -GS® on a ' ja ter bath for 3 hours . The 
r eac t i on n ix tu re ITSLS poured over crashed i c e . The p r e c i -
p i t a t e \rzB f i l l e r « d , vmshed and d r i e d . On cry s t a l l i a a--
t i o n '..Ith d i l a t e ethanol i t gave co lour less needle:; 
m. p . 158-6 0^0 
Deace ty la t lon i The glyccaide ace ta te (100 mg) v<xs 
dlaaclved ir, 0 .1 TT Gcdi'ar: rathor.ide (2F cc) ard kept a t 
0° C. /Jf t t r ^A huurs , i t -.-as n e u t r a l i r e d with d i l u t e 1^1. 
"he p r j n i p i t a t e d so l id ;.-as fi l t<:rcd and d r i e d . On c r y c -
t j l l i a . t i c r ' . -rrcr: uethanel i t ::av3 l i ~ h t bro-.m needleu 
u .p .222-$4° . 
Anal.Calcd.for Cg^oQO^g: Cf 6<':.37J Hs 5.3S 
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Hytlrolysis: Anhydrous glycoside was heated \jlth TjS ECl 
(150 cc) on a \,"ater bath. The heating \jas continued fcr 
3 hours to ensure the complete hydrolysis. The solution 
M&Q cooled overnight, the aglycone filtered off, •washed 
and dried. The crude product melted at 272-76®. It v^s 
crystallised from dilute pyridine in light yellow needles 
m.p.276-78° ( Cfdit.^^ 276-78° for Kaenpferol). 
Characterisation of aglycone m.p.276-78°. 
Acetylation: Aglycone (150 mg) was heated unier reflux 
with acetic anhydride (4.5 cc> and fused sodium acetate 
(300 mg) for t^..-o hours. The mixture iras poured on crushed 
ice and left overnight. The solid was collectedji-jashed 
with vraiter and dried. On several crystallisations from 
ethanol (charcoal) it gave shining colourless needles 
mop.180-82° (Cf.lit.^^*^ 180-82°). 
Deccetylationt The above acetate (100 mg.) was refluxed 
with alcohol and hydrochloric acid (Ul) on a v/ater bath 
for half an hour. Hqual amount of water added, and the 
alcohSl \r&s recovered under diminished pressure on a v/ater 
bath. The yellow precipitate obtained on filtration was 
washed idth water and dried. On several crystallisations 
from di lu te pyridine i t gave yellox:r needles ia.p.27o''78'^ 
( C f . L i t . ^ ^ 276-78° for Kaeapferol). 
Ana£.Calcd.for CisHiQOgS C, 62,93 5 H, 3.49 
Found: C, 62.86 J H, 3.12 
ChroEatographic ident i f icat ion of the aglycone (M.P.276-78°) 
The CO-chromatography of the aglycone with an authen-
t i c sample of Kaempferol on VJhatman No.l f i l t e r paper, using 
(60J40) 
butanol J acetic acidswater (60ilO!20) acetic acid.'ifater/as 
solvent system and employing both the ascending and descen-
ding techniques, gave the identical spots . The spots vfere 
revealed in U.V.light, U.V.light and ammonia vapours, by 
spraying with solution^of fe r r ic chloride, sodium carbo-
nate and bis-diazotized benzidine. 
Rf value.' 0.86 (n-butanol :acetic acidswater, 60:10.*20) 
(Cf.Lit . 0.85)5 0.50 (acetic acidswater, 60:40), (Cf.Lit . 
0.50). 
Micro degradation of the aglvcone: 
The aglycone ( .5 mg) few drops of water and potas-
sium hydroxide (100 mg) were kept at 240° for 3 minutes. 
The i n i t i a l dark orange colour -was disappeared, the reac-
t ion niature cooled, di luted ifith v/ater, acidified and 
Cirtracted \dth ether (o5 cc) ti:rice. The ether extract was 
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run on pLpcr ehromatogramsr us ing l.Tiatnan KOol f i l t e r paper 
and cnploying ascending technique in th ree solvent syc ten , 
n-t>utyl"alcoholJacetic acidiv/ater ( 6 0 : i o : 2 0 ) . The chromato-
grams trere d r ied a t room temperature , the examination of 
fragments revealed tiro spots by spraying vrith h i s ^ d i a z o -
t i z e d benz id ine ; i nd i s t i ngu i shab le from those of au thent ic 
samples of phloroglucinol and p-hydroxy benzoic acidt Rfs 
(phenol) 0c69; Rf: ( ac id ) 0o87o 
Chromatographic i d e n t i f i c a t i o n of sugars? 
The f i l t r a t e fron uhich the aglycone vjas removed ijas 
conc3ntratsd to a syrup i n vacuum. The concent ra t ion was 
continued t i l l the syrup vras neu t r a l t o l i tmus paper. The 
sugars uore i d e n t i f i e d chromatographic a l l y i n ti-jo so lvent 
systems, n-^jutanol sacet ic acids i /a ter (40S10J60) and 
n-butanol :^^ter iethanol (60:28o5 !16.5) us ing au thent ic 
sugars as checks. Anil ine phtha la te and p -an i s id ine phos-
phate so lu t ions \rere used as spray r eagen t s . The Rf. values 
of the sugars irare i d e n t i c a l wi th those of glucose and 
rha~noE8. This ana lys i s confirmed the presence of 
glucose and rhamnose i n the glycosideo (Rf values* 0.18j 
0.105 for glucose; 0.37r 0.285 for rhamnose). 
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A suspension of finely povniered glycoside (200 ng) 
in anhydrous acetone (80 cc) i«as refluxed with an excess 
of methyl sulphate (0.8 cc) and ignited potassium carbonate 
(2o5 gn) for 48 hours \iith. frequent shaking. The mixture 
vjas filtered and the residue v/as washed with hot acetone. 
After distilling off the solvent from the filtrate a 
reddish brovm oily residue was left behind. The excess of 
methyl sulphate was removed by washing the methylated 
product several times with petroleum ether. A light brown 
solid xms obtained^- \iiich could not be crystallised. It 
\ms directly hydrolysed by refluxing with 7% aqueous 
sulphuric acid for two hours and the reaction mixture ivas 
cooled in an ice bath.v^ea a straw coloured solid sepf:.*ate&'. 
-out^ It was filtered, washed and dried. On several crys-
tallisations from ethanol it gave straw coloured needles 
m.p.149-50° (Cf.Lit.^^^ 149-50° f9r 3-hydroxy-4',5,7-tri-
methoxy flavone). A mixture of this--ether with 3-hydroxy t 
4* ,5f7-trimethoxy flavone showed no depression in melting 
point. 
Anal.Calcd. fof ^x^l6%' ^* 65.85; Hi 4.87 
Founds C, 65.52J H, 4.80 
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Sstln-stion of sugars? The anhydrous glycoside (39«5 mg) 
was hydrolysed by refluxing for two hours with 23& HgSO^* 
After cooling overnight the aglycone v;as filtered* washed, 
dried and weighed (19.3 n^). Thus the ratio of the a^lycone 
to the glycoside is 48.85& and this ratio indicates the 
presence of two moles of sugars per mole of aglycone. 
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" *A •D:-.I-ydrcj::rpIieayl Hpenzyl ketona rBorontrifluorlde nathcd: 
Phenyl acetic acid (35 gi^ s) vas dissolved in 
chloroform (60 cc) and a stream of horontrifluoride uas 
passed into the solution cooled to 10-15°C. After the 
separation of phei^l acetic acid-t>orontrifluoride complex 
(30 i3ts«), pyrocatechol (15 gms) was added,to-4t. The 
colour of the solution inmiediately turned yellovfo The 
passage of the boron-trifluoride gas was continued for 
another quarter of an hour, and the reaction mixture vias 
left overnight at room temperature (25-28°). The clear 
yellow solution was poured into crushed ice and left for 
tv/o hours. It was extracted with ether. The ether** 
chloroform layer was separated, washed thoroughly with 
sodium bicarbonate solution and then with vmter, and vjas 
dried over anhydrous sodium sulphate. The solvent v/as 
removed by distillation, when a yellow oil was obtained^ 
which solidified later. The solid was first crystallised 
with water and thereafter with alcohol-benzene in almost 
colourless needles m.p.173-174° (Cf.Lit,m.p.l73°) yield 
llo2 gms 5 36% (Cf.Lit.^^^ 23%). 
Calcd.for C^^Hj^gOg: C, 73.63? H, 5.63 
Found: C* 73o585 H, 5.05 
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ThG mixed melting point of the dihydrodeoiii'-T^cnzoin 
\.-itli a sauple j prepared according t o F inz i (Fcncki 'e !!ethcd); 
shc-'od no depress ion . I t gave a 2s4-dini t rophenyl h j d r a -
sone, irhich on c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from ethyl ace ta te separated 
in l i c ' i t orange needles n.p.243**o 
/ inal .CJ-cd.for ^2(?is'^6^4^' ^' 13.71 
!7ciird: N, 13.60 
Metl^:'"!at!an? The decx^'benzoin (2 gris)^ sodium hydro::ide 
so lu t ion C23 cc» 50%)? L3thyl su lphate (12 cc) v-^rs hoa-bed* 
i n a thi-ee necked f lasl : f i t t e d T.lth a s t i r r e r , on a steam 
bath for tvo hours , ^ha addi t ion of sodium hydroidde 
so lu t ion and cethyl sulphate i.'as done a l t e r n a t e l y in small 
l o t so "li2 r e a c t i o n mixturo i/as nside s t rong ly a l k a l i n e in 
the end by the addi t ion of 4 cc of sodium hydroxide s o l u -
t ions arJ. the heat ing :.^s continued for another ha l f an 
hour. The cooled r e a c t i o n mixture \ms ex t rac ted i / i th e ther 
and d r i ed over anhydrous iiagnesium su lpha te . On d i s t i l l i n g 
off t ' le ether t h e yello^.i.sh bro^m o i l y mass r a s l e f t beh i r j i -
ul-ish c r y s t a l l i s e d f ron benzene-petrol i n co lour less s h i n -
ing nscdles r : .p.87-88°CCf.Lit .^^° m.p.88°, 91-^3°) . 
/ j ra l .Calcd.for C^gH^Og: C, 74,97; H, 6.29 
rc-JiEdJ G, 74 .75; lit 6.03 
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3 s4-DiE3th03::/daoiyben2oin"Clalsen acyl;ii:,ion» 
Pc-.'dered and dr ied e thyl v e r a t r a t e (63 gm),cii:cGd 
".rith benEyl cyanide ( 2 3 . 4 ^ ) i v/as added t o t he hot s o l u -
t i o n of scdiun ethoxide*.' prepared froa clean sodium (6 gna) 
and absolute alcohol (70 e c ) . The mixture \ms thoroughly 
shalcen and heated on a i/ater ba th for four hours . I t v^s 
l e f t o \^rni3ht to coo l . The scdium s a l t thus formed \:as 
cooled to 10"C and filtoi^^d under suction. . The res idue 
\ms irdshed four t imes \jith 25 cc por t ions of dry e the r . 
The scdiun s a l t , s t i l l \jet v i t h ether, \ras d isso lved in 
ua te r (125 cc):^ a t room temperature (28-30°) , a^ain cooled 
to 10°C an:l g l c c i a l a ce t i c acid (9 cc) i/as added ' d t h 
vigorous s t i r r ing© vAien a. co lour less p r e c i p i t a t e of 
n i t r i l o •t.'as separa ted . The p r e c i p i t a t e \:as f i l t e r e d , 
i;ash-d '.rith prater and d r i e d , (m.p. 180-82° ) . 
31443i-^st';o:i:/d30X7ben2oIn?(Hydrolysis of n i t r i l e ) t 
Concenjrated sulphuric (35 cc) i-ms placed in c f l ask 
coclad to 0°C. The c o i s t phenyl a c e t o n i t r i l e obtained 
above \x.^ Ldded t o i t s loi . iy, irlth shaking.and the tempe-
ratui '2 -^-3 IiGpt belo^; 20°C. / i f ter the add i t i on , the 
flLc!: • .ij .:ar:ned on a vn ts r bath and ua te r (176 cc) \ms 
Bdi-zC rzji21y» The r_i:rbure vnc then heated to 140°C for 
3 hcVTu \-.lth occasioncJ. shaking. An o i ly l aye r '..'as sepa-
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r a t e d . "li> 3;,lution was ext rac ted with e the r . The cthcx* 
l a / e r vraz i.'ashed with water , then '..i.th scdi'jr: car'bcnc-e 
s c l u t i o n and f i n a l l y xiith. va te r and diir?I ov3i' i^nhydre..: 
aa^nss iur su lpha te . The e ther was d i s t i l l e d off and the 
res idue lef t - -..TIS c i y s t a l l i s s d fey henzsne-pat ro l i n co l cu r -
l e s s needles n.p.8S-88 ( C f . L i t . ^ ^ ^ ' ^ ° 88, 92-93°)J i d e l d , 
17«S gms^CSS:^). 
Anal .Cal-d. for C^gH^gO^s C, 74c97; H* 6.29 
Pourd: C, 74.90; Ht 6 .1 
3?4'Oiaethoig.deoirrbenzointBcrontrifluoride method! 
Yeratrol (15 gms) was added t o phenyl ace t i c a c l d -
•borontr i f lucride conplex, prepared yyy 35 gms of phenyl 
ace t i c acid J ^rd a cur ren t of bo ron t r i f l uo r ide \7&s passed 
for 25 nirrj . tci . The r e a c t i o n tnii'ture va^i on l e a v i r ^ ovur-
ni:;^ht, t - rned dark r ed . I t *..'as poured over crushed i c e . 
On subsequent -..orlc up as descr ibed previously? a bro\.tnish 
o i l was obtained. The bro^-n o i l on c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from 
benaane-iretr J 1 jave colcurlenE ag^pren^tcs of s i l k y needle:; 
m.p.87-83° (C:" . ' ' . i t .^^° '^^^ roT:c3S°, 81-93°)p y i e l d 18 ^na 
(6frOo 
AncleCaledofor CT j^gH g^Cg: C, 74o97J H, 6.29 
Pound: C, 74o87; H, 6 .3 
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( i ) Phenyl to^f-iw'^acnc * A so lu t ion of colourlesE plier^l 
hydri^sino hydroclHoride (500 ng) arji scdiura ace ta te (800 zO 
i n irater (5 C3) -.:as added t o a so lu t ion of 3i4'dimethoxy 
phsi^srl'benzyl ketone (200 mg) i n a l i t t l e alcohol* A 
l i t t l e more ulcohol vas added t o c l ea r the so lu t ion 'dri 
ref luxed en a ^.-ater bath for 30 iilnuteE. The r e a c t i o n 
mixture vzs c o d e d over night in an ice box. The c r y s -
t a l l i n e so l id rns filt^i^ed aff s and on severa l c r y s t a l -
l i s a t i o n s fjTor: d i l u t e ethanol gave l i ^ h t "broim needlea 
• .p .137-38° (Cf.Lit.^^-^ 153-54). 
Anal.Calcd. for ^22^22^2^*2* ^ ' ^"^^ 
rourd! Hj 8.09 
( i i ) Seiii-QZT^ciicne ? Semiccirbssids hydrochloride 
(500 as )? cry^-^iillised codiun acetrite (700 eg) \:src d i s s o l -
ved i n -.rrliSi' 5 c c ) . A so lu t ion of 3i4-dinethoxydeoxy'^ar-oin 
(250 Lig) in :J.-;chQl \:tis added; t h e rdxture L'SS shalcen foi-
2 "lourss and l e f t ever n igh t . The p r e c i p i t a t e d so l id '.ma 
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fil-ucr^dc i.*ash3d» and d r i ed . On crys tsLl l i sa t ion from 
ethanol i t gave co lour less needles m,p. l89-S0°. 
Anal.Calcd. fo r ^I'^isO^lH Kj 13.40 
Pound: K, 13.17 
( i i i ) 2i4-Din3.-trophenylhydrazon8: To a hot so lu t ion of , 
2S4-dinitrophenylhydrazine (500 mg) i n alcohol (8 cc) 
tTas cdded hydrocliloric acid ( 1 cc) and a so lu t ion of the 
deoxybenzoin (250 mg). The iKjactant mixture vms heated 
j u s t t o "boiling, and cooled. The p r e c i p i t a t e d s o l i d 
f i l t e red , p rashed \.dth 205 hydrochloric acid followed by 
imter and d r i ed . On c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from ethyl ace t a t s i t 
gave l i g h t reddish hrovm needles m.p. l98"99°. 
Anal.Calcd. for <^2^2(Pe^h' '^* 12.84 
Found: N, 13.27 
SS'l-'Dinethoxydeoxybenzoin (Gri,?nard method): 
MagneDsiun (4 gms) i.'as placed in a dry 3 necked 
f lask (250 cc) f i t t e d iriith a nercury sealed s t i r r e r , a 
dropping furjiel (50 cc) ,anS a condenser provided a t i t s 
upper end u i t h a drying tube containing a mixture of 
CaClg ^^^ s c l a l i n e , and a gas i n l e t tube reaching t o the 
bottom of the f l a s k . A rapid stream of dry and oxygen 
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frso nitro£er. \.-a£ passed thi'cu^ rli the apparatus to expell 
the air. Dry ether (20 cc) and a suall K^al of iodine 
uero then £dded in the flaslc. The flo\r of nitrogen vms 
slovjed dom crd about 10 cc of a solution of freshly 
distilled benzyl chloride (llo4 gms) in dry ether (50 cc) 
\JSLS added. The ether started boiling. The rest of the 
solution of benzyl chloride was added at a rate timt 
gentle refluxt*^ is j^ iYfeioned-. The mixttire was refluxed 
for about 15 minutes. 
VJith the stirrer still running, finely pov/dered 
dry vatatramide (3o0 gms) was added in small portions at 
a time. The rate of addition of amide was determined by 
the vigour of the reaction. The solution was refluxed in 
an atmosphere of nitrogen, with occasional stirring,for 
48 hours. The flask was placed in an ice bath and then 
hydrolysed with cold sulphuric acid (1056). After standing 
at room temperature for an hour the ether was separated. 
The water layer was heated on the hot plate for half an 
hour, cooled and extracted with ether. The combined ether 
extracts were dried over anhydrous magnesium sulphate. 
The ether vms distilled off leaving behind an oily product. 
The oil on crystallisation from benzene-petrol gave fine 
silky needles (4 g; 71$) m.p.87-88^. It showed no 
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dapisssior in nel t ing point on admixture with a sample 
previously prepared by borontr if luoride. 
Anal.Calcd.for Cj^ gH^^ gOg: C, 75,97 5 H, 6.29 
Found: C, 76,00? H, 6.3 
P emsthylati on 8 
3:4«Dii:^thoxydeoxyben20in (6.5 gms) was refluxed 
\dth hydrobromic acid (Sp.Gr. lo5> 150 cc) for 5 hours. 
I t uas poured in cold vrerter*- ii'feen^  i t ccpsrated as a yellou 
f • - • 
so l id . The yellow solid was f i l t e r€d off, and washed v^th 
irater thoroughly. The f i l t r a t e was extracted with water 
and then with sodium bicarbonate solution. On d i s t i l l i n g 
off the ether, a residue was l e f t behind. The tira 
residues were combined and crys ta l l i sed from water in 
l i gh t brown needles m.p. l73-74°(Cf.Li t .^^ m.p.l73°) 
Preparation of the oximet 
Hydrojiyl aaine hydrochloride (5 gms), water 
(5 c c ) , caustic soda (20 cc > lOp) and 3s4-dimethoxydeo::y' 
benzoin (2 gnis) trere mixed together and jus t enough 
alcohol 'w'as added to get a clear solution. The mijrbure 
was refluxEd for f if teen minutes and l e f t overnight in a 
ref r igera tor , / n oi ly product f3s separated, which on 
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ccveral c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n s from d i l u t e alcohol gave the oxims 
i n sh in ing co lour l sas needles n.p«12S"29° (Cf .L i t . 
128-129°). 
Anal.Calcd.for G^gH^^OgNS I'!, 5.16 
FouEd: H, 5.15 
314 •Dimetho^nrphenyl -^enzyl aiaine i 
A ai^tturs of "benzyl amine (1 g . ) and v e r a t r i c 
acid ( 1 g . ) vas heated a t 180"190® for t h ree hours . The 
r e s u l t i n g product tms t r i t u r a t e d f i r s t with d i l u t e sodium 
hydroxide so lu t ion and then vrith d i l u t e hydrochloric acid 
and f i n a l l y '.rashad u i t h v a t e r . The crude mass on c r y s t a l -
l i s a t i o n fron benzene p e t r o l gave co lour l e s s needles 
m.p.l34"2S°. 
Anal.Calcd.for C^^gH^^Ogru K, 5^17 
Pound* K, 5.21 
4rAmino-V£ratrol (3i4~diE:ethoxy a n i l i n e ) t 
Jm cll:Qlin0 so lu t ion of sodium hy ipoch lor i t e iras 
prepared by passing ch lor ine i n to a mixtxire of cracked 
i c e (30 Sirs) and a cold so lu t ion of KaOH (8 gms i n 50 c c ) . 
Vera t r ic anido (5«8 g . ) obtained from vera t roy l ch lo r ide 
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ETd. concentrated amaonia, vjas added i n one por t ion t o 
a lka l ina so lu t ion of sodium hypochlor i t e , and the nijcbure 
t/as v-armed slov/ly on a ua t e r b a t h , id.th mechanical s t i r r -
ing . The mate r ia l immediately darkened i n coloiar and a t 
50"55° ( i n t e r n a l temperature) o i l y d rop le t s s t a r t e d 
sepa ra t ing . The temperature vras r a i s e d gradual ly t o 70° 
and maintained a t t h i s temperature for one hour. A s o l u -
t i o n of NaOH (12 c c , 3C£S) v/as added slowly and the tempe-
r a t u r e was r a i s e d t o 80° for an add i t iona l hour. On coo l" 
i n s the roac tan t mixture 4-aminoveratrol separated as a 
red c r y s t a l l i n e mass. The crude amine v;as f i l t e r e d -rith 
suc t i on , \7ashed thoroughly \ ; i th i ce -co ld water and pressed. 
I t was d i s t i l l e d under reduced pressure a t 172-174°/24 mm. 
The d i s t i l l a t e (3 .9 gms) s o l i d i f i e d quicldy t o co lour less 
c r y s t a l l i n a mass m.p.87.5-88°. 
Phenyl£icet-3 84~dimethoK:\' an i l ide? 
The an i l i de \ms obtained from 4-amino "veratrol 
( 1 g . ) and pher^l ace t i c acid (1 g) and prSeoGdin^ i n the 
mannsr described under the prepara t ion of 3p4-dimethoxy-
phenyl benayl amine. The an i l i de \ras c r y s t a l l i s e d from 
ethanol i n co lour less needles a .p .151-52° . 
Anal.Calcd. for 0-^E^r^C^j'i K, 5.17 
rounds H, 5.27 
B2c ' r -n I carrangement of the oxlne^ 
0:d.in8 ( 1 gm) ijas d issolved i n dry e ther (30 c c ) . 
Phosphorous pentachlor ide ( 1 . 5 gm) i/as added portion-jise 
t o the inixture. The so lu t ion ijas shaken and kept acilcJ. 
during the add i t ion . The r eac t i on mixture tras l e f t a t 
roon teiL^perature for ha l f an hour* t h e mixture MTSLQ poured 
i n to ice cold i/ater (100 cc) and e ther dr ived off by means 
of a stream of a i r . The crude a n i l i d e s epa ra t ed , -was 
f i l t o r c d and i/ashed irith vjater. I t c r y s t a l l i s e d fron 
alcohol i n coloi i r less needles m.p. 151-52°. I t shoired no 
depression i n melt ing point on cdmixture u i t h the a n i l i d e 
obtained f rcn 4-amino ve ra t ro l and phenyl a c e t i c ac id i . e . 
phenyl acet'-3 9<5-dimetho3:y a n i l i d e . 
AnoleCalcd.for C^^ gH^^ OgK: «> 5.17 
Pound: N, 5.27 
Selcni'-aiu dioxide oxidat ion t 
3:4-dimethoxyphenyl•'benzyl ketone (1 gm)c selenium 
dio::idQ (o43 gn) \:«r€ heated under r e f l u x ; d t h ace t i c 
anhydride (11 c c ) . After s i x hours the -rcsrctcint mixture 
UES f i l t e r e d and poured in to vater^ T.^sn i t separated i n t o 
a ye l lov ocl id on Ceveral c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n s from bensjene-
pe t ro l t t gave l i g h t yello^^ needles of t h e diketone 
:a.p,ll<l,f= 0.15^. 
-•n^l.C:acd.fcr CT^W^^O^: C r 7 1 . 1 0 J Er 5.2^ 
Toxur.'li C, 71c39.: K; 5o3"i. 
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P!83-Slsethoxydeoxybenzoin (Grignard method): 
BEDzyl inagnesium chloride» obtained tron benzyl 
chloride (lldS gms) and magnesium turnings (2.3 gms), in 
the ethsreal solution* as described earlier, tras treated 
\7ith finely po*..dered dry o'-reratramide (4,0 gms) in small 
portions at a time. The rate of the addition of amide vras 
determined by the vigour of the reaction. The solution 
uas refluiied in an atmosphere of nitrogens v/ith occasional 
stirring for 48 hours. It v:as then hydrolysed vjith 
sulphuric acid (10 gms) at 0° and vorlced in the usual way 
\;^ en a broun viscous oil v.'as obtained. The oil on frac-
tionation gave (i) a colourless fragrant oil b.p.123-28°, 
3 mm (0«91 g; ISS yield) and (ii) a thick yellou oil 
bop.170-73°, a 3 mm (4.3; 7S5S yield). 
The first fraction solidified to colourless ohin-
ing plates Ucp.54°. It did not show any depression in 
melting point t^en mixed vrith authentic sample of dibenzyl 
prepared by Clemmensen's method. 
/inal.Calcd.fof Gj^Ej^^ C, 92.30J Hj 7.7 
Pound: Cj 92.23; Hj 7o65 
- ?.45 -
Tlie L.ecord frac-!;ion MZS r e d i s t i l l e d \fhen i t gave a th ick 
f a i n t yelloij o i l bop.170-73p 3 mm. 
Anal.Calcd.for C^^gH^gOg: Cs 74.975 H» 6 .3 
Pound: Cp 74o74; H, 6 . 1 
I t y ie lded 2«4-dinitrophenyl nydrazone a .p. l80"82°» 
c r y s t a l l i s s d i n reddish orango needlss "by e thyl a c e t a t o . 
Anal.Calcd.for CggHgo^ /^i^ s * ^* 12.84 
Pound: Kp 12.85 
Semicarbasone: n.p.185-85**, ( d i l u t e a lcohol) 
AnaloCelcdefor Cj^ TH^gNgOg: Hs 13.40 
Pourd: KP 13.41 
Der:3thylation (2:3-dihydroxydeoxyb£n2oin)3 
The dicathoxydeoxybensoin (1 .3 gm) iras ref luxed 
\d.th hydrobrcaic acid (Sp.Gr. 1.5; 30 cc) and g l a c i a l 
a ce t i c acid (30 cc) for 5 hours . The mixture,on pouring 
in to iratsr sepai-ated i n t o a s o l i d . I t \ms e ^ r a c t s d \rlth 
e t h e r . Tho ether ex t r ac t ijashed iri th \ ja ter , then irith 
sodium bicarbonate so lu t i on and again i / i th iiater. I t 
ijas d r i ed ovsr anhydrous nagnesiun su lpha te . The ethor 
".."3 d i s t i l l e d 'off and the r e s i d u a l s o l i d on repeated 
- X^.7 -
cryotcLLlisations fron petrel- benzene gave l i g h t ys l l c t / 
aggregates of shining needles n .p .79 '61°e 
Anal .Cclcd.for C-^ ^H^gOgJ Cc 73o66 J Hj 5o3 
?Dund: Cp 73.50; H, 5o65 ra. 
I t y ie lded 2i4-dinitrophenyShydraEon9 Dop.281-82 (Ethyl 
acetc t2)o 
/inEa.aclcdofor ^2(?1S^W* ^'* ^3»71 
Fo-ord: H, 14,00 
Selenlun dio^iida oxidat ion (2fl3-dlmethoxy h e n g i p i 
A n lx tu re of 2S3-dimethoxydeo3grbenzoin ( 1 gm»)s 
seleniun dioxide (0 .43 gn^) ard ace t ic anhydride ( l loO cc) 
uas r^flxixed fo r 4 hours . On pouring t h e mijrbure i n to 
t /atsr a yel lot / t h i ck o i l txic separa ted . I t vms e:rbracted 
•with e ther arji dr ied over anhydrous magnesium sulphate* 
On d i s t i l l i n g off the e ther a y e l l o u o i l \-7as l e f t behindr 
i.W.ch d i s t i l l e d a t 215-18°, 1.3 raa. The o i l was c r y s t a l -
l i s e d frcr. e thyl a c e t a t e - l i g f o i n n lx tu re i n yel loi / rhombic 
p l a t e s n .po74°. 
. iTxl.Calcd.for C^gH^^O^ : C, 71.10J Hj 5.22 
FoTind: Cj 71.36; H, 5^31 
1/-8 " 
2s4*<iini"trophen7rnydrazones m.p«162*S4° (e thy l ace t a t e ) 
Anal.Calcd.for C22H28N40«« N, 12.43 
Found: K, 12.56 
2t3'Dimetho:c?deory'benzoln (Orrrano zinc compoxind)? 
The Gi-ignard reagent v/as prepared from 13.7 cc 
(0 .13 moles) of f r e sh ly d i s t i l l e d "benzyl c h l o r i d e , 4 . 8 g 
(0e2 gran a tons) of iMignesi\m and 60 cc of dry e ther i n an 
ataocphere of p\ire> dry n i t rogen . The Grignard so lu t ion 
\ms added t o a so lu t i on of 13.6 grams ( 0 . 1 mole) of 
anhydrous z inc chlor ide i n dry e ther (50 cc)» The s o l u -
t i o n of Grignard reagent MSLS added a t such a r a t e t h a t 
gent le re f luxing vras maintained. During the addi t ion the 
misrbiire \ms vigorously s t i r r e d . After the add i t ion of 
Grignard reagen t , the mixture v:as heated a t r e f lux tempe-
r a t u r e fo r about an hour ard a hslt, diiring \ ^ i c h time 
e ther d i s t i l l e d t i l l the volune of the mixture was reduced 
t o about 60 c c . A so lu t ion of 14 gms. (0o7 mole) of 
0"Veratroyl chlor ide i n dry "benzene (50 cc) ( thiophsne 
f r e e ) \:Rii elided ^rith s t i r r i n g : over f i f t e e n minutes. The 
r e s u l t i n g ni i i ture WLS vrell s t i r r e d and heated under r e f l ux 
for add i t iona l 3 hours . 
T!iE r s a c t i o n mixture was cooled i n an ice "ba-bh a r i 
deconposed by careful addi t ion cf i ce (60 giiis) crd \7atei' 
follo^.*£d "by s u f f i c i e n t EEOunt of 20PJ sulphuric acid t o 
give ti:o ^haned> The aqueous phase vms separnted in a 
separa t ing f-innel and ext rac ted v i t h tuo 190 cc por t ions 
of bena3n8» The combine benzene e rb rac t s and the o r ig ina l 
benzene l aye r uere placed i n a separa tory funnel? aM 
uashed succoss ively v/ith T:.'ater (200 cc) and sa tu ra ted 
sodiun chlor ide so lu t ion (100 cc) and f i n a l l y d r i ed over 
sodium sulphate* After the recovery of the solvent '"I'lii; 
t h i ck o i l \nitz l e f t behind* \;iiich on d i s t i l l a t i o n a t ICO-
/94°C gave a t h i c k f a i n t yellovi o i l ( 6 . 1 g , 345S) "^mich 7 
y4olds 2 J4"dinitrophenylhydrazone m.p. 180-^2°. 
AnaleCalcd.for 022^20^-4035 H$ 12.84 
rouTJis Hj 13.17 
Alkal i D3,<?redation of 2t3'dihvdro:iydeo:arbenzoini 
A mixture of 2S3-dihydroxydeoxybenzoin (0 .4 g)p 
potassium hydroxide (2 .0 g. ) . i :a ter (2 c c ) , and methanol 
(3 cc) TTas heated to 240** and kept t he re fo r 40 minuteso 
After coolingp the mixture ^ras d i l u t e d and a c i d i f i e d . The 
so lu t ion uas e r t r a c t e d \jith e t h e r . The e the r irextract 
uas washed thoroughly \n.th sodium bicarbonate and f i n a l l y 
iJith \ ja ter . The sodium bicarbonate so lu t ion on a c i d i f i c a -
/ To ^uw. K. M 
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t ion gave colc-jrless precipi ta te \:hlcli uas filt-ered. I*: 
crys ta l l i sed fixn boil ing ra te r in colourless plates lu-po 
78° c Ho d3press ion in melting point iras observed i/hen i t 
\:as mixed ijith an authentic sample of phenyl acetic ticid.o 
The ethei' \ms re<»0V8red and the residue v.'as taken in 
olcohol (o5 cc)o I t v;as subjected to chromatographic 
analysis on .^Tiatr-an Ko.l f i l t e r paper using butanol J acetic 
acidsi/ater (30J10S20) as solvent mixture/ employing ascond-
ing techniqu2» The authentic sample of pyrocatechol i/aa 
used as checks The spots \12re revealed by spraying -.dth 
alcoholic fe r r i c chloride and bis-^liasotized p-nitrOaniline 
solution. The t-:o spots i/ere found to be ident ical in Rf 
value and col our* 
OHHytlro2rytleox:7ben2oin Claries rearrangement)? 
PRO I t -..-cs prepared according to Venlcataraman et al 
by the Fries recrrangement of phenylphenyl aceta te . The 
separation cf 1iie isomers formed t'as affected by d i s t i l -
l a t ion under reduced pressure and also by exhausting both 
tho d i s t i l l a t e arji the residue u i th l i g ro in . The l ig ro in 
soluble f tact ion on concentration ga\'e 0-hydroxydeoxy-
bensoin In colourless hexagonal plates nep,60° ( 2 ^ yield)* 
The residue on c rys ta l l i sa t ion from di lu te alcohol -.ras 
colourless crystals of p*4iydroxydeo::;;benso5,n m.p.l51°e 
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0*M2-'uho:grphenylbenzyl Ice-tone i/as prepared by the 
r eac t i on of Grignard reagent t l t h O-neth^benzamide aa 
d e t a i l e d i n e a r l i e r caseso A th ick bro^m o i l \ms obta insd. 
The o i l on f r a c t i o n a t i o n gave a co lour less f r ag ran t l i q u i d , 
•yhich l a t e r solidifi«i:cr i n shining co lour less p l a t e s 
Ho p . 54° iSCj i ^ e l d ) . I t did not shoi: any depress ion i n 
mel t ing point \£ien ii--Tma cixsd ^jith the authent ic sample 
of dibenaylo The second f r ac t i on i/as co l l ec t ed as thic!i 
o i l of l i g h t ye l lou colour b .p .198-200° , 9 mm ( 6 2 J y i e l d ) . 
AnaloCalcd.for C^gH^gOgS Cj 80o36; H, 5.36 
Foxmds Cp 80.10; Hs 5o21 
I t y ie lded 2J4-dini t rophenyl hydrazone* n.p.162-64° 
Anal.Calcd.for ^21^18^^4p5' ^ ' 13.793 
Foui^d: J!p 13 e 503 
235 Seiiicarbaiioneti.p.214-16 ( L i t . m.p.212-14°) 
AnaloCalcd.for C^^gH^^gUg: Np 14.84 
Pound: II, 14.651 
1 CO 
0 'SyuA'oic/dgoia'^benzoin: 
O-xr-ihoxi'deoxybenzoin (2 .2 gins) vas deaethyla ted tji-th hjdrx'o^ 
brczuic acid (Sp.Gro l o 5 ; 40 cc) and g l a c i a l a c e t i c acid (40 
cc ) exact ly i n the manner as descr ibed e a r l i e r . The product 
on c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from l i g h t " r ' - ^ d ^ r : . melted a t 60° . I t 
sho*:3d no depression i n n e l t i n g point ijhen mixed u i t h the 
previously prepared sample of O-hydroxydeoiqrbenzoin. 
AnaloCalcd.for C-j^ H^-^ QOgJ C, 80.00; H? 4.76 
Foiind: C, 79 .63 ; H, 4 .40 
2:4-dinitrophenylhydrazone m.p.217-19° (L i t . ^^^ m.p.219°) 
AnalcCalcd.for ^2<^1S^'4^5^ ^' ^^'^SS 
round: N, 13.971 
Senicarhazone a .p .200 
/jualoCalcd.for ^i^i5^^^* Np 15.687 
Pound! M, 15.291 
0six:a I::OT)O124° 
AnaloCaled.for C^^H-igKOgi Mp 6.123 
FouEd: N, 6.443 
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J .n tsract ion of Benz:/! matmesiui: chlor ide and o - n i t r o -
benzamids ? 
o<^Titrobenzcaide vras t r e a t e d vrith Grignaird reagont 
as i n t he previous cases . The Grignard compSex on vorlcin^ 
up i n the usual manner yielded a deep ^elloi-r oil;s ijliich on 
d i s t i l l a t i o n -under reduced pressure gave a l i g h t ye l l ov 
product . This on repeated c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n s from methyl 
alcohol gave a co lour less f ragran t product in.p.54°. I t 
sho\;ed no depression i n melting point i.iien mi:;ed \ . l th an 
authent ic sciuple of d ibenzyl . 
Dibengyl J 
Benzil (5oO gms) on reduction according to Clepnen" 
sen gave a colourless fragrant product-c- vAiich rjas filterGcL 
The dry product on crystallisation from methanol gave 
colourless fragrant crystals of dibenzyl (4.5 g) m.p.54°. 
8-Hydroxy Is oflavone t 
(a) Ethyl for-ate"Sodium method» 
A solution of 2S3-dihydroxydeoxybenzoin (0o5 g) in 
freshly distilled ethylfornate (15 00)9 cooled to 0®^ -%va& 
gradually added \ath stirring to pulverised sodium (0«5 g)« 
The mixture uas left in an ice chest for 48 hours. Pieces 
of ice and hycLrcchloric acid (15 cc) irere then added and 
the mixture stirred vrell and left ovsr night. Unreacted 
ethyl fcrr .ats t.us thsn d i s t i l l e d ofT under reduced pressure 
'„-iK>"i a dark iDro-m so l id vas separntedr-vhich vias f i l t e r e d 
-aff and uashed '..Ith water . On repeated c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n s 
f ron d i l u t e ethyl alcohol i t gave co lour less sh in ing 
needles (0 .25 g) • .po222-24°. VJhen subjected t o sodium 
amalgam t e s t i t gave pos i t ive t e s t but no colour with 
i l c o h o l i c f e r r i c ch lo r ide . I t d issolved i n aqueous scdiua 
carbonate and sodium hydroxide giving a yellow s o l u t i o n . 
Anal.CalccL.for O-^^-^QO^*' C , 75.59 ; Hj 4 .23 
Found: C, 75.38 ; H, 4 .27 
Ace ty la t ion : 
The ieoflcvone (0 .2 gr.) ar^ fused scdium ace ta te 
(0 .3 gm) \.-sre ref luxed i j i th ace t i c aniiydride for one ho\ir 
on a sand b a t h . The so l id obtained en pouring the mixture 
over crushed ic2 was washed -'choroughly i . l th water and 
d r i e d . I t r e s c r y s t a l l i s e d t2on diethyl alcohol i n co lour -
l e s s needles n . p . l 6 0 ° . 
Anal.Ctaed.for C-j^ rpH-j^ gO^ : C, 72.84; Hj 4 .31 
F jord : Cr 72.98; H, 4.29S 
Methyl a t i o n : 
A solutlcn of the isoflavone '0.4 gn) in dz-y acetone 
(100 cc) waa treiited under rcf. i:. '..Ith dinsthy? siaphf.'-.n 
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(So5 oc) a r i ciiiydrous potass iua carbonata (8 gizs) fo r 
30 hours . I t \:t.s f i l t e r e d and the res idue uashed v;ith 
hot acetone. Cn d i s t i l l i n g off the solvent a s t r a u colo^or-
ed so l id \:3L3 obtained \-jhich v:^ c r y s t a l l i s e d from inethyl 
alcohol (charcoal ) int-0^ shining co lour less needles m.p«lS3°9 
Anal.Calcdcfor ^16^12^2' Cj 7S.19 5 H, 4.75 
Pound: Cj To.31; Hj 4 .85 
Etho:::alylation} 2"Carbethoxy"8-hydroxy i so f l avcne : 
R e d i s t i l l e d e thoxalyl chlor ide (1 .8 g) \jas s l o i i y 
added i/ith s t rong s t i r r i n g in to an i ce cold soJhution of 
2»3-dihydroxyd30:iybenzoin ( 1 g) i n pyr id in (10 c c ) . After 
the add i t ion the n ix tu re uas l e f t for 24 hours a t rooia 
temperature . The rnixture \:as poufed in to t.'ater and esrtrac--
t ed u i t h ch lorc fc rn . The chloroform e x t r a c t uas uashed 
success ively \rlth 105J hydrochloric ac id and vmter and 
dr ied ovei- aagnaElum su lpha te . The chloroform uas 
d i s t i l l e d off. The product lef-- .^-as c r y s t a l l i s e d frou 
ethanol i n co lour less c r y s t a l s n .p .213-15° . 
Anal.Calcd.for C^ g^H^ ^^ OgS Cs 69.54j H» 4o54 
I?cund« Cc S9,74; H, 4.37 
1 ^'^ 
The above e s t e r (Oo6 g) i n cthanol vras uarmed for 
four hours i d t h excess of ^ aqueous sodium carbonate* TI13 
organic solvent x.'as evaporated ard the cold so lu t ion irus 
ac id i f ied . r l icn i t gave a co lour less s o l i d . The so l id \JB.L 
f i l t e r e d * 1,-ashcd u i t h vrater a i^ d r i ed . On c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n 
from d i l u t e nethanol i t gave shining needles m.p.232-S30o 
Anal.Calcd.for ^jS^iO^^' C, 680O7; H, 3.57 
Pound: C, 67o90; Hs 3.687 
8'Hydro3C7 Isoflavone? 
The above carboxy iscf lavone vras decarboxylated by 
hea t ing r a p i d l y in por t ions (ca .50 mg) t o 275° t i l l the 
evolut ion of cafbondioxide ceased. The crude melt v/as 
eirbracted iji'iZi e ther? i/ashed u i t h aqueous sodium b i c a r b o -
nate and then \jith \-7ater. I t \ms dr ied over anliydrous 
magnesium su lpha te . The e ther -v-^ -s racoaered» and the 
res idue on c r y s t a l l i s a t i o n from d i i u t e alcohol (charcoal ) , 
gave co lour l e s s sh in ing needles m.p.222-24°. The melt ing 
point vas found undepressed on admixture u i t h the sample 
obtained by ethylformate sodium s y n t h e s i s . 
AnaleCalcd.for C-^ gH^QOg: C, 75.59; H* 4.23 
round: C; 75.40; H, 4 .23 
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Allcallns hydro lys is t 
The isoflavone (0 .3 g) i n methanol (7 cc) crd r a t e r 
(5 cc) containing sodium hydroxide ( 1 g) was ref luxed tor 
12 hours . The alcohol was evaporated and the mixture was 
d i l u t e d \Jith water and a c i d i f i e d . I t was ex t rac ted vjith 
ether> washed vjith water , then with sodium bicarbonate 
so lu t i on and f i n a l l y vAth water . S ther was recovered^> "* 
the r e s i d u a l so l i d was talcen in to small quan t i ty of 
alcohol cr and was subjected t o chromatographic ansCLysis on 
n VJhatman Hool f i l t e r paper us ing butanol J a c e t i c acids 
water (60 810 820) as solvent mixture*'employing the ascend-
ing technique . The chromatogram was run a l o n g s i d e V i t h 
an au thent ic sample of 283-dihydroxydeoxybenzoin. The 
spots v;ere revealed by spraying with a lcohol ic f e r r i c 
ch lor ide and d i azo t i zed p - n i t r o a n i l i n e so lu t ion and v/ere 
found t o be i d e n t i c a l . 
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Kaempferol from Flowers of Ervatamia Coronaria Stapf 
On account of its immense therapeutic value^) Ervatamia 
Stapf., Syn., Tabernaemontana R. Br. (Apocynaceae) early 
attracted attention. Although the milky latex, the bark and 
the root of the genus have been extensively examined for 
various plant products, no mention so far appears to have been 
made of the presence of flavonoids. The isolation of a crystalli-
ne flavonoid compound from the flowers of the species is now 
reported. 
The ethanol extract on purification by suitable solvent 
fractionation, and subsequent treatment with neutral and 
basic lead acetate yielded a semi-solid product. The cyanidin 
test 2) indicated the presence of flavonoids, and chromato-
graphic examination revealed the presence of a single flavonoid 
compound. A yellow solid was obtained by hydrolysis of the 
semi-solid which was purified by fractionation on alumina, and 
yielded light yellow needles after several crystallizations from 
dilute pyridine. The acidic cyanidin and WILSON'S boric acid 
tests^),^) were positive confirming the presence of a flavonol. 
I t was identified as Kaempferol by its melting point 276 to 278° 
[lit. 3) 276 to 278°] and mixed melting point w i th an authentic 
sample of Kaempferol and gave an acetate, m.p. 18O to 182° 
[lit.3) m.p. 181°I. 
Further confirmation of the identity of the aglycone was 
furnished by co-chromotography [cf. *),^)]. The spots were 
revealed in U.V. light, U.V. light and ammonia vapours, by 
spraying with solutions of ferric chloride, diazotized p-nitro 
aniUne and bis-diazotized benzidine, Rp 0-86. The aglycone on 
microdegradation*),') followed by the chromatographic exa-
mination of the fragments revealed two spots by spraying 
with diazotized p-nitro-aniline and sodium carbonate, and 
bis-diazotized benzidine, indistinguishable from those of 
authentic saniples of phloroglucinol and p-hydroxy benzoic 
acid, Rp (phenol) 0-69; Rp (acid) OS?-
The authors express their gratefulness to Prof. T. R. 
SESHADRI of Delhi University for the gift of a sample of 
"^"asSnvpferol. 
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3.4-Dihydroxy-desoxybenzoin und sein Dimethylather wurden mit Hilfe von 
Bortrifluorid in betrachtlich erhohten Ausbeuten synthetisiert, der Dimethyl-
ather in noch hSherer Ausbeute mittels der Grignard-Methode. 3.4-Dimethoxy-
benzil, Phenylessigsaure-[3.4-dimethoxy-anilid] und iV-Benzyl-[3.4-dimethoxy-
benzamid] werden erstmals beschrieben. Durch Beckmann-Umlagerung wird 
gezeigt, daB das Ketoxim des 3.4-Dimethoxy-desoxybenzolns die Konfigu-
ration des ij)'n-Benzyltyps besitzt. 
Substituierte Desoxybenzoine zogen in den vergangenen Jahren wegen ihrer 
medizinischen BedeutungD und wegen ihrer Verwendbarkeit als Zwischenprodukte 
zur Synthese von Stilbostrol-Analoga^) die Aufmerksamkeit auf sicii. 3.4-Dihydroxy-
desoxybenzoin und sein Dimethylather I wurden fruher durch Nencki's und Friedel-
1) J. R. GEIGY AG, Engl. Pat. 728280; C. A. 50, 5756 [1956]. 
2) T. C. MYERS, R . J. PRATT, R . L . MORGAN, J. O 'DONELL und E. V. JENSEN, J. Amer. 
chem. Soc. 77, 5655 [1955]. 
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Crafts' -Reaktionen3-5) bereitet, mit Ausnahme eines Falles (23 % d. Th.'^') wurden jedoch 
keine Ausbeuteangaben gemacht. Im Verlauf unserer Arbeit uber die Synthese von 
Isoflavonen gelang uns die im folgenden beschriebene Verbesserung der Ausbeute 
von 3.4-Dihydroxy-desoxybenzoin. Ein weiterer Gesichtspunkt fiir diese Arbeit er-
gab sich aus der Tatsache, dafi die Konfiguration des Ketoxims von 3.4-Dimethoxy-
desoxybenzoin nicht bekannt war. 
Leitete man Bortrifiuorid in ein Gemisch von Brenzcatechin und Phenylessigsaure 
in Chloroform ein, so entstand in Ausbeuten um 36% d. Th. 3.4-Dihydroxy-desoxy-
benzoin. Ersetzte man Brenzcatechin durch Veratrol, so erhielt man die Dimethoxy-
verbindung I in 65-proz. Ausbeute. 
C. BEB ' Methode*) zur Herstellung aliphatischer Ketone mit den durch S. S. 
JENKINS'') erzielten Verbesserungen wurden ebenso erfolgreich auf die Synthese von I 
angewandt. Veratrumsaure-amid^) (1 Mol.) setzte man allmahlich einem OberschuB 
(3 —4 Moll.) von Benzylmagnesiumchlorid in Ather zu und erhitzte bei gelegentlichem 
Umriihren auf dem Wasserbad 48 Stdn. unter RiickfluB. Der so erhaltene Grignard-
Komplex lieferte, in ijblicher Weise aufgearbeitet, reines kristallisiertes I in 71-proz. 
Ausbeute. Keinerlei Anzeichen fiir irgendein anomales Produkt') wurde hierbei 
beobachtet. Der Dimethylather I lieB sich mit Bromwasserstoffsaure in Eisessig in 
70-proz. Ausbeute entmethylieren. 
Die Identitat des Dihydroxy-desoxybenzoins wurde bestatigt durch Schmelz-
punkt und Misch-Schmelzpunkt mit einer frisch nach der Methode von FINZI^' und 
LESPAGNOL und Mitarbb.''* hergestellten Probe sowie durch Darstellung seines 2.4-
Dinitro-phenylhydrazons. 3.4-Dimethoxy-desoxybenzoin (1) gab bei der Entmethy-
lierung ein Produkt, welches im Gemisch mit 3.4-Dihydroxy-desoxybenzoin keine 
Schmelzpunktsdepression zeigte. Die Identitat von I wurde weiterhin erhartet durch 
Bereitung des Oxims (Schmp. 128-129°) und des Phenylhydrazons (Schmp. 137 bis 
138°). Der Schmelzpunkt des letzteren stieg auch bei wiederholten Versuchen nicht 
hoher (A. J. CHALMERS und F. LIONSi") fanden 153 — 154°). I ergab auch leicht ein 
2.4-Dinitro-phenylhydrazon und ein Semicarbazon. Mit Selendioxyd in Acetanhydrid 
oxydiert, lieferte T ein Produkt, dessen Analysendaten gut auf das Diketon zutrafen 
und das ein 2.4-Dinitro-phenylhydrazon bildete. 
Wir erganzten die Charakterisierung von I ferner noch durch eine Studie iiber die 
Beckmann-Umlagerung seines Ketoxims. I wurde oximiert und ergab unter unseren 
Versuchsbedingungen nur ein Oxim, dem entweder die Formel IIa oder l i b zuzu-
ordnen ist. Um die Konfigutarion dieses Oxims zu ermittehi, behandelten wir es mit 
Phosphorpentachlorid in Ather, wobei eines der Anilide III a oder I l lb entstand. Da 
diese beiden Anilide unbekannt waren, haben wir sie aus 4-Amino-veratrol8.ii> und 
3) F. FiNZi, Mh. Chem. 26, 1119 [1905]; J. C. S. Abstr. I 1905, 907. 
"t) A. LESPAGNOL, J. TURLUR und L. LESPAGNOL, Bull. Sci. Pharmacol. 46, 305 [1939]; 
C. A. 33, 8182 [1939]. 
5) A. K A U F M A N N und H . M O L L E R , Ber. dtsch. chem. Ges . 51 , 123 [1918]. 
6) C. R. hebd. Sdances Acad. Sci. 137, 575 [1903]. " J. Amer . chem. See. 55, 703 [1933]. 
8) H. M E Y E R , Mh. Chem. 22, 429 [1901]; J. C. S. Abstr . 1901, 628. 
9) P. R. AusTrN und J. R. JOHNSON, J. Amer . chem. Soc. 54, 647 [1932]. 
10) A. J. CHALMERS und F. LIONS, J. Proc. Roy . Soc. N e w South Wales 67, 178 [1933]; 
C. A. 1934, 765. 
11) J. S. B U C K und W. S. IDE, Org. Syntheses 16, 4 [1936]. 
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Phenylessigsaure im einen Fall bzw. aus Benzylamin 12) und Veratrumsaure im andern 
Fall synthetisiert. Vergleich des durch Beckmann-Umlagerung gewonnenen Pro-
duktes envies dessen Identitat mit Phenylessigsaure-[3.4-dimethoxy-anilid] (Ilia) und 
legte damit die Konfiguration des Oxims als zum syn-Benzyltyp gehorig fest. Das 
folgende Schema verdeutlicht die verschiedenen Reaktionsschritte: 
CH3O 
CH3O C-CH 
NOH 
II a 
C H 2 - ^ 
C-CH2-
HON 
l ib 
CHjO^ O C - C H z - ^ y 
CH3O 
OC-
NH 
Ilia 
t 
<^ >-CH2-NH 
ll lb 
t 
X / 
OCH3 
CH3 
NH, 
OCH3 
HO2C-CH2 
BESCHREIBUNG DER VERSUCHE 13 M) 
3.4-Dihydroxy-desoxybenzoin 'Bortrifluorid-Methodej: Man loste 35 g Phenylessigsaure 
in 60 g Chloroform und lieB durch die auf 10° gekiihlte Losung einen Strom von Bortri-
fluorid perlen. Setzte man 15 g Brenzcatechin zu, so zerfiel der Phenylessigsaure-Bortriflu-
orid-Komplex nach einiger Zeit, und man setzte das Einleiten von Bortrifluorid eine weitere 
Viertelstunde fort. Man belieB die Reaktionsmischung iiber Nacht, schiittete auf zerklei-
nertes His und lieB 2 Stdn. stehen. Nun extratierte man mit Ather, trennte die Ather/Chlo-
roform-Schicht ab, wusch mit Natriumhydrogencarbonatlosung und mit Wasser und trock-
nete iiber Natriumsulfat. Der Verdampfungsriickstand, ein braunlichgelbes Ol, erstarrte 
spater und lieferte, aus Wasser, anschlieBend aus Athanol/Benzol umkristallisiert, nahezu 
12) H. R. ING und R. H. F. MANSKE., J. chem. Soc. [London] 1926, 2348. 
13) Alle Schmpp. sind unkorrigiert. 
i"" Die Mikroanalysen wurden vom Chemistry Department der M. S. University of Baroda 
ausgefUhrt. 
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farblose Nadeln vom Schmp. 173-174" (Lit.3): Schmp. 173°). Ausb. 11.2 g (36% d. Th.; 
Lit.t.7): 2 3 % d . T h . ) . 
C14H12O3 (228.2) Ber. C 73.66 H 5.29 Gef. C 73.58 H 5.05 
Die Verbindung war im Gemisch mit einer nach FINZI^) (Nencki's Methode) bereiteten 
Probe ohne Schmelzpunktsdepression. 
2.4-Dinitro-phenylhydrazon: Schmp. 243° (aus Essigester). 
C20H16N4O6 (408.4) Ber. N 13.71 Gef. N 13.60 
3.4-Dimethoxy-desoxybenzoin (1/ 
a) Nach der Bortrifluorid-Methode: Aus Veralrol aa Stelle von Brenzcatechin erhielt man, 
wie oben beschrieben, 65 % d. Th. / als braunliches Ol, das, aus Benzol/Petrolather um-
kristallisiert, farblose Aggregate seidiger Nadeln vom Schmp. 87—88° lieferte (Lit.: Schmp. 
gg-S); 91-93°15)). 
CieHieOj (256.3) Ber. C 74.97 H 6.29 Gef. C 74.75 H 6.06 
Oxim: Schmp. 128-129° (Lit. 15); Schmp. 128-129"). 
C16H17NO3 (271.3) Ber. N 5.16 Gef. N 5.15 
Phenylhydrazon: Schmp. 137-138" (Lit. 10): Schmp. 153-154°). 
C22H22N2O2 (364.4) Ber. N 8.09 Gef. N 8.09 
Semicarbazon: Schmp. 189 — 190°. 
CnHi9N303 (313.3) Ber. N 13.40 Gef. N 13.17 
2.4-Dimtro-phenylhydrazon: Schmp. 198-199 ' . 
C22H20N4O6 (436.4) Ber. N 12.84 Gef. N 13.27 
b) Nach der Grignard-Methode: Benzylmagnesiumchlorid, aus 11.4g Benzylchlorid und 
4 g Magnesiumspanen auf ubliche Weise in Atherlosung bereitet, wurde portionsweise mit 
3 g fein gepulvertem, trockenem Veratrunfsdure-amid^^ behandelt. Die Zugabegeschwindig-
keit des Amids wahlte man nach der Heftigkeit der Reaktion. Man erhitzte die Losung unter 
gelegentlichem Ruhren 48 Stdn. in Wasserstoflfatmosphare unter RiickfluB, hydrolysierte 
sodann bei 0' mit 10-proz. Schwefelsaure und arbeitete das olige Reaktionsprodukt in iib-
licher Weise auf. Das Ol lieferte, aus Petrolather/Benzol timkristallisiert, 4 g (71 % d. Th.) 
feine seidige Nadeln vom Schmp. 87—88°. 
Atherspallung: 6.5 g / wurden mit 150 ccm Bromwasserstofifsaure {d 1.5) und 150 ccm 
Eisessig 5 Stdn. unter RQckfluB erhitzt. Man goB die Mischung anschlieSend in Wasser, 
extrahierte mit Ather und erhielt als Verdampfimgsriickstand ein braimliches Ol, das aus 
Wasser kristallisierte. Schmp. 173 — 174°. 
Selendioxyd-Oxydation von / ; 1 g I erhitzte man mit 0.43 g Selendioxyd in 11 ccm Acet-
anhydrid 4 Stdn. unter RiickfluB und gofi in Wasser, sobald sich ein gelber Niederschlag 
abschied. Mehrfaches Umkristallisieren des letzteren aus Petrolather/Benzol lieferte das 
Diketon in hellgelben Nadeln vom Schmp. 114.5 — 115°. 
C16H14O4 (270.3) Ber. C 71.10 H 5.22 Gef. C 71.39 H 5.31 
Das 2.4-Dinitro-phenylhydrazon wurde leicht erhalten. Schmp. 223-224°. 
C22H18N4O7 (450.4) Ber. N 12.43 Gef. N 12.31 
l i ' M. TiFFENEAU, A. ORYEKHOV und M. ROGER, Bull. Sec. chim. France 49, 1757 [1931], 
C. A. 1932, 2424. 
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Oxim von I: Man vermischte 5 g Hydroxylamin-hydrochlorid, 5 ccm Wasser, 20 ccm 
10-proz. Natronlauge und 2 g I und setzte gerade bis zur klaren Losung Athanol zu. Nun 
erhitzte man 15 Mm. unter RuckfluB und belieB iiber Nacht im Eisschrank. Das abgeschie-
dene olige Produkt ergab, mehrmals aus verd. Athanol umkristallisiert, das Oxim in glan-
zenden Nadeln vora Schmp. 128-129° (Lit.i"': Schmp. 128-129"). 
C16H17NO3 (271.3) Ber. N5.16 Gef. N 5.15 
N-Benzyl-[3.4-dimethoxy-benzamid] (lllb): 1 g Benzylamin erhitzte man mit 1 g Veratrum-
saure 3 Stdn. auf 180-190", zerrieb das Reaktionsprodukt zuerst mit verd. Natronlauge, 
dann mit verd. Salzsaure und wusch schlieBlich mit Wasser. Aus Benzol/Petrolather um-
kristallisiert, lieferte die rohe Masse farblose Nadeln vom Schmp. 134 — 136°. 
C16H17NO3 (271.3) Ber. N 5.17 Gef. N 5.21 
4-Amino-veratrol (3.4-Dimethoxy-amlin): 5.8 g Veratrumsaure-amid, aus Veratroylchlorid 
und konz. Ammoniak' ' bereitet, lieferte mit alkalischem Natriumhypochloritu' in ijblicher 
Weise 3.9 g 4-Amino-veratrol vom Schmp. 87 — 88°. 
Phenylessigsaure-[3.4-dimethoxy-anilid] (Ilia): Aus I g 4-Amino-veratrol void. I g Phenyl-
essigsdure gewatm man das Anilid, wie bei I l lb beschrieben. Farblose Nadeln vom Schmp. 
151-152° (aus Athanol). 
C16H17NO3 (271.3) Ber. N 5.17 Gef. N 5.27 
Im Gemisch mit dem durch Beckmann-Umlagerung des Oxims II a erhaltenen Produkt 
schmolz das Anilid ohne Depression. 
